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PEDAGOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY

PEDAGOGICAL SKILLS IN THE PEDAGOGY OF KINDNESS OF 
IVAN ZYAZYUN

Svitlana Yakymenko,
Doctor of Pedagogical Science, Professor,

Natalya Bozhok,
postgraduate student,

Nikolaev National University named after V.O. Sukhomlinsky

Annotation. The article reveals the peculiarities of the use of the pedagogy of kindness 
in the legacy of Academician Ivan Zyazyun and methodological principles of professional 
development. The methodology of formation of pedagogical skill on the leading ideas of Ivan 
Zyazyun is revealed. Innovative approaches to the development of professional skills of teachers 
on the basis of IA Zzyazyun are proposed. The essence of the developed interactive simulator of 
pedagogical skill is revealed and the innovative approach of self-development of teachers during 
all life is offered. He also drew attention to the peculiarities of using the pedagogy of Kindness 
in creating an educational environment. In addition, the theoretical approach of Academician 
Ivan Andriyovych Zyazyun to the definition of professional skills of a teacher is revealed in detail 
and an important element of humanistic education is revealed - &quot;subject-subject&quot; 
relations between teachers and students.

Keywords: humanism, pedagogy of kindness, pedagogical skill.

Transformations in the Ukrainian educational environment on the basis of humanism, 
democracy, national consciousness require the definition of new strategic and tactical 
guidelines in the field of higher education schools. The leading direction in the process 
of preparing students for teaching activity is a humanistic focus of the educational 
process on the disclosure of potential opportunities and abilities of the individual and the 
establishment of universal values.

Pedagogy of good is a leading life, professional and methodological principle, which 
was followed by Academician Ivan Zyazyun as a person, citizen, teacher, philosopher 
and leader during his scientific and scientific-pedagogical activities. He was the founder 
of a unique school of pedagogical skills, the methodology of which is used in the 
modern educational space. However, socio-cultural changes require the adaptation of 
I.A.Zyazyun’s leading ideas into a qualitatively new educational space with the use of 
models of the international educational space and the use of the latest technologies. 

The progress of mankind is made possible by the enrichment of the historical 
experience in various fields of social development. The more it happened the expansion 
of the scientific and information environment, accompanied by the accumulation of new 
knowledge, the more acute was the problem of purposeful transmission of positive
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human experience to future generations. Therefore, the development of the pedagogical 
field is an objective need at all historical stages of transformation of society. Therefore, 
the problem of professional development of teachers has attracted the attention of 
many prominent thinkers, writers, teachers who have made a significant contribution 
to the history of the national pedagogical school (G. Skovoroda, O. Dukhnovych, B. 
Grinchenko, M. Kostomarov, P. Kapterev, K. Ushinsky, V. Sukhomlinsky, A. Makarenko, 
S. Amonashvili and others) [2].

I. Zyazyun’s pedagogical heritage allows us to state that the core idea of   practical 
training of future teachers is a humanistic approach to the organization of the educational 
process, respect for the personality and subjectivity of the student and teacher. The basis 
of the system of their practical training was and remains a thorough pedagogical practice. 
It is a person-centered, humanistic, and subject-oriented learning. The ideas of pedagogy 
for the good of Ivan Zyazyun have not lost their relevance. They live and work in our 
time, found their continuation in the Concept of state policy in the field of reforming 
general secondary education «New Ukrainian School» for the period up to 2029 (2016), 
the Law of Ukraine «On Education» (2017) [1].

The New Ukrainian School (NUS) is a key reform of the Ministry of Education and 
Science of Ukraine. The main goal is to create a school that will be pleasant to study 
and that will give students not only knowledge of how it is happening now, but also 
the ability to apply them in life. NUS is a school that is a pleasure for students to go to. 
Here they listen to their opinion, teach to think critically, not be afraid to express their 
own opinion and be responsible citizens. At the same time, parents also like to attend 
this school, because there is cooperation and mutual understanding. They have to work 
at the New Ukrainian School to prepare future teachers of higher education institutions, 
guided by the requirements of the present and using the domestic experience of their 
practical training.

I.A.Zyazyun carried out a deep philosophical and pedagogical analysis of educational 
processes in higher education, which led to the following conclusion: in the development 
of higher pedagogical education in Ukraine XX - early XXI century. two tendencies 
are distinguished: transformation of pedagogical institutes into pedagogical universities; 
transformation of pedagogical universities into classical ones. If this trend continues, 
we can predict the complete loss of the system of higher pedagogical education in our 
country, which is a great national heritage [3].

His experience I.A.Zyazyun summarized in his iconic books published in Ukraine 
and abroad, in particular the didactic complex «Pedagogical skills», «Beauty of 
pedagogical action», «Pedagogy of good: ideals and realities» and others, have become 
widespread in Zhytomyr region and contribute to effective preparation of future teachers 
in higher educational institutions, help to increase the pedagogical skills of teachers-
practitioners and scientists.

Thus, in the textbook «Pedagogy of good: ideals and realities» the then Poltava rector 
substantiated 10 basic principles vital activity of the higher pedagogical educational 
institution.
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It is known that during the last quarter of the XX - beginning of the XXI century the
world underwent global transformations, socio-economic changes, rapid information 
technology development. All this could not but affect the pedagogical education, which 
in its essence must be objectively advanced. Transformational processes have led to 
changes in the conceptual and terminological apparatus of pedagogy, as «a system of 
pedagogical terms, the set of meanings of which is a system of pedagogical concepts 
(identical to it).» In this regard, the meaning of the concept of «pedagogical education» 
is significantly deepened and expanded. Along with the above interpretation, its content 
is supplemented by aspects related to the training of teachers to implement the concept 
of continuing education - lifelong learning, in particular: vocational training, vocational 
training and retraining of the unemployed, additional education for various categories 
of citizens, including and the third age. I.A.Zyazyun emphasized that when it comes 
to andragogy (the section of pedagogy on stimulation and direction of the processes of 
education and training of adults), the features of personal and professional ontogenesis 
in the period of maturity are considered [1].

The relevance of this issue is explained on the one hand by the fact that individual 
characteristics (attitudes, needs, interests, level of claims, features of intelligence, etc.) 
significantly affect the choice of profession and the course of professional adaptation. 
According to the scientist, they can both contribute to the formation of professional 
skills and a creative approach to labor activities, and interfere with professional 
development (for example, in the absence of general professional abilities - activity, 
self-regulation, resistance to obstacles, etc.), which leads to faster professional aging 
and deformation (negative socio-psychological and mental changes in professional 
activities). I.A.Zyazyun stressed that adult education is characterized by continuity 
and appropriate technologies. Regarding the latter, it is worth noting what is meant by 
«educational technology», how natural is its introduction into scientific circulation, what 
is the relationship of this term with the traditional concepts of «educational theory» 
and «educational methods». Thus, in modern conditions, adult education has become 
more important, as its content includes professional and pedagogical training of citizens 
involved in educational activities in various socio-cultural and industrial systems. At the 
same time, it is appropriate to emphasize the personality teacher, to the quality of his 
professional and pedagogical activities, to him - as a subject of the educational process, 
the subject of pedagogical communication are new, increased requirements. In turn, this 
significantly affects the expansion of the set of interrelated tasks entrusted to teacher 
education [4].

The next important aspect in humanistic education, which I.А.Zyazyun points out, is 
the need for subject-subject relations between teachers and students: “An important and 
difficult task is to translate the content of education into the inner world of the individual. 
To do this, it is necessary to organize psychologically sound activities of two equal in 
relation to the subjects: teacher - student, seeking to actualize the formation of students’ 
intrapersonal motivation while meeting their essential (existing and formed) needs. We 
are talking about educational technology - the internal organization of content, is
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the logic and structure of content in the context of the relationship of participants in 
educational, including pedagogical activities [2].

According to I.A.Zyazyun, the core idea in the formation of professional skills of a 
teacher should be the use of a humanistic approach to the organization of the educational 
process, education of respect for the individual and subjectivity of both students and 
teachers. In his scientific works I.A.Zyazyun defines professional skills as a holistic 
system of such components: pedagogical orientation of the teacher’s personality, 
professional knowledge (knowledge of the subject, methods of its teaching, theoretical 
foundations of pedagogy and psychology), ability to pedagogical activities [2]. 
Pedagogical skill is a kind of set of personal culture, knowledge and worldview of the 
teacher, his comprehensive theoretical training with the improvement of mastering the 
techniques of teaching and education, pedagogical technology and best practices. At the 
same time, it is a type of activity that mainly affects the internal sphere of the teacher: the 
desire to become a master of pedagogical work; belief that skill provides not only high 
productivity, but also a sense of satisfaction from it, establishing itself as a specialist. The 
main priorities of the scientific school of pedagogical skills of Academician I.A.Zyazyun 
are the improvement of their own practical pedagogical activities, the use of pedagogical 
experience of colleagues and more. His pedagogical achievements are highly appreciated 
not only in Ukraine but also abroad. The academic books cover the theoretical basis 
and methodological principles for professional development of each teacher. As is well 
known, Ivan Andriyovych was the initiator of the creation of centers of pedagogical 
skills in different regions of Ukraine. Most of them are active today, launching new 
directions and continuing the “Pedagogy of Good”.

In modern education, pedagogical skills are considered from the standpoint of 
different approaches and are understood as: a set of properties and qualities of the 
teacher’s personality that ensure the effectiveness of his pedagogical activities on 
a reflective basis; system of professional competencies of a teacher, technology of 
pedagogical action; the highest level of pedagogical activity, etc. I.A.Zyazyun’s theory of 
pedagogical skill contributed to the beginning of new directions of scientific research on 
this problem, in particular: on the history of pedagogical skill development, realization of 
ideas of pedagogical skill in creativity of outstanding teachers of Ukraine; development 
of professional competencies and personal qualities of teachers [4]. Experience shows 
that the formation of pedagogical skills is impossible without constant attention and 
consideration of the psychology of pedagogical activities, the personality of the teacher, 
because the personality of the teacher - is the main factor in raising children, and 
pedagogical skills - is a synthesis of personal qualities of the teacher. abilities and skills 
are a tool of professional activity. Thus, the main elements of a teacher’s pedagogical skills 
are professionalism, competence, productivity, socially oriented personal qualities. I.A. 
Zyazyun notes: “The essence of skill is in the personality of the teacher, in his position, 
ability to show creative initiative on the basis of realization of own system of values. 
Mastery is a manifestation of the highest form of activity of a teacher’s personality in 
professional activity, activity based on humanism and revealed in the appropriate use of
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methods and means of pedagogical interaction in each specific situation of teaching and 
education” [3].

Continuity of education is always an important aspect for a teacher. The philosophical 
and pedagogical idea of   continuity of education embodies several semantic goals. This is 
primarily the awareness of education as a process that covers all human life, continuous 
purposeful assimilation of socio-cultural experience using all parts of the existing 
educational system, adherence to the principle of education, education policy aimed 
at creating conditions for lifelong learning, ensuring interconnected and continuity of 
different levels of education.

The basis of professional skill is professional competence - an integral, dynamic 
combination of knowledge, understanding, skills, values, abilities, attitudes in the 
appropriate context and a set of qualities. Competence is also seen as a general ability 
based on knowledge, experience, values   that a person acquires in the learning process, 
the ability to apply knowledge in practice. Among the main competencies are the ability 
to learn throughout life. Professional and pedagogical competence is a complex structure, 
the elements of which include a number of other competencies of a modern teacher: 
competence in the field of theory and methods of educational process, competence in 
professional subjects, socio-psychological competence, differential psychological, etc.

The formation of pedagogical skills in primary school teachers is a multifaceted 
stage that requires the involvement of the teacher in this process. It is worth noting that 
sociological research shows that the success of his students depends on the motivation of 
teachers to professional activities. Our project aims to help a motivated teacher to pump 
SOFT and HARD SKILLS.

The interactive simulator is an application for smartphones with the android 
version. The work includes the theoretical basis of scientific developments of domestic 
teachers – V.O.Sukhomlinsky and I.A.Zyazyun. The scientific achievements of scientists 
define the professional skills of teachers as part of the following categories: pedagogical 
abilities, pedagogical interaction, humanism (according to V.O. Sukhomlinsky) and 
pedagogical orientation of the teacher’s personality, professional knowledge, ability to 
teach, pedagogical techniques (according to I.A .Zyazyun ). Therefore, the developed 
Interactive simulator of pedagogical skills on the basis of the methodological base of 
V.O. Sukhomlinsky and I.A .Zyazyun consists of the following sections:

Main - information about the essence of the Interactive Simulator and the scientific 
base of scientists V.O. Sukhomlinsky and I.A.Zyazyun on the formation of professional 
skills.

About developers - information about the people who created the Interactive 
Simulator.

Pedagogical orientation - contains the theoretical basis that defines the specified 
category, the questionnaire - the author’s method, which allows to determine the level 
of formation of pedagogical orientation and methods that allow for self-development in 
this category.

Pedagogical interaction - contains the theoretical basis that defines the specified
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category, the questionnaire - the author’s method, which allows to determine the type of  
communication between teachers and methods that allow for self-development in this 
category.

Pedagogical abilities - contains the theoretical basis that defines the specified 
category, the questionnaire - the author’s method, which allows to determine the level 
of formation of pedagogical abilities and techniques that allow for self-development in 
this category.

Professional knowledge - contains the theoretical basis that defines the specified 
category, the questionnaire - the author’s methodology to determine the level of 
pedagogical knowledge and techniques that allow for self-development in this category.

Pedagogical technique - contains a theoretical basis that defines the specified 
category and techniques that allow for self-development in the specified category.

Humanism - contains a theoretical basis that defines the specified category, and 
techniques that allow for self-development in the specified category.

The interactive simulator was developed on the WIX platform and uploaded to the 
Play Market system for open access to anyone. The resource is currently being tested on 
the Google system. It is expected to be downloaded for free download to anyone wishing 
to develop their pedagogical skills. The information system is designed for teachers 
who are engaged in self-education throughout life. It is planned to further expand the 
functions and capabilities of the application “Interactive simulator of pedagogical skills 
based on the methodological base of VO Sukhomlinsky and I.A.Zyazyun.

The methodology of further research involves the study of the technology of using 
the Interactive simulator of pedagogical skills in the educational process. It is also 
important to select quality information resources for the development of professional 
skills of teachers throughout life.

References:
1. The concept of the new Ukrainian school [Electronic resource] - Access mode: 
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THE MAIN RESULTS OF THE INITIAL DIAGNOSIS OF
SOCIO-CULTURAL COMPETENCE OF FUTURE FOREIGN

LANGUAGE TEACHERS

Inessa Viznіuk,
Doctor of Psychological Sciences, Professor,

Serhii Dolynnyi,
Ph.D. of Philosophy, Assistant,

Anna Polishchuk,
Candidate of Historical Sciences, Senior Lecturer,

Vinnytsia Mykhailo Kotsiubinskyi State Pedagogical University, Ukraine,
Victoria Kylyvnyk, 

Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences, 
Communal Higher Education Institution «Vinnytsia Humanities Pedagogical College»

Annotation. The article substantiates the main results of the initial diagnosis 
of socio-cultural competence of future foreign language teachers by the level of its 
formation. This study showed the insufficient level of socio-cultural competence of 
future foreign language teachers and confirmed the need to develop and implement in 
the educational process of pedagogical colleges pedagogical conditions and structural-
functional model of socio-cultural competence of students.

Keywords: socio-cultural competence, pedagogical college, future foreign language 
teachers, pedagogical conditions.

The importance of forming the socio-cultural competence of a foreign language 
teacher in the process of forming professional competence is one of the urgent tasks, 
as noted by domestic and foreign scholars. The training of socio-culturally competent 
foreign language teachers overcomes the contradiction that has arisen between society’s 
need for competent foreign language teachers and the insufficient level of preparation 
of students in pedagogical colleges for socio-cultural activities; between the recognition 
of socio-cultural competence of an important role in the personal and professional 
development of future foreign language teachers and insufficient development of 
scientific and methodological support for the development of socio-cultural competence 
of future foreign language teachers in the system of pedagogical college; between the 
dominant focus of the pedagogical process in pedagogical colleges on the formation 
of students’ subject-professional knowledge and skills and insufficient attention to the 
formation of socio-cultural competence of future foreign language teachers.

Analysis of domestic and foreign philosophical, cultural, psychological and 
pedagogical literature showed that the problem of forming socio-cultural competence 
of future foreign language teachers is interdisciplinary and is one of the main tasks of 
higher education in Ukraine, which needs to be addressed.
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Issues of formation of professional, general cultural, intercultural and sociocultural 
competence of future foreign language teachers are considered in the dissertations of 
Ukrainian researchers (I. Zakiryanova, I. Kushnir, T. Nesvirska, S. Shekhavtsova, etc.); 
features of the formation of linguistic personality were studied by scientists G. Bogin, 
E. Borinstein, N. Galskov, I. Zimnya, Y. Karaulov; V. Krasnykh, Yu. Pasov, V. Safonov, 
O. Selivanova, S. Ter-Minasova, G. Tomakhin, and others studied the mechanisms of 
mastering the corresponding culture while studying a foreign language. Scientific works 
cover some aspects of the formation of socio-cultural competence of future foreign 
language teachers in both educational and extracurricular activities of students [1 - 6].

Therefore, it is important to state the formation of socio-cultural competence of 
future foreign language teachers according to the main results of the initial diagnosis of 
their socio-cultural competence.

The purpose of the article is to substantiate the formation of socio-cultural 
competence of future foreign language teachers based on the main results of the initial 
diagnosis of their socio-cultural competence.

Experimental work was carried out on the basis of Vinnytsia Humanitarian and 
Pedagogical College, Korostyshiv Pedagogical College named after I. Ya. Franko, 
Uman Humanitarian and Pedagogical College named after Taras Shevchenko, Belgorod-
Dnister Pedagogical School, Chortkiv Humanitarian and Pedagogical College named 
after Alexander Baltic Pedagogical School. A total of 396 students took part in the 
experiment.

According to the generalizing results of the ascertaining research the actual state of 
formation of sociocultural competence of future foreign language teachers is analyzed, 
the efficiency of pedagogical conditions and structural-functional model of formation of 
professional self-consciousness of future teachers is substantiated and experimentally 
checked [4, 5].

Table 1 presents the generalized results of the formation of socio-cultural competence 
of future foreign language teachers at the beginning of the experiment (in absolute 
numbers,%).

Table 1
Generalized results of the levels of formation of socio-cultural competence

of future foreign language teachers at the beginning of the experiment
(in absolute numbers,%)

Groups

Control

Experimental

Levels

High

persons personspersons persons% % % %

8,517

18 9,1

Sufficient

1326

26 13,2

Basic

38,777

77 39,1

Initial

39,779

76 38,6
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As can be seen from Table 1, which presents the generalized results of the initial 
diagnosis according to four criteria, before the experiment in EG were 40.4% of students 
with the initial level of socio-cultural competence, in CG – 41.4%; 41.5% of students 
had a basic level in EG, and 40.2% in CG; with a sufficient level in EG  as 11.1%, and in 
CG – 11.7%; with a high level in EG 7%, in CG – 6.7%.

The diagram (Fig. 1) presents the generalized results of the initial diagnosis of socio-
cultural competence of future foreign language teachers. As can be seen from Table 1, 
before the experiment in EG there were 37.7% of students with the initial level of socio-
cultural competence according to this criterion, in CG – 39.7%; 47.4% of students had a 
basic level in EG, and 44.1% in CG; with a sufficient level in EG was 9.9%, and in CG 
– 11.7%; high results were shown in EG by 5.3%, while in CG – 4.5%.

Qualitative analysis of the obtained data showed that a significant part of the 
respondents have a low level of motivation in mastering and future use of socio-cultural 
knowledge in pedagogical practice; they do not yet see the need for such knowledge, 
do not understand their significance for future professional activities. Therefore, of 
course, these students do not feel the need to form socio-cultural competence; they 
never thought about this problem and did not set themselves such a task. It is worth 
noting the sometimes not very tolerant attitude of students towards representatives of 
different ethnic groups, speakers of different languages   and cultures. We noticed this 
by observing future teachers both during specially created pedagogical situations, and 
during conversations, excursions, “round tables”, where they had the opportunity to 
speak openly on certain issues, without worrying that they are wrong will understand. 
It is worth noting that during the experiment we always tried to create an atmosphere of 
trust, support and understanding.

Fig. 1. Generalized results of the initial diagnosis of socio-cultural competence of 
future foreign language teachers.
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As can be seen from Figure 1, before the experiment in the experimental and control 
groups, the level of socio-cultural competence of future foreign language teachers was 
almost identical.

At the same time, we conducted a survey of graduate students (4th and 5th) of 
pedagogical colleges on the basis of which an experimental study was conducted, which 
showed the following results.

To the question “How do you understand the concept of” competence “?” 73% 
of respondents gave a superficial answer, limiting themselves to only one component 
of competence, namely knowledge: “… is knowledge of their subject (for teachers) or 
simply knowledge of their profession, all its details.” 15% of 4th year students identify 
the concept of “competence” with authority. 8% of respondents gave a somewhat broader 
understanding of the concept of “competence” as a person’s acquired ability in the 
learning process, which consists of knowledge and experience that can be implemented 
in practice. Finally, 4% of 4th year students - future foreign language teachers showed 
a fragmentary fragmentary understanding of the concept. An example of the answer we 
refer to these four percent is: “Correctness, method, accuracy, awareness.”

The vast majority of respondents (81%) gave a superficial answer to the second 
question of the questionnaire about the essence of the concept of sociocultural 
competence of a future foreign language teacher, as awareness of the country of the 
language being studied, its customs and traditions. 7% equate socio-cultural competence 
with communicative abilities or skills as ensuring successful communication of a future 
teacher with representatives of a foreign language culture. 5% of students repeated their 
answer to the first question: “The essence of socio-cultural competence of the future 
teacher of a foreign language is that the teacher must be well aware of their field of 
activity.” 4% of the total number of respondents do not associate the concept with the 
activities of teachers: “It is the ability to apply knowledge about the country to reach an 
understanding with its representatives.” 3% of students could not answer the question.

Despite the unsatisfactory, in our opinion, understanding of graduate students - 
future foreign language teachers - the meaning of “competence” and “socio-cultural 
competence”, 25.4% of respondents answered the third question of the questionnaire 
said that the formation of socio-cultural competence of future foreign language teachers 
in the pedagogical college is very important, and 74.6% - important. No student chose 
the option “not very important” and “unimportant”.

In answering the fourth question about the subjects that have the greatest potential 
in shaping the socio-cultural competence of future foreign language teachers, students 
mentioned obvious subjects: cultural studies, world literature, practical English course, 
lexicology, history, geography in different variations. Only one subject - culturology or 
local lore - 6.9% of respondents answered this question. There were no students who did 
not answer this question.

The purpose of the sixth question was to clarify the depth of students’ awareness of 
the need for effective implementation of the procedural component of pedagogical activities 
in teaching the subject in order to form socio-cultural competence, not just content. 
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We believe that graduates who have knowledge of psychological and pedagogical 
disciplines and have undergone various types of pedagogical practice should have a 
sufficient level of professional competence to answer this question. However, the 
students had some difficulties in answering this question of the questionnaire. In fact, 
none of them could fully answer him. 21% of students mentioned the subject, the topic 
of the lesson, and intuitively stated: “During the study of this topic will be formed, the 
cognitive component of socio-cultural competence”; 63% mentioned only the subject 
and topic, and 16% of respondents did not answer this question at all.

Duplicating this answer was the answer to the question: “Give an example of a 
foreign language topic, indicate the methods, techniques, approaches by which high 
school teachers will be able to form a specific component of socio-cultural competence”, 
so we will not dwell on its analysis.

Regarding the answer to the questionnaire on improving the effectiveness of socio-
cultural competence of future foreign language teachers in college, the vast majority of 
students (67.3%) named the following forms, methods and techniques that help improve 
foreign language skills: “conduct activities in English, to make a week of communication 
only in English “,” to invite native speakers to communicate with students “,” to add 
interesting ways of studying “,” to conduct excursions “,” to show videos from the 
countries whose language we study “; “Allocate more hours for the subject of local lore” 
- 5.7%; 8.1% of students answered in general phrases: “Tell more about what will affect 
socio-cultural competence” and so on. The answers of about 6.4% of respondents were 
creative: “increase the interaction of students with representatives of another country, 
native speakers, travel with the support of the college to the countries whose languages   
are studied.” And 12.5%   of respondents see a change in the style of communication 
between teachers and students as a condition for increasing the effectiveness of the 
formation of socio-cultural competence of the future foreign language teacher in the 
college. In their questionnaires, these students state categorically: “Change the approach 
to the organization of the learning process. Listen to the students”.

Regarding the answer to the fifth question of the questionnaire, the students’ answers 
were divided as follows: 34.6% of respondents believe that classroom classes contribute 
to the most effective formation of socio-cultural competence of the future teacher. The 
main argument of most students was that in class the teacher will explain everything 
that the student needs. 25.4% of students said that this is extracurricular work, because 
classes, in their opinion, should be held not only in classrooms and according to the 
traditional program. 21.8% of respondents chose independent work and emphasized that 
the main issue in the formation of socio-cultural competence is self-improvement and 
self-development of man himself, because in their absence other forms of work will be 
either ineffective or ineffective. 14.7% of respondents chose both extracurricular and 
extracurricular work. Another 3.5% of students, in our opinion, avoided answering for an 
unknown reason, writing: “socio-cultural competence should be formed in a complex.”

In order to more effectively plan the work during the formative experiment, a survey 
of foreign language teachers (English) of pedagogical colleges was conducted. A total of 
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38 teachers took part in the survey.
The first question. 61.5% of teachers said that the formation of socio-cultural 

competence of future foreign language teachers is very important and 38.5% - important. 
Option c) “not very important” and d) “unimportant” was not chosen by any teacher.

The second question. Teachers noted among the subjects that have the greatest 
potential in the formation of socio-cultural competence of the future teacher of a foreign 
language, the history of English-speaking countries, geography, lexicology, stylistics, 
culturology, sociology, subjects of philology.

In response to the third question: “Do you consider it sufficient to form socio-
cultural competence within the college program while studying as a future foreign 
language teacher?” the vast majority of teachers (76.3%) said that it is sufficient, but 
it is worth more hours and attention to the disciplines of linguistics. 15.6% of teachers 
noted that the formation of socio-cultural competence of future foreign language 
teachers depends not only on the program material, but also on the personality of the 
teacher and his pedagogical skills. We completely agree with this answer. And another 
8.1% of respondents said that the program of socio-cultural competence is considered 
insufficient, because for the effectiveness of this process students need to be able to 
communicate with native speakers, visit English-speaking countries, listen to webinars.

In the formation of socio-cultural competence (answer to the fourth question of the 
questionnaire), college teachers use mostly electronic textbooks, videos from British 
Counsil, Youtube, authentic texts, videos, newspaper articles, aphorisms, proverbs, 
sayings and more. Observations of the work in the classroom confirmed these answers.

With sociocultural texts, teachers orient students to the following work: to find 
cultural and regional information in the texts, to systematize it, to compare it with 
the phenomena of native culture, to master typical forms and formulas of speech 
etiquette, rules and norms of communication, to use linguistics and linguistics own 
reflections on the basis of read text, discussions, reading, translation and analysis of 
language phenomena, listening to texts and checking comprehension of heard, written 
reproduction of listened to text, selective reading, composing dialogues, creative tasks 
to find additional information, stylistic analysis of the text , main idea, feelings of the 
author, video analysis, etc.

In response to the sixth question of the questionnaire, teachers noted that to form the 
socio-cultural competence of future foreign language teachers use the project method, 
search method, role-playing games, presentations, conversations, creative exercises, 
learning and acting dialogues and polylogues, creating speech situations, interactive 
methods. creation of situational interaction, preparation of reports on the country and 
culture of the studied language, dramatization of dialogues, writing letters to a foreign 
friend, involvement of students in extracurricular educational activities.

Diagnosis of socio-cultural competence, as evidenced by the answer to the seventh 
question of the questionnaire, teachers usually conduct indirectly through observation, 
interviews, questionnaires, translation with creative assignments, works on a given topic, 
essay writing, reading comprehension and reading comprehension, listening, roleplaying
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games, writing letters, analyzing students’ written and oral answers. Also in answering 
this question, college teachers noted that, unfortunately, today there are no tools to 
determine the dynamics of socio-cultural competence as a separate personal integrity.

Teachers see ways to increase the effectiveness of the formation of socio-cultural 
competence of future foreign language teachers in the college: attracting foreign 
teachers from English-speaking countries to conduct trainings and seminars for students; 
provision of modern literature, video and audio recordings; conducting classes with 
increased socio-cultural color; promoting civic competence during debates; review of 
traditional roles of teachers and students during the educational process, involvement of 
students in cooperation; use of socio-cultural components as a mandatory factor during 
classes; introduction of a special course on the formation of socio-cultural competence; 
reorientation of foreign language teaching from informative to problem-oriented; 
availability of technology for the formation of socio-cultural competence.

Conclusions. Thus, despite the fact that college teachers carry out quite serious 
work in foreign language classes using authentic texts, audio and video materials, various 
modern teaching methods, the survey of graduate students showed a lack of socio-cultural 
competence in accordance with modern social requirements for the individual teacher. 
As noted by teachers in individual interviews, the explanation for this contradiction may 
be the lack of appropriate technology for the formation of socio-cultural competence of 
future foreign language teachers.

Thus, the study showed the insufficient level of socio-cultural competence of future 
foreign language teachers and confirmed the need to develop and implement in the 
educational process of pedagogical colleges pedagogical conditions and structural and 
functional model of socio-cultural competence of students.
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Annotation. The article deals with the prospects of forming a value attitude to moral 
and legal norms in children based on a survey of their parents and teachers. It is noted 
that receiving information from an adult about human rights, the child begins to relate 
them to moral values. Gradually, the moral and legal ideas that are formed in the child, 
form a personal system of legal ideals and beliefs, on the basis of which she will later be 
able to assess legal information, forming its own sensitivity to the assimilation of legal 
norms. In particular, the child first learns the moral norms on the basis of which he is 
able to evaluate actions for morality or immorality (“what is good and what is bad”, 
“what can be done and what should be avoided”).

In this way, the child in his behavior is adjusted to actions in accordance with the 
norms of morality. Gradually, it becomes available to understand the child that people 
are punished for certain antisocial, illegal acts (sometimes children are afraid that they 
will be taken to the police), according to state laws, awareness of the existence and 
functioning of institutions with punitive powers.

In the future, adults should form children’s ideas about human offenses in terms of 
their legal behavior or vice versa - immorality and inadmissibility of certain actions 
and deeds, as well as acts contrary to the principles of law already known to children 
and violate the rights of others. The result of this process is the child’s awareness of the 
injustice of the offense and the differentiation of its legal and moral ideas, which allows 
you to assess the behavior of yourself and others from the standpoint of justice-injustice 
with the legitimacy of priority and significance. In this approach, the moral assessment 
of fair behavior is perceived by the child as secondary.

Keywords: rights, moral and legal education, sensitivity of formation of value 
attitude to moral and legal norms in children, parents, teachers.

Introduction. One of the leading conceptual ideas of the XXI century is the legal 
education of man, which has become widespread in the world community, and has led 
to the task of educating a new type of young generation who knows their rights, knows 
how to defend them and respect the rights of others.

In the context of the human-centric paradigm (V. Kremen) one of the leading 
principles of modern educational policy is its humanistic orientation, which determines 
the priority of universal values in the educational process, as well as creating effective
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conditions for educating children and youth in the legal field with conscious morality 
and law. and activity imitation of spiritual and legal values, a clear civic position, a 
sense of responsibility for the fate of the state, high moral qualities. In this regard, 
the legal education of children at the stages of preschool and primary school age is 
especially important, when the foundation of citizenship, morality, legal education is 
laid, the effectiveness of which determines the effectiveness of the process of becoming 
a responsible citizen. The expediency of early acquaintance of children with moral and 
legal norms is explained by their sensitivity to the formation of values in relation to 
moral and legal phenomena, assessment of moral and legal situations, development of 
skills and formation of readiness for lawful behavior.

A significant amount of research on this problem (V. Dubrovsky, G. Davydov, V. 
Kvasov, I. Kotyuk, V. Orzhekhovskaya, M. Podberezsky, O. Pometun, T. Remekh, L. 
Tverdokhlib, N. Tkachova, M. Fitsula, M. Shcherban, etc.) testifies to the increased 
scientific interest in the search for effective means of legal education of the younger 
generation. However, the analysis suggests that the holistic characteristics of legal 
education as a component of personal and social development of preschool and primary 
school children has not been the subject of special study and today remains unresolved 
in theory and educational practice. teachers in the legal education of children [1-5].

The purpose of the article is to form a value-motivational attitude to moral and legal 
norms in children. The main task of the study is to determine the main priorities in the 
work of parents and teachers to develop skills and develop readiness for lawful behavior 
in children.

Presenting main material. Based on the analysis of legal and modern psychological 
and pedagogical literature S. Fedotov defines the content of moral and legal education for 
preschool children as “organized, purposeful and systematic influence on the personality 
of the preschool child to form legal awareness, develop skills and habits of active lawful 
behavior. moral norms and rules. Among the effective pedagogical methods of moral 
and legal education of preschoolers, the researcher singles out: the child’s entry into 
the position of another child (the ability to “look at the world” through the eyes of this 
person), immersion of the child in a specific cognitive problem; use of a game character, 
“life stories” [2, 3, 5].

The formation of value-motivational attitude to moral and legal norms in children is 
defined by us as sensitivity to the formation of legal culture of the individual, based on 
his previous life experience and accumulated ideas and knowledge of social interaction, 
in resolving conflicts and differences of interest in the educational process and one’s own 
life [5, p. 65].

The ability to evaluate objects, ie to establish their value, is associated with the formation 
in the human mind of values. This raises the problem of a culture of choice of values that 
presupposes freedom. The choice is based on reason, is realized through activities that 
overcome necessity and develop on its basis. It is always extremely difficult for a person, 
especially a young person, to make a choice. After all, this is a responsibility. All human 
actions are imbued with choice. The choice begins in childhood and lasts a lifetime.
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In order to study the attitude of parents to the issues of legal education of children 
and to identify their awareness in this area, a survey of parents of children 6-7 years 
and their teachers was conducted, which was attended by 200 respondents (Fig. 1). In 
order to conduct a survey of parents, a questionnaire was developed and proposed to 
representatives of senior preschoolers and first-graders. Here is a detailed description of 
the answers of parents of children of both ages to the questionnaire. To the first question 
of the questionnaire: “Are you familiar with the provisions of the UN Convention 
on the Rights of the Child? What do you know about this document? only 15.6% of 
respondents gave an affirmative answer; the vast majority of parents are not familiar with 
the provisions of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and 45.5% know about 
it only that it states the rights of the child.

Fig. 1. The results of the survey of parents of children 6-7 years and their teachers

Answers to the second question of the questionnaire “Are you familiar with the 
Family Code of Ukraine, with the rights and responsibilities that you have as a parent 
according to this document?” 35.5% of parents reported that the Family Code existed, 
but only 25.1% of respondents were able to name their rights and responsibilities.

Revealing their understanding of children’s rights (answer to the third question), 
parents gave the following answers: these are state-guaranteed opportunities and 
freedoms (25.2%); legally enshrined opportunities to live properly (18.3%); the right 
to education, work, leisure, freedom of speech (62.1%); the rest of the parents did not 
answer this question.
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To the question “What rights does your child have?” 45.5% of respondents answered 
that their child “has all the rights of a child of this age”; 52.1% listed them: the right to 
material support, to visit a preschool institution (school), the right to have friends, own 
interests, etc.

Regarding the responsibilities of the child, the parents indicated the following: 
“helps me with the housework, cleans their toys (things), takes out the garbage, waters the 
flowers, washes the dishes” – 75.2% of respondents; “Respect senior family members” 
– 13.2% of parents; “Follow the rules of conduct, obey parents” – 23.1%. Regarding 
the responsibilities of the child, the parents indicated the following: “helps me with 
the housework, cleans their toys (things), takes out the garbage, waters the flowers, 
washes the dishes” – 75.2% of respondents; “Respect senior family members” – 13.2% 
of parents; “Follow the rules of conduct, obey parents” – 23.1%.

Answering the sixth question of the questionnaire, 33.2% of parents believe that 
children should be informed about their rights, “because it is easier for smart people to 
live”, “so that they can respect themselves and other people”; “So that they can protect 
their interests” – 28.1%; the rest believe that it is too early to introduce children to their 
rights at this age.

Answers to the seventh question “Do you think that you violate the rights of a child 
when you leave him at home alone for a few hours?” show that only a third of parents 
(34.1%) understand that when they leave their children alone at home, they violate their 
rights. The rest of the parents (65.9%) do not think so: “let him grow up on his own”, “let 
him get used to it, because it doesn’t work out otherwise”.

The answers to the eighth question showed that the vast majority of parents do not 
consider it a violation of the child’s rights if punishing for something, putting the child in 
a corner or otherwise restricting his freedom of movement, obviously not realizing that 
this is an important basic need.

Analysis of the answers to the ninth question shows that 73.1% of parents understand 
that the humiliation of the child’s dignity can further lead to serious psychological 
trauma, behavioral disorders. Among the consequences, they called: “child insecurity”, 
“inferiority complex”, “low self-esteem”, “failure, helplessness in adulthood”; 18.9% of 
respondents believe that “a child will grow up closed or aggressive”, or “this can lead to 
hostility towards parents, loss of trust.”

Parents know that hitting a child means violating their rights, while 69.5% of 
respondents use corporal punishment, among which preference is given to slaps, children 
are slapped, beaten; 31.1% consider such punishment permissible in some cases. Only 
10.1% of parents pointed out the categorical inadmissibility of corporal punishment 
in any situation. Among the reasons that motivate parents to use punishment are the 
following: “the child does not listen” (27.1%); “My parents beat me too” (26.4%); 
“Can not stand the nerves” (16.3%); “Arguments and patience are running out” (9.2%); 
“Psychological stress after work” (6.1%); “Violation of the rules of conduct” (5.3%); 
“Stubbornness of the child” (4.1%); “Deliberately defies parents” (3.2%).

To the question “Do you consider your knowledge of legal education of a child
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sufficient?” the vast majority of parents (83.1%) said they would like to know more 
about children’s rights, but at the same time indicated a lack of free time; only 9.1% of 
parents gave an affirmative answer and gave a positive assessment of their knowledge 
and skills in the legal field.

Answering the last question “Are you satisfied with the interaction of the educational 
institution and the family on the legal upbringing of children?” 57.5% of parents 
said they would like to improve such interaction, including in order to improve their 
knowledge of legal education of children. That is why the results of the survey of parents 
of children aged 6-7 allowed to divide all parents into three groups based on the level of 
their understanding of human rights and in particular the legal upbringing of the child, as 
well as awareness of the importance of legal upbringing of the child. 

The first group of parents (15.2%) have sufficient knowledge and skills in the field of 
law and legal education of children, respect the rights of the child, teach him to perform 
his duties, prefer explanations and encouragement rather than punishment, teach the 
child is responsible for their desires and actions, have a positive response to cooperation 
with teachers on this issue. 

The second group of parents (42.3%) have insufficient knowledge and skills in legal 
education of children, so do not always respect the rights of the child and do not teach 
him to perform their duties, consider permissible corporal punishment in some cases, pay 
insufficient attention to teaching children to understand consequences of their negative 
behavior, but are willing to interact with teachers.

The third group of parents (41.5%), although they consider the process of legal 
education of children important, do not have the necessary knowledge and skills about 
the rights and legal education of children, are convinced that children of this age are too 
young to perform responsibilities and be aware of their actions. and therefore do not see 
the need to organize interaction with the teacher in this direction. 

Further relevant for the study was to determine the level of legal knowledge of 
educators and teachers, their theoretical and practical readiness to carry out work on the 
legal education of children. Let’s analyze the results of teachers’ answers to the proposed 
questions of the questionnaire (Fig. 1). Yes, to the first question of the questionnaire: 
“What documents protecting the rights of the child are you familiar with?” the vast 
majority of teachers (90%) limited themselves to the Constitution of Ukraine and only 
8% called the “UN Convention on the Rights of the Child”; 2% of teachers are familiar 
with the Laws of Ukraine “On Education”, “On Preschool Education”.

Answers to the second question of the questionnaire: “Assess how well you know 
the legal documents on the legal protection of children: a – good; b –satisfactory, c – 
unsatisfactory “showed that 70% of teachers assess their knowledge as” satisfactory “, 
20% –” unsatisfactory “, 10% –” good “.

The next question of the questionnaire: “In your opinion, do children have special 
rights that they should know about? Name them? ” allowed to record the affirmative 
answers of most teachers. Among the rights of children, they named the following: “right 
to life” (90%),  “right to education” (80%),  “right to treatment” (60%),  “right to food”
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(30%), love and respect of parents “(20%),” safe childhood “(5%),” comfortable living 
conditions “(4%),” freedom “(3%),” play “(3%),” right choice “(2%),” the right to one’s 
own opinion “(1%).

Answers to the fourth question of the questionnaire “In your opinion, why introduce 
children to their rights?” found that it is necessary to acquaint children with their rights 
so that “they can protect themselves in the future”, “so that they are not deceived in life”, 
“so that children know that they have the right to live in a state governed by the rule 
of law”, “to live in society” , communication with peers “,” so that children know that 
they have rights at their age “,” so that children know what responsibilities they have to 
perform “,” so that children can stand up for themselves in society “,” so that they are 
aware , to which they are entitled. At the same time, 10% of respondents did not answer 
this question.

Processing of respondents’ answers to the next question of the questionnaire “In your 
opinion, at what age should children be introduced to human rights? Explain why you 
think so? ” showed that their opinions were divided as follows: 20% of teachers believe 
that it is necessary to start introducing children’s rights from the age of three, because 
“children are more cohesive, understand the words of adults”; 50% say that from the age 
of four, because “the child is already meaningful about what he is asked”, from the age of 
five, because “a five-year-old child has his own opinion and can defend it”; 20% believe 
that from 6-7 years, because “the child goes to school and enters adulthood.”

To the question “Do you acquaint children in preschool (school) with their rights? 
With which?” only 30% of respondents answered in the affirmative. Among the rights 
that children are introduced to, teachers named the following: “the right to education, 
freedom, the right to choose”, “the right to life, education, treatment”, “the right to 
education, play, life, medical care”. The rest – 70% abstained.

The majority of teachers (80%) answered in the affirmative to the question “Do you 
acquaint children in preschool (school) with their responsibilities? With which?”. Among 
the responsibilities for preschoolers were: “clean toys, take care of their belongings”, 
“help parents”, “take care of yourself, clean up after yourself”, “fold your clothes, water 
the flowers”, “help adults, keep clean rooms “,” responsibly treat the instructions of elders 
“; students should “study honestly, do homework”, “follow the teacher’s instructions”, 
“do not be late for school, come on time”, “participate in cleaning the classroom.” At the 
same time, 20% of respondents refrained from answering this question.

Respondents understand the concept of “legal education of children” as follows: 35% 
believe that it is “a process of acquainting children with their rights and responsibilities”, 
“a process of raising children aimed at explaining their rights”; 9% of respondents stated 
that it is “a process of acquainting children with their rights and fostering respect for 
their own rights and the rights of others, as well as law-abiding behavior.” The rest of the 
respondents - 51% abstained from the answer.

All respondents (100%) are convinced that children aged 6-7 can be led to understand 
the concepts of “right”, “freedom”, “law”, “equality”, “duty”, understandably in a form 
accessible to children.
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Among the methods and techniques for acquainting children with their rights, 
teachers use the following: “conversations”, “reading fiction”, “illustrations”, “didactic 
games”, “viewing posters”, “example of others or your own”, “story”, “story”, “ fairy 
tales and stories “,” story-based role-playing games “.

The most difficult question for educators was the questionnaire on the effective 
conditions of legal education of children 6-7 years. Teachers called only “teacher 
competence”, “environment”, “pedagogical experience”.

The tasks facing teachers of legal education of children, 20% of respondents 
identified the following: “to acquaint children with basic knowledge of law and educate 
knowledgeable and well-developed children”, “to acquaint children with rights, teach 
them to use them correctly, summarize learned rights”, “To educate a citizen of their 
country, a patriot”, “to acquaint children with their rights and responsibilities”. The rest 
of the teachers limited themselves to the general tasks of “education, development and 
training of children.”

To the question “What do you think is the best way to start introducing children’s 
rights?” respondents answered “from the story of human rights”, “from the explanation 
of the essence of the concept of” law “.

When analyzing the answers of teachers to the next question of the questionnaire: 
“What kind of work with parents on legal education of children do you do?” found that 
teachers conduct “consultations”, “conversations”, “parent meetings”.

Among the difficulties experienced by teachers in the process of legal education of 
children, they noted “their own incompetence in legal matters”, “lack of material that can 
be used to work with children”, “the complexity of the material for children to learn.”

All teachers (100%) expressed a desire to increase their knowledge of children’s 
rights and legal education of children.

According to the answers of the survey of parents and teachers, the “Field of values” 
of the preschooler was formed in the structure of the Basic educational component. 
According to the qualities defined in the Basic Component, the following are noted: 
independence, diligence, humanity, observation, responsibility, justice, self-control, 
self-love, creativity, etc. It is also possible to distinguish the following terminal and 
instrumental values   (Table 2).

Thus, the Basic educational component of legal education of children highlights such 
important basic personality traits as: independence, diligence, humanity, observation, 
responsibility, justice, self-control, selfishness, creativity, which must be nurtured in the 
modern preschooler in the first place. These personality qualities, which are so necessary 
for the education of morality in preschoolers, cultivating attachment to the immediate 
environment, the development of emotional and sensory sphere and instilling common 
norms of social behavior meet the objectives of our study.

A survey conducted among educators and teachers of first grades of primary schools 
on their awareness of the nature and features of legal education of children 6-7 years 
old concluded that the vast majority of teachers need to improve their legal skills and 
methodological developments to purposefully organize the process of legal education of
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Table 2

Terminal and instrumental values of self-assessment of moral and legal norms in 
children
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children and providing effective conditions for the organization of constructive interaction 
of the educational institution with the families of pupils.

Conclusions. Thus, the main condition for ensuring the legal education of children 
is the orientation of the pedagogical process of preschool and primary schools on a 
common and unique goal - education of preschoolers and primary school children on the 
basis of respect for human rights and responsibilities through forming a sense of dignity, 
justice and freedom. , equality, as well as education of respect for the honor and dignity 
of others, attitude to law and legal law as values, transformation of legal knowledge 
to the level of personal beliefs, the formation of skills of lawful behavior. In order to 
ensure real continuity and perspective in the legal education of children aged 6-7, it is 
important that the cooperation between preschool and primary education is long-term 
and inseparable; work of educators and teachers - systematic and planned; tasks of legal 
education of children - complex and integrated.

It is to ensure the relationship between legal and moral education based on the 
emotional sphere and practical activities of students involves the implementation of 
moral and legal education as a holistic pedagogical process of organizing children’s lives: 
activities, relationships, communication based on their age and individual characteristics 
in the transition from preschool to primary school age. This is due to the fact that the 
moral foundations of legal education are laid in the family environment, which initiates 
the process of forming moral incentives in the child and his understanding of good 
and bad, allowed and forbidden in behavior. The child begins to realize his rights and 
responsibilities as a full member of the family through the idea of   what is “good” and 
“bad”, “possible” and “impossible”, “want” and “should”, “right” and “wrong” .

Among the factors that determine the formation of the legal picture of the child’s 
world play a significant role in social role models, which are set by adults through various 
activities and serve as regulators of the child’s behavior outside. Social standards perform 
the functions of socially sanctioned guidelines for behavior, form in the child certain 
guidelines, positions, attitudes. Assessing the moral situation, the senior preschooler 
focuses not only on the requirements of adults, but also on their ideas, which are formed 
as ethical standards, as emotional and cognitive generalizations about behavior. These 
standards, on the one hand, reflect a certain area of   the child’s life, and on the other 
- contain social evaluation and emotional attitude. Note that to regulate the child’s 
behavior, the standards that are set externally, must be assigned to the child, resulting in 
the formation of standards-samples as internal regulators of behavior.
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Introduction. Modern trends, aimed at the improvement of higher education in 
Ukraine, approaching its standards to the European ones, require efficient scientific 
and practical search of the ways, aimed at improvement of pedagogical technologies, 
assessment of knowledge and skills, formation of professional competence, etc. Therefore, 
the competency approach, actively implemented in higher education institutions in the 
process of training specialists, is based on interdisciplinary, integrated requirements to 
the result of educational activity – the formation of general and professional competence 
of the graduate. Thus, the organization of the educational process in higher education 
institutions based on the competency – based approach involves not only the development 
of new higher education standards, but also a fundamental change of approaches to the 
assessment of educational performance.

In accordance with the already approved higher education standards in Ukraine, 
the result of specialists training in higher education institutions is the formation of an 
integrated professional competence on the appropriate level, as  a  result  of  the  interaction
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tion of competences, formed in students in the process of studying vocational-oriented 
disciplines, which are provided in the curriculum. The work programs of the disciplines 
describe the content and structure of competences that should be formed as a result 
of studying these disciplines. However, the analysis of the work programs for training 
specialists in higher education institutions of different fields of study showed that in 
the end the students’ knowledge, skills and abilities are evaluated, not competence. 
Accordingly, the criteria for assessing students’ knowledge in the process of vocational 
training are focused specifically on determining the level of knowledge and skills of 
students and provide opportunities to determine the level of competence. This caused 
the necessity to develop a procedure for the diagnosis of the professional competence.

Аnalysis of the methods of the assessment of professional competence formation. 
A comprehensive analysis of the scientific and pedagogical literature and practice 
of implementing the requirements of the competence approach in higher education 
institutions in the process of professional training showed that there are practically no 
standardized diagnostic methods and procedure for determining the levels of formation 
of both professional competence in general and individual competencies in the study 
of professional – oriented discipline. In scientific publications, the following hierarchy 
of competencies is most common: key, general, special, etc. [1]. The content of these 
competences is described by the standards of higher education of Ukraine, and the 
formation process takes place during the study of the educational disciplines, envisaged 
by the educational and working curricula for training specialists in certain specialties.

Scientific publications contain various suggestions regarding the competences 
assessment. In particular, the team of authors composed of V. Karpenko, I. Mostov’yak, T. 
Pushkaryova-Bezdil proposes to assess the competence by conducting tests, interviews, 
group discussions, individual evaluation, etc. [2, p. 35]. The effectiveness of this 
approach, according to the authors, is that it creates opportunities to comprehensively 
evaluate the changes that have occurred in the conscious and level of competence of 
each student in the process of studying of each discipline. Its significant disadvantage 
is the amount of time spent for  determining the level of the corresponding competence 
formation. After all, if the curriculum as a control measure provides only a credit  of one 
academic hour for a group of 25-30 students, then the teacher is physically unable to 
implement such a procedure of competency assessment.

A great number of the researchers use the following algorithm for competence 
assessment: criteria development – justification of indicators – development of a test 
methodology of competence assessment (either as a whole or by its separate components) 
– analysis of test results in accordance with the developed scale.

However, in our opinion, the disadvantages of this approach are:
1) the development of diagnostic tools using such an algorithm is a rather complicated 

procedure and requires separate scientific research;
2) students, answering the questions of the test, at their own discretion assess their 

skills and abilities,  the adequacy of their answers depends on the personal development 
of the reflective sphere.
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Developing a mechanism for the assessment of each competence, first of all, it 
is necessary to determine their common traits, because any competence consists of 
cognitive, activity (technological), motivational and reflective structural components.

The cognitive component involves the formation of the system of knowledge in 
the corresponding subject, mastering of the basic laws, rules, standards, regulations and 
principles that are provided in the work program. In general, it is a system of relevant 
knowledge that students in a particular subject must acquire to fulfill their professional 
responsibilities in the future.

Activity or technological level is the level of the formaton of necessary skills, 
provided by a training program. In future, on the base of this component of competence 
the ability to effectively solve task-oriented problems in the course of professional 
activity is formed. The formation of this component occurs by means of interaction with 
the teacher, team, sources of information, etc.

The motivational component involves provision of the positive motivation to study 
each discipline. The motivation for future professional growth of the students should be 
developed by creating in the educational environment of  higher education institutions 
the conditions for their quasi-professional activities(specialized  lecture-roons and 
laboratories, research structures etc.). In this context, we agree with the opinion of O. 
Leontiev, who believes that it is due to motivation that certain activity for the individual 
acquires personal meaning, generates a lasting interest to it, transforms the externaly set 
goal into the internal needs of the individual [3, p. 100]. 

The development of the reflective component in the competence structure enables 
the future specialist to evaluate adequately their actions, draw appropriate conclusions, 
and adjust further plans. In the study of A. Bizayev the reflection is considered as a 
professionally important quality of the personality, which is the basis for the formation 
of social-perceptional and communicative abilities of the employee and determines the 
level of his professional identity [4].

Such structure of the competence is a benchmark for teachers who specify the 
content of each component according to the characteristic features of the subject and 
on this basis determine the levels and indices that indicate the competence has been 
formed. When the criteria for each competence component have been substantiated, a 
methodology for their definition should be developed. The application of test methods 
is attracted by the possibility of rapid determination of  the levels of knowledge, skills 
and abilities of future professionals. Therefore, they have become widespread and 
relevant in higher education institutions as a result of reduction of the in-class hours 
for the subject study. It is expedient to evaluate the cognitive (knowledge) and activity 
(skills) components of the professional competence using test methods. At the same 
time, it is possible to determine the level of knowledge, skills and abiliites  of future 
specialists, using information technologies and test programs completely automate the 
process, significantly reducing the inefficient time expenditures for the  processing of the 
evaluation results.

The motivational and reflective components  of  competency should be  assessed 
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bymeans of comprehensive technique, using appropriate tests that allow prospective 
professionals to self-assess according to  these criteria, as well as by the results of their 
individual evaluation by teachers, taking into account  the results of the  work during 
the semester / academic year. Such comprehensive assessment helps to reduce the risk 
of over-self-esteem by those students who have low levels of reflexive component 
development.

Thus, in the course of studying the discipline for the students’ assessment, each 
teacher conducts oral interviews, hold workshops (practical work), etc., during which 
he / she supervises the students’ work: acquiring knowledge of theoretical material and 
ability to solve practically educational and quasi-professional tasks. In case of  such  
individual assessment, the following should be taken into account:

- the level of commad of intellectual operations (ability to analyze, synthesize, 
compare, generalize, summarize, draw conclusions);

- mode of the answer (elementary, fragmentary, incomplete, complete, logical, 
argumentative, substantiated, creative, using own experience);

- the ability to identify and solve problems, and to suggest hypotheses, regarding the 
possible ways of solving;

- the ability to express their own judgments. 
Materials and methods of the assessment of the professional competence 

formation in higher education institutions. The significance of the problem of the 
professional competence formation assessment is determined by the large amount 
of scientific research in this area. In particular, A. Stymak stated  that the problem of 
determining the level of competence is one of the most complex in the sphere of education at 
the present stage of higher education reforming and requires the development of еру effective 
mechanisms that would allow to assess the real level of students’ competence [5, p. 110] 
Modern methodological approaches to the formation of the professional competence of 
future specialists and its diagnostics are defined by A. Ligotsky and L. Romanyshina [6].

A. Dobrotvor believes that the content of the concept of “competence” implies 
a comprehensive assessment of this phenomenon, and the conventional test methods 
are focused only on determining the level of students’ knowledge. In order to make a 
conclude regarding the level of the development of future specialists competence, it is 
necessary to confirm the obtained results of testing with the appropriate skills. Therefore, 
in addition to testing, teachers should analyze the quality of problem situations solution, 
the discussions efficiency, record the real achievements of students in learning, etc. [7, 
p. 240]

I. Kozlovskaya substantiated and distinguished the main components of the 
professional competence of a specialist: motivational (presence of motivation to perform 
certain actions or mastering a certain discipline), cognitive (knowledge of means, methods, 
programs of actions, solution of  social and professional problems, implementation of rules 
and norms of behavior); behavioral (experience of demonstrating competence in a variety 
of ordinary and emergency situations), axiological (personal importance of a parcular 
object); emotional-regulatory (features of manifestations of reflection in behavior and
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activity) [8, p. 7].
However, all the analyzed methods of assessing the level of professional competence 

of future professionals contain a common drawback – a certain bias in the process of self-
assessment by means of testing. Therefore, in order to obtain more accurate end result in 
assessing their professional competence, it is expedient to apply fuzzy logic algorithms.

The possibility and expediency of such an approach is that in the context of 
incompleteness and inaccuracy of information, the construction of an accurate mathematical 
model and obtaining unambiguous results is problematic and controversial [9; 10, p. 45]. 
Thus, fuzzy modeling methods based on expert judgment and yielding results that are as 
close to reality as possible are considered to be most effective in this case. Procedures for 
the assessment the level of competence formation using fuzzy logic inference algorithms 
are described in [10]. The proposed procedure and method of diagnostics of subject 
competence is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Diagnostics stages of the subject competence in higher
education institutions

Results and discussion. Problems of the determination of the level and criteria of the 
competence formation are in the focus of the attention of domestic and foreign scientists.  

Determination of the content of the structural components of competence that should 
be formed as a result of studying the subject

Formation of an expert group and verification of defined criteria by the 
method of expert assessments

Definitions of the final assessmet

Conducting of the final testing by each 
component of professional

competence, determination of the 
individual assessment of the teacher

Corrective procedures

Expert assessments is positive

Stage I

Stage II

Expert assessments is negative

Determination of thelevels and criteria of proffesional competence 
according to which the diagnosis will be performed

Determination of the assessment methods of professional competence 
structural components and peculiarities of the determination of the final 

result of professional competence formation
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Among the publications we would like to distinguish the works of E. Lugovskaya 
(criteria, indices , levels and techniques of diagnostics  of  the  professional  competence 
of the future builders are defined and characterized) [12]; S. Skvortsova and Yu. 
Vtornikova (the structure of the professional -communicative competence of the teacher 
is determined and the components of the professional-communicative competence of the 
elementary school teacher are specified) [13]. 

Among the foreign scholars, the issues of competency assessment were addressed by 
L. Bachman (who defined that the component structure of the communicative competence 
of a foreign language teacher consists of the so-called subcompetencies: language/ 
linguistic, discursive, pragmatic, colloquial, socio-linguistic strategic and cognitive)[14]; 
P. Broadfoot (structure of the teacher’s professional competence) [15]; D. McCleland 
(features of competence measurement); T. Hoffman (interpretation of professional 
competence that combines the views of American and European scholars); A. Roliak 
and O. Ogienko (definition of the components of the European teacher’s professional 
competence: European identity, European knowledge, European multiculturalism, 
linguistic competence, European professionalism, European citizenship, measurement of 
European quality, European pedagogical mobility); W. Rothwell and J. Graber (features 
of the employee competence assessment).

Interesting in the context of our study are the work of the team of authors, who 
believe that the competence approach has a number of limitations and disadvantages 
and, first of all, it is the complexity of determining the level of competence, and, 
therefore, in the system of higher education it should be supplemented by a broader 
approach to the development and formation of human capabilities. This is confirmed 
by the experience of foreign colleagues. Besides, B. Figueroa-Rodríguez, B. Figueroa-
Sandoval, K. A. Figueroa-Rodríguez substantiated that a competence-based education 
should be oriented towards the labor market, since it is the employers who determine 
the pattern of the future employee. Thus, as these scientists state, the criteria and the 
indices, as well as the mechanism of the professional competence assessment should 
be determined by the employer.We will demonstrate the technique of the assessment  
of the professional competence formation levelapplying the proposed algorithm on the 
example of Vinnitsa National Technical University. In a pedagogical experiment of the 
assessment of occupational competence level at three stages, 187 students from machine-
building (106 persons) and economics (81 persons) specialties participated:

1. Initial determination of the occupational competence level of the second-year 
students using two methods: the test, which is currently the most common in higher 
education institutions and the author’s one. Since students have not yet studied at the 
Univerity the subjects of safety, and have only completed the course introduction into 
a professional field, it is expected that the occupational competence  in the sphere of 
labour protection of many students will be at the initial level. 

2. Students of the machine-building specialties, whose curriculum of vocational 
training contains the requirement that bachelor’s qualification work must contain the 
sections on labour protection, participated in athe pedagogical experiment on the formation
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of occupational competence, applying the technique, developed by the authors for future 
specialists in machine-building specialties. Students  of  economic  specialties studied 
the health and safety course, the fundamentals of labour protection and studied according 
to the traditional method.

3. The cocludicng determination of the level of the occupational competence 
formation of the third and fourth year students, by the results which a significant increase 
of the competence level is expected in the experimental groups of students of mechanical 
engineering specialties and, insignificant – in the control groups of students of economics.

The initial level of work competence of the second year students was determined by 
test and the author’s technique. Initially, to determine the competence level tests with a 
uniform distribution of points for each level of professional competence formation were 
used (200 points were divided into 4 levels by 50 points). The test offers 50 questions 
to determine the level of occupational competence formation (maximum – 200 points), 
and according to the obtained points its levels are: initial, reproductive, sufficient and 
creative. Therefore, subdivision into subgroups depending on the points scored is as 
follows: initial level (0 – 40), reproductive level (41 – 120), sufficient level (121 – 160) 
and creative level (161 – 200).

In the subsequent the assessment of the level of occupational competence formation 
was performed, applying the author’s technique by means of determining the levels of 
cognitive, activity (technological), motivational and reflective structural components, 
as well as taking into account the individual assessment of the teachers. The level of 
labour protection competence formation was determined using fuzzy logical inference 
algorithms, in this case, the Tsukamoto algorithm [9]. The results of the initial 
determination of labour protection competence levels are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Determination of the level of labour protection competence formation at the 

beginning of the experimen

Note: MS – students of mechanical engineering specialties, ES – students of 
economic specialties.

As we can see, the test technique for assessing the levels of labour protection 
competence gave better results than the author’s technique. As a result of the test technique 
of assessment, a small number of persons with a sufficient level of the competence may 
be observed, although they have not yet studied  security  subjects  and  are not familiar
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with the features of future professional activity.
At the end of the formation stage of the pedagogical experiment on the introduction 

of organizational and pedagogical conditions for the formation of the labour protection 
competence of future specialists in machine-building field, re-determination of the 
levels of the competence applying both methods was carried out. The results of the 
final determination of the levels of formation of the labour protection competence of the 
students of mechanical engineering and economic specialties are shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Determination of the level of labour protection competence formation

at the end of the experiment

Note: MS – students of mechanical engineering specialties, ES – students of economic 
specialties.

By the results of Table 2, we make a conclusion that the test technique gives somewhat 
over-estimate results. For visual clarity, the results of the pedagogical experiment are 
presented graphically in Fig. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2. Determination of levels of the labour protection competence of students 
of mechanical engineering specialties
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Fig. 3. Determination of levels of occupational competence of students of 
economic specialties

In the experimental groups, which included students of mechanical engineering 
specialties, the expected increase in the level of the labour protection competence was 
observed, it was recorded by applying both methods to the evaluation of the experimental 
results. The results of the test and author’s techniques differ within the margin of error. I 
regarding the students of economic specialties, the test technique demonstrates a much 
higher level of occupational competence formation than the author’s one. In order to 
make sure in the over-estimate results of the test technique  with the students who showed 
a sufficient and creative level of labour-safety competence, individual interviews were 
conducted. These interviews showed that they had a satisfactory level of theoretical 
knowledge but did not correspond to a sufficient or creative level of labour-safety 
competence.

Conclusions. Thus, the problem of assessing the level of professional competence 
is not only to evaluate the knowledge, skills and abilities, acquired by the student in the 
process of professional training, but also to identify what changes in the personality 
structure of the future specialist occurred. And using only test techniques of assessment 
does not allow to draw the reliable conclusions.

That is why, we consider expedient to analyze not only the results of the test 
assessment of all its components in the process of assessing the level of competence 
of future specialists, but also take into account the assessment of the student’s work, 
given by their teachers. Teachers’ assessment should take into account the flexibility of 
the student thinking, the ability to orient themselves in professional activities in solving 
problem situations, the  ability to make the  right  decisionsin the legal field with minimal 
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economic losses, etc.
In order to assess the final level of professional competence of future specialists, 

we believe it would be expedient to use fuzzy inference algorithms. The possibility 
and feasibility of such an approach is that in the conditions of incompleteness and 
inaccuracy of the information obtained during their testing, the construction of the 
effective mathematical model and obtaining reliable results with its help are problematic 
and controversial. In this case, fuzzy modeling methods, based on expert assessment are 
most efficient and they will enable to obtain the reliable results.
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Annotation. The article provides a theoretical and methodological explanation 
of the phenomenon of economic culture in the problematic field of interdisciplinary 
interactions. It is shown that economic culture is based on a person with his/her inherent 
biological, psychological, sociological, economic, and value orientation features. 

The conducted analytical review proves the need to use the interdisciplinary dialogue 
of the economy with the human world, cultural values,   and social institutions. After all, 
the issue of identifying motives, needs, psychological and social factors that determine 
the economic behavior of subjects becomes quite important, since each individual is a 
participant in economic relations, which requires interdisciplinary knowledge and skills 
that contribute to authentic orientation in the problematic field of economic relations.

In this regard, the rethinking of philosophical and cultural, pedagogical, economic, 
moral andlegal, psychological and sociological concepts, oriented to the explication of 
the essential content of the concept of “economic culture”, makes it possible to understand 
it as a component of general human culture, which implies the interdependence of culture 
and economy with dominant human interactions and taking into account emotional 
andpsychological activity, axiological, social-institutional, communication factors in 
the sphere of economic activity.

The identification of the outlined approaches proves that economic culture covers not 
only the issues of economic needs, preferences, interests and priorities, but in the context 
of problems of behavioral economics pays significant attention to the psychological, 
moral, psychological and cultural foundations of human existence. It is argued that 
economic culture needs economic expediency and moral imperatives, realization of 
creative abilities of young people, development of civic initiative, entrepreneurship. and
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personal responsibility.
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approach, morality, law.

In the modern conditions of information, service and knowledge foundations of 
socio-economic development and the establishment of a socially-oriented economy as 
a whole, which is dominated by the intellectual and cultural potential of a person, terms 
that for a long time did not occupy a proper place in the field of scientific knowledge and 
professional activity After all, both scientific circulation and the communicative sphere 
have been enriched with a number of new concepts, among which economic culture is 
gaining special importance.

The phenomenon of economic culture reflects the interdependence of the cultural 
and economic concepts, and significantly expands the subject field of economic research 
by introducing new socio-cultural relations and connections into it. In this regard, there 
is a need to use the interdisciplinary dialogue of the economy with the world of cultural 
values   and social institutions, which involves enriching the pedagogical discourse with 
philosophical andcultural, psychological, sociological, and moral andlegal intentions.

However, it should be noted that for a long time the concept of “economic culture” 
did not receive proper evaluation and was mostly on the periphery of scientific research. 
In particular, in the fields of economic and pedagogical research of scientific activity 
in Ukraine, this concept began to be used only in 2000. And so, the insufficient level 
of development of economic culture and its components is noted by both domestic and 
foreign scientists (V. Moskalenko, O. Nesimko, L. Kytskai, I. Maistruk, M. Vladyka, 
O. Butko, Yu. Chuchalina, P . Lepk. A. Nor and others) as “what we lack, what we 
do not have enough” (Nesimko, 2006, p. 257), emphasizing the inadequate level of 
consideration of its place and role in the socio-cultural development of humanity as a 
whole.

On the other hand, in the writings of the founders of economic science, J. Bentham, 
A. Smith, F. Kotler, and F. J. Rogers, cultural factors are not removed from the agenda, but 
find their embodiment in extensive explanatory constructions in the role of a necessary 
market and consumer lever. The methodology of classical economic models is currently 
being expanded by adapting new approaches to the modern economic space in the works 
of N. Klein, I. Mann, M. Mark, D. North, K. Pearson, F. Hayek, etc.

At the same time, great attention is paid to the problems of economic culture by 
a number of pedagogical studies, since it is the general culture of the individual that 
is the result of educational and educational activities as a significant determinant of 
the personal and social development of an individual. In particular, the Concept of the 
Development of Economic Education asserts the formation of economic culture and the 
development of economic thinking through the prism of providing general economic 
and professional economic educational activities with such economic knowledge, which 
is “based on the historical, cultural and spiritual and moral traditions of the Ukrainian 
people, oriented on in-depth analysis economic processes contributing to the formation
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of the foundations of a socially oriented economy” (Marshall, 2008).
The outlined guidelines are aimed at providing not only narrowly specialized 

knowledge of a financial and economic nature, but also those that determine the internal 
culture of young people, form their readiness to consciously harmonize the relations 
“man - society - nature - economy” (Marshall, 2008). 

Therefore, a significant amount of scientific research is devoted to the problems 
of the formation of economic culture in the general education of schoolchildren in the 
context of educational activities (O. Butko, S. Bulavenko, I. Prokopenko, I. Leotyeva, 
N. Dzyubenko, N. Pasichnyk, O. Shpak, M. Babyak, S. Bulavenko, V. Teres, I. Savka, 
etc.) Thus, O. Butko singles out a number of common features of the economic culture 
of a student of a comprehensive school, such as: “personal formation”; “complex of 
economic knowledge, abilities and skills”; “development of economically significant 
qualities and moral values   of the individual” and the need for their introduction in the 
process of economic activity, “adaptation of the student to socio-economic conditions” 
(Butko, 2016, p. 29).

Whereas economic culture will become an integral aspect of universal human culture, 
its focus (projection) is in the economic sphere of human relations. In this regard, T. 
Diehl notes that the beliefs and values   of economic culture are quite often not associated 
only with economic objects, but are basic universal human values, to which the author 
attributes the attitude to nature and time, social activity, orientation on relationships with 
other people, etc. (Dil, 2005, p. 32). Thus, the American researcher observes the place 
and role in the economic culture of a specific individual in relation to the economic 
system based on cognitive, emotional and evaluative orientations. Therefore, it is very 
important to consider socio-economic processes in the cultural dimension of value, 
moral, legal personal development guidelines that ensure the ordering of the features of 
the economic interaction of subjects.

The concept of “economic culture”, always being in the continuum of scientific 
research, is considered through the prism of two paradigmatic approaches, including: 
“economy as nature” and “economy as culture” (Sedlacek, 2016). 

The first, asserting the universality of values   and models of behavior in the economic 
sphere, recognizes the natural-scientific paradigm as its strategy. To adopt this approach 
is to recognize economics as separate from politics, history, and morality. The second, 
“economy as culture”, recognizes the economic reality as part of the cultural reality, a 
kind of cultural phenomenon that is a product of civilization. According to T. Sedlacek, it 
is  the paradigm, operating with the concepts of subjectivity, meanings, ideas and values, 
that acquires the status of normative, because it not only describes the world, but also 
outlines its perspective, opening new trajectories of economic development (Sedlacek, 
2016).

In fact, ethical and legal, sociological and psychological factors play an extremely 
important role in economic life. It is economic culture that contributes to the 
implementation of moral, legal and value-oriented norms and ideals that condition the 
development of society and individual subjects of economic relations into economic
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processes. After  all, it is a  peculiar  mechanism  of  “reproduction and  development 
of economic relations of society as a whole and of an individual individual in various 
activity and subject forms” (Moskalenko, Shaigorodskyi, Mishchenko, 2012, p. 8), 
which requires social-institutional and personal dimensions for its functioning. 

In particular, the relevant political system, legal regulators, moral norms (social-
institutional dimensions) and needs, economic knowledge, value orientations, 
professional activity and individual motives, behavior of individuals, consciousness 
(personal dimensions). And it is based on a person with biological, psychological, 
sociological, economic and value-oriented features inherent to him/her. This proves the 
interdisciplinary dimension of economic culture, which is built through the prism of the 
intersection of various fields of scientific knowledge.

Thus, culture as a form of human universality, represented through a wide range 
of interactions, embodies the possibility of organizing individual existence to the level 
of unity and general significance. In this context, it becomes the object of a number of 
sociological scientific investigations (D. North, R. Ryvkina, F. Hayek, Maistruk, etc.), 
when culture is understood from the standpoint of social memory, cultural heritage of 
society, and collective knowledge of culture. By symbolizing reality, culture can contain 
social experience and be a universal tool for regulating human relations. At the same 
time, the issue of identifying psychological factors, motives and needs that determine 
economic behavior and are the basis of economic culture as a whole becomes quite 
important.

In particular, by analogy with the general definition of personality culture, the 
economic culture of personality, according to the authors of the monograph of the same 
name “Economic culture of personality: socio-psychological aspect” (Moskalenko, 
Shaigorodskyi, Mishchenko, 2012) is the economic world of a person, which exists 
as a unity of the material and mental, in which personal development of a person is 
reflected. Proposing for consideration the problem of the economic culture of the 
individual, the researchers place a special emphasis on the socio-psychological aspect 
of the individual, which “includes activity and the entire set of its connections in the 
sphere of economic reality (production, savings and consumption of material goods) 
and can be considered as a certain psychological economic space, which determines the 
strategies of economic behavior of a person, methods of economic activity, determines 
to individuals as subjects of economic activity their relation to the world as a whole” 
(Moskalenko, Shaigorodskyi, Mishchenko, 2012, p. 34). It is noteworthy that the authors 
of the monograph associate the process of forming the economic culture of the individual 
with “the internalization of the economic values   of society into the internal determinants 
of economic socialization”, the consequence of which is the formation of the economic 
and psychological characteristics of a person, which reflect the degree of his personal 
growth. In such a section, the primacy is given to the system of society’s values, which 
are a guarantee of the preservation of social unity and its elements.

In this context, the research of Nobel laureates J. Akerlof and R. Shiller [46], who 
in 2001 received an award for the analysis of markets with asymmetric information, and 
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also  substantiated the  theory  of  the  “irrational principle”,  which was proposed 
in the book “Spiritus Animalis” is of great interest in this context. They also describe 
“how human psychology drives the economy and why it matters to global capitalism.” 
Translated into Ukrainian, the term “spiritus animalis” means “irrational principle”, which 
calls psychological factors decisive in the economic behavior of people. In particular, 
the game of an irrational nature affects economic instability and forced unemployment. 
Researchers consider human trust to be the earliest manifestation of this phenomenon.

Therefore, we cannot ignore A. Marshall’s instruction that economists must have “a 
deep feeling and accessible knowledge of the hidden sources of human behavior”, and 
therefore “moral motives are also the forces that the economist must take into account 
and recommend the best methods for their implementation (Marshall, 2008,  p. 30, 47). 
In this section, the instruction of morality permeates the work of S. Bowles “Moral 
Economy. Why good incentives will not replace good citizens”, where we get an attempt 
of a metaphorical transformation of the concept of moral economy, which expresses 
the semantic vectoriality in the ethical and cultural dimentions, in which value beliefs 
and rationalized calculations of individuals determine the motivation of social behavior. 
Beliefs and rationalized expectations mutually influence each other, but there is also an 
inverse relationship - displacement and addition of valuable beliefs with incentives. 

Trying to answer the question about the possible reaction of people to monetary 
rewards, charges or other incentives that a priori assume “Homo economicus”, in other 
words an amoral and selfish individual, S. Bowles claims that the political measures 
resulting from such a paradigm can displace ethical and altruistic motives, having 
witnessed their own counterproductiveness. However, such displacement takes place 
under the condition of expecting a selfish reaction from the individual, since the employer 
considers him lazy, unable to undertake and carry out voluntary financial charity, which 
can easily be officially replaced by fines or rewards.

At the same time, the effective functioning of the economy requires legal regulation 
of economic relations and ensuring the economic security of the state as a whole, which 
implies the interdependence of the economy, law, and the state as important social 
institutions of culture. In this regard, an important role in the socio-cultural life is played 
by the relationship between the professional activity of a lawyer and the economic life 
of society, which concerns the implementation of legal norms in economic processes, in 
particular: legalized business activity, prevention of harmful production, prevention of 
financial and economic abuses, distribution of property rights, rights and obligations of 
citizens as subjects of economic relations (R. Coase).

All of the above testify to the urgent need to improve the regulatory and legal 
framework as an important factor in the formation of the economic culture of society. 
In this context, researching the economic culture of L. Kytskaya’s business subjects, 
I emphasize the need to improve their professional, legal and moral characteristics in 
order to ensure the proper level of management and professional organization.

Therefore, it is economic culture that contributes to the implementation of moral, 
legal and value-oriented norms and ideals that condition the development of society and
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individual  subjects  of  economic  relations  into economic processes. After all, this is a 
peculiar mechanism of “reproduction and development of economic relations of society 
as a whole and of an individual in various activities and subject forms” (Bourdieu, 2004, 
p. 8), which requires social-institutional and personal dimensions for its functioning. 
In particular, the relevant political system, legal regulators, moral norms (social-
institutional dimensions) and needs, economic knowledge, values, professional activity 
and individual motives, behavior of individuals, consciousness (personal dimensions). 
After all, it is based on a person with his/her inherent biological, psychological, 
sociological, economic and value features. This fact proves the interdisciplinary 
dimension of economic culture, which is built through the prism of the intersection of 
various fields of scientific knowledge.

Conclusions. Thus, the theoretical and methodological characteristics of economic 
culture in the discourse of various spheres of scientific knowledge: pedagogy, cultural 
studies, economics, psychology, sociology, ethics and law prove the need to use the 
interdisciplinary dialogue of economics with the human world, cultural values and social 
institutions. After all, the issue of identifying motives, needs, psychological and social 
factors that determine the economic behavior of subjects becomes quite important, 
since each individual is unique in economic relations, which requires interdisciplinary 
knowledge and skills that contribute to authentic orientation in the problematic field of 
economic relations.

As we can see, the concept of “economic culture”, having absorbed the meaning-
making principles of modern economic theory and practice, actualizes the problem of 
cultural-economic relations and appears as an integrative scientific field that most clearly 
demonstrates the connection between economy and culture and at the interdisciplinary 
level provides the use of cultural patterns in the design and forecasting of economic 
decisions. At the same time, the sociological, psychological, moral-ethical and 
normative-legal foundations of the economy play an extremely important role in the 
economic relations. 

This gives reason to consider economic culture as a projection of general human 
culture, a qualitative characteristic of an individual and society, which centers the 
diversity of human interactions in the sphere of economic activity in the problematic 
field of cultural and economic interdependence. Such an understanding of economic 
culture takes the economic subject beyond its subordination only to objective economic 
laws, and affirms it in a multidimensional space of freedom, choice, responsibility, and 
decision-making.
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Annotation. The article presents the author’s vision of the possibilities of using 
augmented reality tools in teacher training based on the analysis of research by domestic 
and foreign scientists who consider AR as a modern means of education. The problems 
of introducing augmented reality tools into the educational process of teacher training 
in institutions of higher education (HEI) are highlighted, in particular, the problem of 
increasing the effectiveness of motivation and training of education seekers through the 
use of AR-applications on mobile devices; formation of information culture by means of 
AR technology, etc. The article describes the increase (addition) of visual capabilities of 
electronic (digital) textbooks through the use of interactive objects of augmented reality 
affects the quality of formation of the readiness of future teachers to use and implement 
AR technologies and tools. Software for creating and using educational digital content, 
including elements of augmented reality, was studied.
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Introduction. The relevance of the implementation of augmented reality technologies 
in the educational process of teacher training is that the use of such an innovative tool 
increases the motivation of education seekers regarding educational disciplines and the 
level of assimilation of information, synthesizing various forms of its perception.

At the current stage of the development of higher education, there is a trend towards 
a wider use of digital technologies for teaching and training students of higher education. 
Cognitive and didactic computer games, exercises, virtual educational trips, educational 
videos can be used in the construction of the educational process. Augmented reality 
(AR) is an innovative tool for the cognitive development of students – supplementing 
the physical world with digital data in real time. This is the technology of superimposing 
virtual reality on objects of the physical world. Such products include games with 
AR applications, travel games, interactive books, encyclopedias and fiction books by 
Ukrainian and foreign authors. The use of such technology in higher education institutions  
promotes  better  learning  through  interactivity and presentation in 3D, improves
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cognitive activity, helps to be more attentive, develops creative thinking and imagination. 
Educators should support and encourage the cognitive interests of students, for this 
purpose use modern digital technologies, prepare the future teacher to use augmented 
reality applications in the educational process of various educational institutions. There 
is a need to form the readiness of future teachers in the field of using augmented reality 
technologies in professional activities.

Statement of the problem. The research problem is caused by the lack in the 
domestic educational space of adapted educational materials with the use of augmented 
reality systems for the development of interactive educational materials, which made 
it necessary to turn to foreign experience – in particular, open online courses on the 
development of augmented reality tools.

In the conditions of the rapid development of science, technology and technology, 
the entire educational system is undergoing significant changes, as in the world, the use 
of modern devices and gadgets in the educational process, including mobile phones, 
sets the task for teachers to interest the «digital generation» in the study of one or 
another disciplines, to maintain attention, to form in them a steady interest in acquiring 
knowledge, is the main means of realizing the content of education. Accordingly, the 
issue of content, structure, content, compliance of educational material with current 
programs and visualization of the presented information deserve special attention. In 
our study, we will focus on the use of augmented reality technology for the purpose 
of visualizing educational information. The visualization of educational information, 
according to
L. Bilousova and N. Zhityenov, with whom we agree, is due to the need to take into 
account the cognitive features of the modern generation, the need to present the 
educational material in a format convenient for perception, understanding, assimilation, 
and memorization [1].

Augmented reality appears as a completely new interactive technology that allows 
superimposing computer graphics, video, audio or text information on real-time objects. 
Unlike virtual reality, AR-interfaces allow users to see embedded virtual objects in the 
real world and manipulate them in real time.

Analysis of previous studies. Currently, the issue of using augmented reality in 
teacher training has attracted the attention of a sufficient number of foreign and domestic 
scientists. Education experts and scientists recommend approaches based on visualization 
and cognitive research that increase learners’ interest and help them stay motivated to 
learn. The latest digital content developed with the help of augmented reality can become 
the basis for the implementation of such an approach. 

Domestic researchers V. Bykov, T. Gruntova, Yu. Yechkalo, S. Semerikov,                        
A. Stryuk, A. Pikilnyk analyze the significant contribution to the research of augmented 
reality technology in the educational process of higher educational institutions [1] and 
explain that the introduction of such technologies in education increases its effectiveness, 
promotes the development of cognitive activity, improves the quality of knowledge 
acquisition, and increases interest in learning. S. V. Aranova emphasized the issue of
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finding pedagogical tools and formats for visualizing educational information due to the 
large amount of visual information and the complexity of requests for the results of modern 
education in the information society. [3]. V. Tron, I.Yu. Topolova, O.V. Merzlykin [4] claim 
that the use of digital technologies is necessary for the effective education of modern 
students who have specific educational needs, namely: the use of mobile applications, 
the organization of cooperation, the implementation of interactive exercises and the 
visualization of content.

The purpose of the article. Describe and explore the possibilities of using AR 
technology on the example of the educational and methodological complex «Creating 
augmented reality software» for students of higher education in the specialty 014.09 
Secondary education (Informatics).

Theoretical foundations of the research. The use of mobile Internet devices 
expands the boundaries of the traditional educational environment of higher educational 
institutions to a mobile-oriented – open pedagogical system, which includes psychological 
and pedagogical conditions, mobile information and communication technologies (ICT) 
and tools for learning, research and management, ensures cooperation, interaction, 
personality development of education seekers in the process of solving educational and 
scientific problems. One of the ways to increase the effectiveness of mobile-oriented 
learning is the use of augmented reality technology, which allows you to combine real and 
virtual learning tools with mobile Internet devices. Mobile Internet devices implement 
the concept of mobile learning –learning that does not depend on time and place. The 
concept of augmented reality has been developing since the 1960s and is very useful, 
powerful and very promising, especially in education. Unlike virtual reality, augmented 
reality does not create a completely virtual environment, but combines virtual elements 
with the real world: virtual objects are added to the user’s real environment, which 
change as a result of his actions. Virtual reality is an environment in which the presence 
of a person in a certain real or imaginary world is simulated by a physical computer.

Expanding the visual capabilities of electronic (digital) textbooks through the use of 
interactive augmented reality objects develops life-long learning skills in the participants 
of the educational process. It is important to form an interest in books, to teach to feel the 
beauty that lies in the artistic word. The depth of perception of a work depends not only 
on the development of critical thinking and an aesthetic sense associated with a sense 
of beauty, an understanding of the values   accumulated in an artistic image, but also on 
emotional intelligence. Therefore, the development of dialogic interaction with works of 
art will be greatly facilitated by the use of augmented reality technology, which primarily 
evokes an emotional resonance with its visualization and promotes the activation of 
creative imagination.

Research results. The results of the analysis of the essence of augmented reality 
technology and the content of competencies allow us to assume that the use of augmented 
reality in the educational process can contribute to the effective formation of the following 
competencies: personal, technological, sensory-cognitive, research, natural-ecological, 
communicative, artistic-speech, artistic-creative, digital, etc.
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Software for designing augmented reality tools for educational purposes:
There are many software available for developing augmented reality tools, the most 

popular of which as of  2018 are as follows.
Wikitude SDK is the main product of the company of the same name since 2008 [11]. 

The SDK includes image recognition and tracking, 3D model rendering, video overlay, 
and geo-information services. In 2017, Wikitude launched SLAM (Simultaneous 
Localization And Mapping) technology, which allows recognition and tracking of 
objects, including without a marker. For location-based augmented reality, the position 
of objects on the mobile device screen is calculated using the user’s geolocation (via 
GPS or WiFi), the direction in which the user is moving (using the compass), and the 
speed (using the accelerometer).

The cross-platform SDK is available for Android, iOS and Windows operating 
systems, and is also optimized for several augmented reality glasses (Epson Moverio, 
ODG R-7, Vuzix M100).

Supported development tools: JavaScript API, Native API, Unity3D, Xamarin, 
Titanium. The non-commercial version of the SDK applies a watermark to images – in 
all other respects it is equivalent to the commercial version costing 1990 euros.

ARKit [12] is a relatively new (since 2017) tool from Apple. Apple’s SDK uses 
iPhone / iPad hardware, motion sensors and an augmented reality camera.

Supported platforms: iOS.
ARKit supports 2D image recognition (AR triggers using posters, signs, images) 

and 2D image tracking, i.e. the ability to embed AR objects. The SDK allows you to 
develop programs that recognize objects in real life and three-dimensional objects, as 
well as place virtual objects in real space. The current version of ARKit 2 makes it 
possible to develop multiplayer games with augmented reality.

Vuforia [14] is one of the most popular augmented reality development platforms. 
The SDK implements the following functionalities: recognition of different types 
of visual objects (cylinder, box, plane), text and environment recognition, VuMark 
(combination of image and QR code).

With Vuforia Object Scanner, you can scan and create marker objects. The 
recognition process can be implemented using a database (local or cloud storage).

Image registration allows developers to locate and target virtual objects, such as 
media content and 3D models, against real-world images when viewed through mobile 
cameras. The virtual object is oriented to the real image so that the observer’s point of 
view is related to them in the same way to achieve the main effect – the feeling that the 
virtual object is part of the real world.

Vuforia supports a variety of 2D and 3D marker types, including unlabeled image 
targets, 3D multitargets, and benchmarks that highlight objects in a scene for recognition. 
Additional features include obstacle detection using so-called «virtual buttons», target 
detection, and the ability to programmatically create and reconfigure a target in self-
modifying code.

Supported platforms: Android, UWP, iOS, Unity Editor.
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Vuforia provides programming interfaces in Java, C++, Objective-C and .NET 
through integration with the Unity game engine. Applications created by the Vuforia 
platform are compatible with a wide range of devices, including iPhone, iPad, Android 
version 2.2 and processor starting from ARM v6 architecture.

All plugins and platform features are free, but contain Vuforia watermarks. Limits 
apply only to the number of VuMark objects and recognition in the cloud. Paid versions 
without watermarks start at $99 per month.

Other free AR development tools include ArUco, JavaCV, A-Frame, ApertusVR, 
ATOMIC Authoring Tool, Goblin XNA, GRATF, DroidAR, mixare, PTAM, GeoAR, 
BeyondAR, Mangan, ARma, commercial ones include 8th Wall, Lay SDK, Scangine , 
Catchoom CraftAR AR SDK [15].

A wide range of augmented reality design tools allows you to freely combine them 
as plugins to Unity, a cross-platform tool for developing 2D and 3D applications running 
on macOS X, Windows, and Linux.

Unity-based apps run on Microsoft Windows, macOS, Linux, Xbox One, Wii, Wii 
U, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Vita, iOS, Android, WebGL, Facebook’s TvOS, and 
Nintendo Switch.

The results of scientific and experimental work on the selection of tools for the 
study of augmented reality are analyzed, we get the profitability of conclusions about the 
feasibility of joint use of Vuforia and Unity. The resulting developments are offered for 
use on various mobile platforms, primarily Android.

We have developed an optional course «Creating augmented reality software» for 
future computer science teachers.

The content of the optional course consists of a tutorial on developing augmented 
reality tools in Unity 2018.

Accordingly, the course will include the module «Creating augmented reality 
software».

Conclusions and prospects for further investigations. In the process of researching 
the problem of professional training of future teachers for the use of augmented reality 
technologies in education, we solved the tasks and results, the generalization of which 
makes it possible to draw conclusions that.

1. There are many SDKs for developing augmented reality tools, the leading ones 
are Wikitude, ARKit, ARCore, Vuforia, DeepAR, Easy AR, Xzimg, ARtoolKit, which 
are free for non-commercial use. A wide range of augmented reality development tools 
allows you to freely combine them by connecting them as modules to Unity, a multi-
platform tool for developing 2D and 3D programs. Accordingly, the technological 
requirements for the development of augmented reality software are determined by the 
chosen IDE and SDK. We can note that expensive equipment is not required, it is enough 
to use smartphones or tablets with free programs installed.

In the process of preparing future teachers for the use of augmented reality systems 
for the development of interactive educational materials, it is advisable to apply a 
comprehensive  approach, in which the design using standard objects is performed  in the
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visual design environment, and the provision of standard objects with new properties and 
the creation of a new related object-oriented programming environment. At the current 
stage of ICT development, we see the feasibility of joint use of the Unity environment 
for visual design, Visual Studio or a similar programming environment, as well as 
virtual (Google VR or similar) and augmented (Vuforia or similar) reality platforms. 
The implementation of the integrated approach was carried out as part of the optional 
course “Creating Augmented Reality Software”, which includes the content module 
“Development of Augmented Reality”. The conducted research can be continued in 
the direction of the development of educational and methodological complexes for the 
design of subject-oriented systems of augmented reality as a component of professional 
training.
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Annotation. The mentioned problem attracts the attention of scientists because it 
is in the professional sphere that a person achieves the maximum disclosure of personal 
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determine the quality of a person’s life, determining his subjective feeling of satisfaction 
with himself and others. As a result, there is a need to study psychological determinants 
that contribute to the maintenance of harmonization in family relationships as one of the 
factors of successful self-actualization of primary school teachers.

The article defines the main approaches to the problem of building marital and child-
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principles of family relations are given. The family conditions for the self-actualization 
of the primary school teacher’s personality have been formed.
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The leading sphere in the socio-economic, cultural and spiritual development of 
Ukraine is the education system, where the key role belongs to the teacher. Thus, the 
success of the educational business depends on his professional skills and competences, 
experience, pedagogical skills. In recent years, researchers have been actively studying 
the problem of self-actualization in the conditions of professional activity. Interest in this 
problem is due to the fact that it is in professional activity that the maximum disclosure 
of the personal potential of an individual can be achieved. Self-actualization of primary 
school teachers is considered mainly as a result of professional self-determination, as part 
of the professional development of a specialist, as an important indicator of professional 
identity. The new Ukrainian school needs a new teacher who can become an agent of 
change.

In turn, the family helps to satisfy personal needs, the frustration of which leads to 
changes in personality development and internal conflicts that tear a person apart from 
the inside. Therefore, from our point of view, family relationships are one of the most 
important components of life. This prompted us to study the psychological conditions that 
ensure the maintenance of harmony in family relationships as a factor in the successful 
self-actualization of primary school teachers.

The importance of the influence of family relationships on personality development
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is confirmed by many scientists. In the psychological and pedagogical literature, 
considerable theoretical and empirical material related to the problem has been 
accumulated. The writings of famous teachers and public figures emphasize the crucial 
importance of family relationships in the development of each family member (husband, 
wife, child): Ya. Korchak, V.O. Sukhomlynskyi, K.D. Ushinsky; the role of the marriage 
partner and the “adult-child” relationship as a factor in the formation of personality 
is reflected in the works of domestic (L.V. Gonchar, A.A. Pasichnik) and foreign (N. 
Ackerman, J. Bujenthal, K. Rogers, E. Shostrom) scientists; social, pedagogical and 
sociocultural conditions of the family and their influence on the personal sphere of 
spouses and children were studied in the works of S.L. Bratchenko, A.B. Orlova, V.Yu. 
Rudkova, N.M. Serdyuk, O. Yaremchuk and others; parental conflicts in the process 
of family relations as a source of emotional and psychological problems of adults and 
children are highlighted in the works of American psychologists E. Bern, A. Tepluk. In 
the studies of domestic psychologists O.B. Emishyants, A.I. Zakharova, A.E. Lichko, 
O.A. The article examines the disharmony of family relationships, which leads to the 
distortion of personal development, which is often a factor in the occurrence of stress in 
both adults and children.

Analyzing the works of the above-mentioned researchers on this topic, however, 
it is necessary to focus attention on issues that remain insufficiently developed and 
unresolved in both theoretical and practical aspects. Among these should be included 
the study of the specifics of the impact of family relationships on the self-actualization 
of primary school teachers.

The purpose of the article is to consider the positions of domestic scientists regarding 
the study of the problem of the influence of family relationships on the self-actualization 
of primary school teachers. Achieving the set goal determines the solution during the 
research of the following tasks: to single out conceptual approaches to the problem of 
building marital and child-parent relationships in the process of personality development, 
which exist within the framework of psychological schools; highlight humanist-oriented 
principles of family relations; to form family conditions for the self-actualization of the 
primary school teacher’s personality.

Features of the modern state of Ukrainian society, in which emphasis is placed on 
the development of the individual, cause interest in the process of self-actualization 
(Emishyants, 2013). Thus, studying the characteristics of family relationships of 
primary school teachers can help to better understand the individual who is in a marital 
relationship, and therefore to prevent potential problems or increase the effectiveness of 
personal growth, that is, the development of self-actualization. In order to solve this task, 
we analyzed the psychological and pedagogical literature, which will help to reveal the 
degree of influence of family relationships on the self-actualization of the individual and 
the creation of family psychological conditions for its self-actualization in the process 
of professional activity.

Confirmation of the role of family relationships in the process of self-actualization of 
the individual is the presence of studies in foreign psychology: N. Ackerman (determination
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of  the  role  of  family  ties, family identity in the development of personality) (Ackerman, 
1958), A. Tepliuk (research of the influence of family relationships on the emotional 
feelings of children preschool age) (Teplyuk, 2015). In domestic psychology and 
pedagogy, there is a shortage of works on the study of the conditions of the process of self-
actualization of the personality in the family, and there are practically no works devoted 
to the influence of family relationships on the development and self-improvement of the 
personality of an elementary school teacher. A review of psychological and pedagogical 
scientific literature devoted to the study of the problems of self-actualization of the 
individual in the context of family relationships allowed us to conclude that this issue is 
gaining relevance in the modern period of social development. According to domestic 
scientists O.A. Posvistak (determination of psychological characteristics of the family) 
(Posvistak, 2017), A.A. Pasichnyk (determining the influence of family relationships on 
the development of a preschool child) (Pasichnyk, 2017), L.V. Honchara (identification 
of the peculiarities of the formation of harmonious relations between parents and 
children) (Gonchara, 2017), O. Yaremchuk (development of a model of family relations) 
(2017), N.M. Serdyuk and V.Yu. Rudkova (development of the system of family values) 
(Serdyuk, Rudkova, 2020) the modern institution of family and marriage is in a difficult 
situation, which is manifested in the loss of family values, a low level of psychological 
culture of family relationships, as well as a large number of divorces.

To determine the influence of family relationships on the self-actualization of the 
individual, we analyzed the main approaches to the problem of building marital and 
child-parental relationships in the process of personality development, which exist 
within the framework of psychological schools. Close to the object of our research, 
the position of understanding the meaning and goals of family relationships is held by 
humanistic and existential psychology, where the main task of family relationships is 
the promotion of personality development, the characteristic features of which will be 
self-awareness, orientation to the future, the opportunity to be free and responsible for 
oneself and the environment world.

In humanistic psychology, this position is presented in the works of S.L. Bratchenko 
(development of an existential-humanistic approach to the issue of personality development 
in the context of family relationships) (Bratchenko, 1997), T. Gordon (development of 
effectiveness training for parents) (Gordon, 1975), K. Rogers (introduction of a person-
oriented approach to the development of family relationships) (Rogers, 1959). It is based 
on love, respect, mutual understanding, initiative and creativity.

In our opinion, an interesting pedagogical paradigm in humanistic psychology is 
the person-oriented approach (OOP), which was introduced into the psychological and 
pedagogical science by K.R. Rogers (Rogers, 1959). In the concept of OOP, the goal of 
family relationships is support and assistance in personal self-development.

As part of the PLO, K.R. Rogers, people who contribute to the personal 
development of an individual, help him in finding and creating favorable conditions for 
self-actualization, are designated by the term “facilitator”. From our point of view, it is 
appropriate to use this term both in “parent-child” and “husband-wife” relationships. In
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this case, the spouses should become a partner-facilitator for each other. This is due, 
first of all, to the fact that marriage partners should not change each other’s personality 
according to a certain standard, should not invest in it from the outside the “necessary” 
content, but should only help each other to develop themselves - to become themselves. 
Therefore, the release of one’s own reserves of growth is the main purpose of marital 
facilitation.

Important features of facilitating relationships are congruence, acceptance and 
empathy, the formation of which occurs exclusively on the basis of constructive dialogue. 
The dialogic style of communication and interaction is a fundamental characteristic that 
distinguishes OOP from prescriptive psychological and pedagogical concepts, where, 
according to E. Shostrom, only authoritarian and manipulative styles are possible 
(Shostrom, 1967). Further development of the idea of   OOP in family relationships was 
found in the works of scientist T. Gordon. The main focus is on mastering communication 
skills, especially the transfer of feelings from person to person. The scientist emphasized 
the importance of sincerity in family relationships, which is achieved in dialogic 
communication, which is based on active listening and emotional self-expression 
(Gordon, 1975).

Thus, in the process of analyzing theoretical sources, we established that existential 
psychology, represented by V. Frankl and D. Bugental (Bugental, 1968), also highlighted 
the possibilities of promoting the self-actualization of the individual. Freedom, according 
to J. Bugental, is the individual’s ability to self-realize: “An important feature of “human 
nature” is the internal human motivation to “seek the healthy”, which, as soon as it is 
released, prompts a person to move towards greater efficiency and satisfaction in life” 
(Bugental, 1968).

Therefore, existentialism considers a person as the center of his own formation, 
where both resources and mechanisms of personal dynamics are laid. The importance 
of family relationships in this process is due to the creation of conditions that contribute 
to the individual making his own choice and the ability to bear responsibility for this 
choice. And if the representatives of the humanistic-oriented approach emphasize the 
self-development of one’s own personal potential, based on the belief in the primary 
positive essence of a person, then the existentialists have a different opinion: a person 
has both positive and negative qualities that can also be developed in oneself. Therefore, 
the process of self-actualization, from the point of view of existentialism, is not so much 
the actualization of a person’s natural potential as a constant “completion” that requires 
the maximum concentration of human resources, will, creativity, abilities, and spiritual 
forces.

Thus, summarizing psychological and pedagogical approaches to the issue of 
personality development in the context of family relationships, we can conclude that 
from the standpoint of the formation of a self-actualizing personality, the most important 
for our research are the provisions of humanistic and existential psychology, which in the 
works of S.L. Bratchenko and O.L. Podlinyaeva are combined into a single existential-
humanistic approach (ESP). So, from the position of EHP, the self-actualization of the
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individual in the conditions of family relationships occurs if the spouses do not shape and 
transform each other under a single standard, do not invest in each other any “necessary” 
content from the outside, but only help the self-development subject become yourself.

It is important to note that in today’s conditions, the activity of a primary school 
teacher is psychologically difficult work, which is aimed at the expression of professional 
orientation, the presence of strong knowledge and stable interests, knowledge of laws, 
theory and practice of education and upbringing. The specified qualities are combined 
and function in a complex structural whole that characterizes the teacher’s personality.

The main differences of the family of the primary school teacher, which is aimed at 
self-actualization of the individual, in the works of O.B. Orlov advocates humanistically 
oriented principles of family relations (Orlov, 2005): increased sensitivity to the interests 
and needs of its members, and above all, children; understanding development as 
“individualization” and not “socialization”; communicative attitudes to acceptance of 
others, empathy, active listening to others, self-acceptance and self-development.

At the heart of the self-development of the individual, according to the concept 
of the humanistic worldview, is the humanistic worldview of an adult - the facilitator. 
Humanistic beliefs, values, life-practical and theoretical knowledge of an adult are 
manifested in practice not only in their own self-development, but also in the unconditional 
recognition of the child’s right to self-development.

Taking into account the above, after summarizing the theoretical data, we formed 
the family conditions of the process of self-actualization of the primary school teacher’s 
personality. In this case, the marriage partners, having a humanistic worldview, focus on 
their own self-actualization, moving on the path of personal growth - the development of 
intrapersonal (self-understanding, self-acceptance, authenticity, naturalness, integrity of 
the “I”) and interpersonal (empathy, contact, tolerance, creativity, autonomy) personality 
qualities. The interaction of these qualities exerts an influence on the deep existential 
components of the personality, initiates development both at the mental level (cognitive 
processes, abilities, individual psychological features of the personality) and at the 
empirical level (socialization), thus contributing to the activation of the primary school 
teacher’s own potentials to self-actualization of the individual.

Sharing the conviction that from the beginning a person has a desire for self-
development, such a couple builds communication with the child based on the principles 
of facilitating personal growth: parity, mutual respect, understanding, support, help in 
the form of constructive dialogue. Also, one of the conditions is facilitating dialogic 
communication, which mutually enriches and stimulates the self-actualization of the 
individual in both spouses and children.

Therefore, the definition of the essence of a teacher’s self-actualization and the use 
of this category demonstrate great variability, which is due to the fact that the self-
actualization of an elementary school teacher appears simultaneously as a characteristic 
of the integrity of his personality and the level of his social activity, which is manifested 
in pedagogical skill, creativity, professional and pedagogical culture.

Conclusions. Thus, based on the analysis of foreign and domestic research, it can be 
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concluded that the importance of family relationships lies in the promotion of  the 
development of a self-actualized personality based on a person-oriented approach. 
The family conditions for the self-actualization of an elementary school teacher are 
orientation (of the teacher and the spouse) to the psychological and pedagogical support 
of both each other and children in self-development on the basis of facilitation. Taking 
into account the above, extrapolating all of the above to the subject of our research, we 
assume that the psychological features of family relationships of primary school teachers 
are such personal characteristics as: self-acceptance, optimistic worldview, empathy, 
constructive communications, emotional stability, focus on personal development. The 
specified characteristics are identical to the characteristics of a self-actualized personality 
in the concept of EGP.
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The development of modern society based on knowledge and highly effective 
technologies requires making corrections in pedagogical theory and practice, intensifying 
the search for new models of education aimed at improving the level of qualifications 
and professional skills of masters, meeting the needs of society for specialists capable of 
successful adaptation and self-realization in the information society.

Thus, the main task of vocational education is the implementation of such a model 
of training of a qualified teacher of vocational training, which in the future will allow him 
to successfully compete in the labor market, to effectively implement his professional 
skills in the acquired specialty.

The use of digital technologies allows you to make any lesson non-standard, bright, 
rich, memorable. A modern teacher is engaged in various types of professional activities: 
pedagogical, educational, scientific, methodical, managerial. It has various possibilities 
of using a computer or information technologies to receive, transmit, systematize, 
process information, as well as for communication between colleagues, students, etc.

Informatization  of education puts forward requirements for  compliance  of  professional
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training of future teachers. Therefore, one of the global goals of informatization of 
education is the training of specialists who are ready and able to apply new information 
technologies in the process of learning and management of education, who actively 
participate in the process of informatization of education. The use of such technologies 
in education allows not only to look at the educational process in a new way, but also 
provides the necessary scientific and methodological apparatus for their analysis and 
updating. In addition, ICT has a significant impact on the maintenance of education 
and management of the pedagogical process (planning, organization, monitoring, 
forecasting, etc.).

Priority tasks in the context of professional training of future teachers of 
vocational education (digital technologies. V. Bykov (2014), O. Spirin (2014), O. 
Pinchuk (2014) believe that the traditional training of specialists, oriented formation of 
knowledge, abilities and skills in the subject field, still lags behind modern requirements. 
Therefore, the formation of a system of knowledge, abilities and skills in the use of 
information and communication technologies in education is an urgent priority task in 
the context of professional training of teachers, for the implementation of which it is 
necessary to have: the ability to summarize, analyze and perceive information; readiness 
to use basic methods, methods and means of obtaining, storing, processing information, 
readiness to work with a computer as a means of information management; ability 
to work with information in global computer networks; the ability to understand the 
essence and importance of information in the development of a modern information 
society, to understand the dangers and threats that arise in this process, to comply with 
the basic requirements of information security; the ability to develop modern pedagogical 
technologies taking into account the peculiarities of the educational process, educational 
tasks and personality development.

The teacher’s pedagogical skill consists in selecting the necessary content, using the 
best methods and means of learning in accordance with the program and pedagogical 
tasks.

The new requirements of society for the level of education and personal development 
have already led to a change in the technology of education. Today, innovative 
technologies make it possible to organize the educational process taking into account 
the professional direction of learning, as well as the orientation of the personality of the 
student of higher education to his interests, inclinations and abilities (Melnyk, 2021).

Among them, the leading place belongs to such types as student-centered learning, 
test forms of knowledge control, block-modular learning, project-based learning, 
case method, credit-modular evaluation system, joint learning, multi-level learning, 
conducting a binary lesson, distance learning.

As a result of the implementation, the functions of both the teacher and the student 
are radically changed. The teacher becomes a consultant-coordinator, since he performs 
the function of information monitoring, and students are given a great deal of autonomy 
in choosing the methods of learning the educational material.

The implementation of innovative educational technologies opens up  wide  opportunities
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for the development of the process of differentiation and individualization of educational 
activities. The result of the application of innovative educational technologies depends 
to a lesser extent on the teacher’s qualifications, but is determined by the totality of its 
components.

The quality of education can only be achieved by ensuring the effectiveness of each 
level of education. That is, the entire learning process is built according to the following 
scheme: perceive, understand, remember, apply, check. In order to achieve high-quality 
learning, it is necessary to consistently pass all these levels of cognitive activity. The use 
of various forms and methods in the process improves the quality of education.

Forms and methods of training that contribute to the improvement of the 
quality of training with the use of innovative technologies. The main forms and 
methods of learning that contribute to improving the quality of learning with the use of 
innovative technologies are: role-playing games, business games, seminars, watching 
conferences, debates, dialogues, problem-based learning, independent work, defending 
essays, individual works, creative essays, reports, reports; testing, program control, 
research works, etc.

In order to achieve effectiveness from the use of teaching methods, it is necessary to 
create a psychological portrait of the group and find out which methods can be used and 
which cannot be used (Gurevich, 2006).

Based on this, methods can be conditionally divided into two groups: methods 
that do not require special preliminary training (problem-based learning, performing 
actions according to an algorithm) and methods that require special preliminary training 
(independent training, independent work in class).

Formation of competences should be carried out in stages: teaching teachers to work 
with audiovisual and interactive teaching aids; use of acquired knowledge in teaching 
disciplines; use of the Internet in education; mastering the process of creating test tasks 
and conducting computer monitoring; creation and use of pedagogical software.

It is especially important to improve the quality of training of future teachers of 
professional education as representatives of the creative elite of the innovative society. In 
order for the system of training students of higher education in modern higher education 
institutions to live up to the expectations placed on it, it is necessary to understand and 
solve a number of pedagogical problems: the scale of the tasks that students face when 
mastering a large number of types of professional activities; the composition of higher 
education applicants is heterogeneous in terms of training and age; unavailability for 
many students of various professional activities; their low research potential. Information 
(digital) technologies in the training of future teachers make it possible to effectively 
structure and bring the educational process closer to world standards. They are based on 
certain schemes of distribution and assimilation of information. Such a synthesis allows 
for the development and application of open systems of intensive training both in the 
content aspect (the impact of education informatization on the content of education) 
and in the procedural aspect (the impact of education informatization on the educational 
process).
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Thus, the teacher’s work turns into managing the learner’s activities and the process 
of interaction with him in the “person-person” system, solving the tasks of transition from 
ignorance to knowledge, from lack of understanding to understanding, from inability to 
skills, from helplessness to independence and the desire to share knowledge, skills and 
experience taking into account the personality of the student.

A student of higher education as a subject and object of interaction with a teacher 
creates new knowledge, skills, practical skills and personal qualities in the process not 
only in purely professional activities, but also in pedagogy. The teacher should warn 
students about the need for a balanced approach to obtaining information from external 
sources. Only a person with sufficient experience and knowledge can correctly assess the 
quality of information.

The role of digitization in the professional training of future teachers of 
vocational education (digital technologies). At the time of the global digitalization 
of modern society, one of the promising directions of the development of educational 
technologies is the use of virtualization technologies in the educational process. 
Virtual technologies make it possible to solve a fairly wide range of tasks regarding 
the organization of interaction in the “teacher-student” system, and in general, the 
organization of the educational process.

We agree with the opinion that there are significant differences in the level of training 
of school teachers and higher education teachers: for example, school teachers do not 
fully use digital solutions for effective communication at work and do not so actively 
create their own digital resources, are not fully competent in creating and modifying of 
digital educational materials and resources that make little use of Internet resources and 
online services in the process of students’ teamwork training for joint project-research 
activities, and to a lesser extent than teachers of higher education institutions use digital 
tools to provide students with feedback (Tkachuk, 2021).

Moreover, according to the specialists who conducted the research, it is in the 
field of using new digital technologies that quite often teachers and lecturers of higher 
education institutions are inferior to their pupils (students).

Unfortunately, there are situations in educational organizations when digital 
technologies are actively used by a small number of subject teachers, helping to increase 
the effectiveness of the educational process only in their educational subjects. But it 
is obvious that it is impossible to increase the effectiveness of the entire traditional 
educational process with such partial examples, therefore, the digital transformation of 
educational systems is implemented unevenly, since the reforms carried out in education 
turn out to be ineffective precisely because of the insufficient digital literacy of educators, 
teachers and others.

Taking into account the above, the issue of forming the professional readiness 
of future teachers to work in a virtual socio-educational environment based on the 
development of their digital competencies in the context of professional training of 
future teachers of vocational education (digital technologies) is relevant.

In the modern conditions of digitization of the  educational  process,  scientific  and
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methodological research in the field of professional training and retraining of teachers, 
as well as the study of approaches and methods of forming the components of digital 
competence/literacy of teachers, are of particular relevance. Moreover, it is clear that 
teachers who receive professional training as part of training according to the Standard 
should have more in-depth knowledge and skills in the field of application of digital 
technologies than secondary and elementary school teachers. This is due to the fact that 
they take an active part in the training of students who will soon find themselves in the 
digital realities of our time.

The exemplary profile of the digital competencies of the future teacher of 
professional education (Demyanenko, 2012) is quite apt in terms of the above-mentioned 
competencies:

1. Application of digital technologies in a professional pedagogical environment: 
organizational competence, competence in the field of professional cooperation; 
professional competence in the field of self-analysis of practical activities; competence 
related to continuous professional development in the field of digital resources.

2. Possession of professional skills for finding, creating and sharing digital 
educational resources: the ability to make a choice among existing digital resources 
depending on the purpose, context of learning and pedagogical approach; develop and 
modify digital resources; to provide management, protection and exchange of digital 
resources for the organization of digital content of students and other teachers.

3. Application of digital tools in learning and teaching: planning and implementation 
of digital devices and resources in the educational process; implementation of digital 
technologies for individual and group work; the use of digital technologies as a means 
of improving communication and cooperation; use of digital technologies to support 
self-learning (plan, control and record the results of own learning, provide evidence of 
progress, share knowledge).

4. Mastery of digital tools and strategies for evaluating learning outcomes: use 
of digital technologies for formative and summative evaluation; the ability to select, 
critically analyze and interpret digital evidence of student activity, performance and 
learning progress; use digital technologies to provide targeted and timely feedback to 
students; correctly interpret the evidence presented by digital technologies and use it to 
make decisions.

Conclusions. Thus, the digital literacy of future teachers of vocational education 
(digital technologies), in general, is a set of knowledge, abilities and skills that a person 
needs for safe and effective use of digital technologies. The main aspects of digital 
literacy are considered to be: digital consumption - active use of the Internet, online 
media, social networks, public services, telemedicine and cloud technologies; digital 
competences – the ability to search for information, use digital devices, social networks, 
conduct financial transactions and online purchases, and create multimedia content; 
digital security - ensuring protection of personal data, use of reliable passwords, legal 
content and information storage. 

Digitization affects not only the content of education, but also, to  a  greater  extent,
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the technology of organizing the educational process itself, so we can say that the 
specifics of the use of digital technologies, which in the modern virtual socio-educational 
environment are not only an object of study, but also a means of learning, are affected and 
means of communication. Digitization and computerization of the educational process 
is characteristic for the implementation of both managerial and educational functions of 
education.
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Annotation. The article analyzes the role of information and communication 
technologies in the modern conditions of educational development at the lessons 
of practical training of design and decoration works’ specialists. The necessity of 
gaining skills in graphic editors and new competencies acquisition, which will meet the 
requirements of employers and modern industry, according to the new state educational 
standards is highlighted. The relevance of the problem of forming the ability to coordinate 
in the information space is emphasized. The concept of «ethnic design» is revealed. 
The attention is focused on the need to assimilate the material knowledge and spiritual 
culture of the ethnic group and cultural experience. Folk arts and crafts are considered 
as a component of professional training of design and decoration works’ specialists. The 
importance of forming a nationally self-conscious, spiritually developed personality in 
the educational process, the need for highly skilled worker’s graphic training, which 
meets the requirements of the labor market, are indicated. An example task from a 
graphic design course, as one of the types of advertising products, is given. The sequence 
of task at the lessons of practical training of design and decoration works’ specialists 
that develops skills in graphic editors is demonstrated. It is  determined  that  the  study  
of  the  course contributes to the formation of professional competence and skills in 
working with information and communication technologies. It is substantiated that for 
the organization of high-quality training of design and decoration works’ specialists, 
there is necessary to introduce a course of computer graphics in the educational process 
of vocational education institutions.    

The aim of the study is the experimental verification of the levels of professional 
competence of future skilled workers in the delivery of art services. The results of the 
survey of design and decoration works’ specialists, as participants of the course to 
obtain data on the verification of the initial and final levels of professional competence 
of work in graphic design programs are presented. The verification of the formation of 
competencies of work in graphic design programs, which was carried out at the initial 
stage, showed that the professional competence level among design and decoration 
works’ specialists is low. The verification of the level of formation of professional 
competence at the final stage showed the effectiveness of the course.
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In the modern information society, successful professional training depends on 
the ability of the specialist to obtain, analyze, critically evaluate, use a continuous flow 
of information in professional activities and create a new information product. The 
effectiveness of the formation of professional qualities and skills significantly depends 
on the implementation of innovative educational technologies. Practical activities are 
aimed at developing research skills among specialists and the ability to navigate in 
the information space. The relevance of the problem is to form the ability to analyze, 
work out and systematize the necessary information in the project activities of professional 
orientation [1].

The purpose of the article is the theoretical and practical substantiation of the use of 
information and communication technologies and the need to gain cultural experience and 
the development of national consciousness of design and decoration works’ specialists in 
the work in graphic editors.

In the modern education, it is primarily about understanding the role of one’s national 
community, the perception and rethinking of the cultural experience of the ethnic group, 
the need to assimilate knowledge of material and spiritual culture. The formation of 
professional competence of performers of design and decoration works’ specialists by 
means of ethnic design is a process of formation of art knowledge, skills and abilities of 
making products using the means of composition, which are characteristic of a particular 
nationality. 

The concept of «Ethnodesign» is used relatively recently, but quite often in modern 
society. The very concept of «Ethnodesign» consists of two words: «ethnos» and 
«design». «Ethnos» (from the Greek - tribe, people) - a group of people who have united 
as a result of long-term coexistence in a certain area. This group is characterized by a 
single language, common culture and self-awareness. The modern interpretation of the 
concept of «ethnos» is a historically formed circle of people who have social integrity 
and a peculiar individual stereotype of behavior [2].

Personality under the influence of many factors (ethno pedagogical, historical, 
political, social, art, etc.) perceives and transforms in his mind ethnic stereotypes through 
the prism of the national image of the world.

With the influence of globalization, the expansion of borders, the spread of fashion 
trends and styles, national traditions are lost in contemporary art. Designers need to 
come to an understanding that ornaments with characteristic bright national features are 
simplicity and restraint combined with art perfection of decorative finish.

In modern conditions, thanks to the activation of intercultural and interethnic 
communication, the role of the ethnic component in cultural and social processes is 
especially increasing, interest in national identity is reviving, hence the desire to bring 
into everyday life new elements and the principles of space organization.

Style is a defining, attributive feature of a particular ethnic group.  Its  development
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is connected with the creation of statehood, national consciousness, ethnic culture. Ethnos 
in its most concentrated form has always been embodied in symbols and attributes. 
Attributes, fixing ethnic history, connect separate sub-ethnic formations with the modern 
layer of national culture and its origins.  

Ethnodesign is the transformation of elements of national culture, in particular 
decorative and applied arts (forms, ornaments, colors, traditional techniques, etc.) into 
modern industrial products [3].

It is national design that is an ethnoculturally oriented form of economically 
profitable, functionally reliable, ergonomically convenient, ethnically unique and 
aesthetically attractive industrial products for the purpose of its reproduction in 
technological processes and advertising on modern Internet networks [4].

Folk arts and crafts in Ukraine are an integral part of Ukrainian culture, they 
have absorbed the features inherent in certain ethnographic regions of the country. 
From generation to generation passed the secrets of technical and technological skills, 
improved methods of processing natural materials [5].

In works of folk art with the use of plastic means in various materials, the depth 
of philosophical thought, the mood of emotions, the worldview are conveyed, a certain 
idea, a specific image is embodied.

An important component that ensures the learning process and contributes to the 
formation of professional competence is the development of the creative potential of 
design and decoration works’ specialists by means of folk art [6].

Today, more and more often, designers use elements of folk art in their work: 
paintings, ceramics, carving, embroidery, Easter painting, reviving national traditions 
and reflecting the soul of the people.

The Petrikivska paintings are a unique form of folk art in Ukraine. Its patterns are 
used in decorating wood products, for painting fabrics and textiles, book graphics, poster 
art, etc. The Petrikivska paintings are a calling card not only of the Dnipropetrovsk 
region, but also of the whole Ukraine, «a symbol of the land, a symbol of the nation».

The works are characterized by amazing decorativeness, brightness, elegance and 
originality. The painting contains magical flowers, viburnum berries, winding garlands, 
fantastic birds (Fig. 1.).

Fig. 1. The Petrikivska paintings
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Easter painting is a unique Ukrainian cult art. Today, Easter painting has survived 
and developed thanks to folk artists in many centers of this art. The original ornament 
of Easter eggs (Fig. 2), not only fascinates with its sophistication, miniature, harmony 
of color, it carries ancient symbols of worldview and nature, unites with the tradition of 
the past [7].

Fig. 2. Easter painting

Traditionally, ceramics have always been in the life of Ukrainians. Masters of 
ceramics developed and multiplied folk traditions. Today, ceramic crafts exist in 
Vinnytsia, Kolomyia, Kosovo, Mukachevo, Odesa, Opishnya, Uzhhorod, Cherkasy and 
other cities and villages of Ukraine (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Ceramics

In the modern educational process in the era of the information society all over the 
world, the most important is the study, preservation and development of folk traditions, 
the heritage of national culture.

A graphic design course was opened to develop skills in Adobe Photoshop and 
Adobe Illustrator. Before the start of the course, a survey was conducted in a group of 
graphic designers in order to determine the level of competence in working in graphic 
design programs with the following results. (Fig. 4). 120 students took part in the survey.
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Questions to check the level of professional competence were: Did you have 
experience in creating advertising products in graphic editors before studying the course? 
What was the most interesting? Would you like to improve your design skills? Will you 
use the skills of graphic design programs in your professional activity? What should be 
changed to make the course more effective? 

Fig. 4. Levels of formation of professional competence of work
in graphic design programs (initial stage)

Practical lessons of the course on the development of skills in creating advertising 
in graphic editors were conducted by the practical instructor in the Higher art vocational 
school № 5 workshops. The task of practical training for designers was to create a 
variety of advertising products.  As a credit assignment, in order to check the formation 
of the competencies of work in graphic editors, a group of designers is given the task of 
creating an advertising poster «Spirit of the tribe». In order to use digital technologies 
during the practical lessons of graphic designers, in the Higher Art Vocational School 
No. 5 workshops, the practical instructor chose a form of step-by-step work. 

The work begins with the creation of a new document. To do this, we select in the 
menu bar File → Create or create a file from the keyboard using Ctrl + N. In the dialog 
box for creating a new document, you can select the suggested format samples or set 
option values to create your own one; choose RGB or CMYK color system and portrait 
or landscape image orientation. Among the existed samples as an example for parts 
of the poster we choose the format sizes 1920x1500 pixels, and  1960x1300 pixels, 
setting the portrait orientation of the image and the format size 1500x1200 pixels with 
landscape image orientation, the resolution of 300 ppi in CMYK for printed image. After 
adjusting the document settings, click Create to confirm. 

The next step is a background creation for the advertising poster. To do this, we use 
the Gradient tool. When working with a background background, we choose the radial 
one from the five types of gradient. The direction of the gradient is set by drawing a line, 
the length of which indicates the length of the background color transition for all parts 
of the advertising poster.
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On the settings panel of the instrument there is a current sample of the gradient, 
clicking on it we open the window Gradient Editor and where we can create our own 
sample of the color gradient: grayish-orange → light orange (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Background creation

For the task, as an example, there were selected images from the life of the American 
Indians or any other ones (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Selected images

Continue working on the composition of the poster we move the image file to the 
document field using the Move tool. The images create a panorama of the American 
Indian habitat. (Fig. 7)
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Fig. 7. Work with the images

Next, we use the Darker Color Blending Mode for interaction of image layers with 
the background (Fig. 8.). 

Fig. 8.  Using the Darker Color Blending Mode

Working on on the task, we move on to the selection of the figure, using a combination 
of selection tools like Magic Wand, designed to select all areas on the active layer, filled 
with one color or its shades, and Quick Select.

The Quick Select tool works better with multycolor images. Using the tool, you 
move with it over the part of the image that should be selected.

In order to move figures from one image to another, we apply the same algorithm 
using the Move tool (Fig. 9.).

When working with an advertising poster, we use a layer mask for each layer with 
the image.

This tool allows you to mask or hide any part of the image or limit the scope of any 
tool.
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Fig. 9. Work with the figure

You can add a layer mask to both a layer and a group of layers by clicking the Add 
Layer Mask button at the bottom of the Layers palette. The display in the Layers palette 
will change, and a white layer mask thumbnail will appear on the selected layer.

By default the layer mask is white and it means that the whole image is revealed 
with no changes (Fig. 10.).

 

Fig. 10. The Layer Mask adding to the layer with the image 

Depending on the task, by clicking the Add Layer Mask button at the bottom of 
the layers panel in combination with Alt, we get a black layer mask and in this case the 
image is hidden. 

In the work we can switch both to the layer with the image and to its mask. The 
switching indicator is the selection frame of a thumbnail with an image or a mask 
thumbnail in the Layers palette.
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The main tool in working with the layer mask is Paintbrush. Paintbrush work with 
a layer mask is done in black and white, which turns on automatically on the toolbar, 
as the foreground and background colors. By default, white is the foreground color and 
black is the background one. In order to swap the colors, use X key. Black color − 
masks, and makes the layer transparent. Layer mask, by masking parts of the image 
allows you to not lose pixels and, if necessary, makes it possible to restore the masked 
parts by changing the foreground and background colors from black to white. When 
working with the Paintbrush tool, the hardness option with the maximum value gives 
clear, defined edges of the transition from one image to another. Low values   of the option 
make the edge smooth.

Since the work is done in black and white, except the tool Paintbrush tool, you can 
work using the Gradient tool to achieve a smooth transition between images.

In order to delete a layer mask, open the menu by right-clicking on the mask 
thumbnail in the Layers palette and select the Delete Layer Mask command.

The menu command Apply layer mask combines the layer mask with the content 
and the layer with the image.

The keyboard shortcut Ctrl + I invert the layer mask from white to black and vice 
versa. For more accurate and detailed work you can switch to the mask mode by clicking 
on the thumbnail of the mask, in combination with Alt. Clicking on the thumbnail with 
the image allows you to exit the mode. You can temporarily disable the layer mask by 
selecting The Disable Layer Mask command from the menu or by clicking on the mask 
thumbnail in the Layers palette in combination with the Shift key. Clicking on the mask 
thumbnail will turn it back on.

By selecting an area of the image using the selection tools and adding a layer mask, 
the image is hidden, leaving only the selected area. The chain icon  in the Layers palette 
allows you to move the image layer and layer mask together. The layer mask with the 
selection can be moved separately, revealing certain areas of the main image by removing 
the chain icon.

When working with a mask layer, the Properties palette contains certain settings 
for work. The Density option is adjustable and defined as a percentage from 0 to 100%, 
allowing you to make the layer mask transparent.

The Feather option allows you to feather the edge of the mask and get it with a 
blurry edge. The option is adjustable and determined from 0.0 pixels up to 1000.0 pixels. 
At the maximum value of the Feather option, the layer mask is blurred until it disappears 
completely.

Using a layer mask in our work, we create a smooth transition between the images 
and the background, hide unnecessary elements. Since the figures are not complete, a 
layer mask hides the missing parts and creates a complete look for the images in the 
work.

We complete the composition of the advertising poster «Spirit of the tribe» with text 
information (Fig. 11.).

At the end of work, the composition of the advertising poster «Spirit of the tribe» is 
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Fig. 11. Work with the text

placed on the image of the interior (Fig. 12).
 

Fig. 12. The advertising poster «Spirit of the tribe» 

After completing the task, a preliminary assessment is made. Detected errors are 
corrected by practical instructor.

At the end of the course, a second survey was conducted among the participants 
with the following results, in order to determine the level of competence formation in 
creating advertising in graphic editors (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. Levels of formation of professional competence of work
in graphic design programs (final stage)

Graphic training in the in the education of designers promotes the development 
of critical thinking and the ability to work creatively. The use of information and 
communication technologies during professional training forms the ability to solve 
problems, motivates to acquire new knowledge. In such conditions, the importance of 
developing the skills to create high-quality promotional products to improve the skill 
level of a specialist is enhanced.

The direction of further research is the study and implementation of graphic 
training, which makes it possible to achieve a greater result in the creation of high-
quality advertising products in the training of design and decoration works’ specialists.
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Annotation. In disregard for contemporary postmodern thinking the author of the 
article analyzes the ideas of V. Lektorsky in the context of paradigmatic thinking of non-
classical philosophy in the field of epistemology. Particular value lies in a very precise 
definition of the main features of classical and non-classical epistemology. The mentioned 
definition allows not merely to understand the limitations of posing problems in classical 
epistemology, but also to pose problems in non-classical epistemology. In this regard, 
there is an expansion of the field of study of knowledge and cognition in comparison 
with the classical epistemology. This requires a revision of a number of philosophical 
ideas. In this sense, it is namely communication, interpreted both as a dialogue and as 
rational criticism, which is the main theme of non-classical epistemology. The dialogical 
nature of thinking leads not only to the transformation of thinking itself, but also expands 
its nature. As a result, firstly, perception appears as a special form of thinking. And 
secondly, thinking and experience interact and influence each other so much that there 
is no sharp difference.

Non-classical epistemology comes to rethinking the basis of classical epistemology 
- the subject. The non-classical understanding of the Self, which is being developed 
in the philosophy of the 20th century, refuses the understanding of the Self that was 
formulated by Descartes. Postmodernists conclude that the I itself has disappeared 
in modern cultures, on the basis of the fact that Self – is the result of communicative 
relations, postmodernists conclude that the I itself has disappeared in modern cultures. 
But V. Lektorsky states that communication flows do not dissolve the I. On the contrary,
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this leads to an increase in the role of creativity, which means an increase in 
individualization. Thuswise, we are witnessing the fact that, in place of the linguistic 
turn, modern thought has moved to a cognitive, epistemological one.

Keywords:  non-classical  epistemology,  extra-scientific  form  of  thinking,  critical 
philosophy, fundamentalism, science-centrism, subject.

The formation of a philosophical paradigm – is a complex historical process 
that includes the transformation of all spheres of philosophical thought. It can run 
diachronically and non-linearly. Accumulation of problems, which cannot be solved 
on the basis of previous approaches, sooner or later causes a kind of “explosion” of 
fundamental philosophy, which can be compared with the Big Bang theory in physics, 
resulting in the birth of galaxies that scatter from each other. The result was the birth 
of a fan of multidirectional methodological approaches, which fundamentally began to 
change the attitude not only to the process of cognition, but also to the perception of 
knowledge as such. As a whole, the right amount of theoretical material was accumulated 
from the end of the XIX to the end of the XX centuries, which made it possible to speak 
about the paradigmatic nature of methodologies in non-classical philosophy.

V. Lektorsky is one of the few contemporary philosophers who consciously develops 
the methodology of the non-classical philosophical paradigm. “However a tendency to 
distinguish between epistemology and gnoseology can be recorded, in non-classical 
philosophy, which is based on initial categorical oppositions” (Epistemology, 2020, p. 
1). The term itself, introduced by the Scottish philosopher J. Ferrier in the XIX century, 
gained popularity in the XX century. The active development of different schools of 
non-classical methodologies began to replace the term “theory of knowledge”. And 
it is not by chance. If the basis of gnoseology is the opposition “subject – object”, 
epistemology, in its turn, is based on the opposition “object – knowledge”. That is, it 
is not the gnoseological subject, which becomes the basis, but the objective structures 
of knowledge. This leads to the following result: consciousness, “participating in the 
process of cognition, is taken into account indirectly” (Epistemology, 2020, p. 1).

V. Lektorsky equates gnoseology with classical epistemology. And he even determines 
the time of the historical and philosophical design of the latter. “I believe that classical 
epistemology got formed in the XVII century, after a well-known “epistemological turn,” 
when theoretical-and-cognitive topics became central to philosophy, while epistemology 
began to play the role of the “first philosophy” (Lektorsky, 2009, page 9). Prior to this, V. 
Lektorsky notes, it was also developed, starting with Plato, but its development depended 
on ontological issues. For this purpose, “in my opinion, the way of setting and discussing 
epistemological problems that arose in the XVII century should be considered classic 
one” (Lektorsky, 2009, p. 9).

The main difference between the science of Modern times and the science of 
antiquity is that the facts are not so much described as they are formed, constructed. 
“Modern scientific thinking, in contrast to scientific thinking in antiquity, arises and 
develops within the framework of a projective-and-constructive attitude towards the
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world” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 41).
If the main goal of the theory in the ancient world – is the understanding of natural 

phenomena by proving on the basis of intuitive but true premises, then the scientific 
thinking of the theoretician of the New Time operates with ideal objects.
Moreover, the experiment is such a method of studying nature, refusing  to  oppose 
natural and artificial processes and having a closed system that is controlled by the 
subject. Thence follows the thesis about the possibility of accurate prediction of the 
event’s future processes. And if we can predict the processes, then we can own them.

An important consequence of this approach is the sharp opposition between scientific 
and non-scientific thinking. Namely, if mental formations cannot be reproduced in real 
or ideal activity, which means that the subject cannot control them, then they must go 
beyond the limits of science. Such phenomena include ordinary experience or religion. 
At the same time, it is not just a matter of distinguishing between scientific and non-
scientific thinking, namely, only scientific thinking is true perception of reality.

V. Lektorsky draws attention to the fact that the founders of the science of Modern 
times were religious people according to their personal convictions, but the attitude 
towards the world that they formed was fundamentally different from the religious one. 
It is no coincidence that the ideology of scientism has a sharply negative attitude towards 
all non-scientific forms of thinking.

Contemporary science is shaped by experience in which artificial conditions are 
formed, when an ordinary person acts in a way, which could never occur in reality. 
The sharp discontinuity occurs between scientific thinking and the tradition of common 
sense.

As a consequence, R. Descartes comes to a radical doubt about the existence of 
everything except the consciousness of the subject. Alternatively, if the consciousness 
of the subject is able to control the external world, then the need arises to control the 
consciousness itself. The idea of the Method arises, leading to self-control over mental 
operations. Namely the latter ones allow you to gain new knowledge. As a result, the 
main idea of the European philosophy of the New Age is formed, which focuses on the 
close connection between self-reflection and true freedom. The philosophy of subjectivity 
determined all the problems of ontology, epistemology and social philosophy. And even 
all the processes of searching for an objective position are nothing but the reverse side 
of subjectivity and anthropocentrism. The XX century is a search for a way out of the 
Cartesian opposition of consciousness and the objective world.

And then V. Lektorsky rightly notes that a way out of this situation is possible only 
if the value-and-cognitive attitude underlying the technological civilization is criticized. 
“Rethinking this attitude means a new understanding of man and nature, the rootedness 
of man in being and in interhuman communications” (Lektorsky, 2001, page 45). It is 
the new ontology of “I”, which forms a new attitude of man towards nature and which 
is able to overcome anthropocentrism. As an example, V. Lektorsky points out the ideas 
of co-evolution by M. Moiseev. As a whole, the line of thought is correct, but still has 
its limitations, because the dialogism between human and nature is limited and it is not 
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tantamount.
In designing non-classical epistemology, V. Lektorsky points out the special 

significance of I. Prigozhyn’s “philosophy of instability”. The latter holds a viewpoint 
that classical or traditional science is based on the idea of stability, order, balance and 
homogeneity of closed systems with linear relations.  But  this is a rather small part of 
reality. Most of reality is unstable, not ordered, non-equilibrium, non-linear. However, 
most of the systems of the Universe are not open systems. At the turning points it is 
fundamentally unrealistic to foresee the configurations of these systems (bifurcation 
points). At the same time, the influence of random, single events is interpreted differently. 
It is the latter ones, and not universal laws, that are able to determine the future in such 
unstable systems. Of course, the operation of universal laws is not canceled in situations 
of equilibrium and stability.

A very important aspect for epistemology is the analysis of the psychological 
basis of perception. Thus, V. Lektorsky points out Gibson’s psychological concept of 
perception. Based on the experiments of the latter, “perception is not a process “inside” 
the subject, but a method of the subject’s action in the world” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 49). 
The fundamental idea, which V. Lektorsky draws attention to, is that a new approach 
to the study of perception is possible only if we manage to renounce associating the 
structure of reality with the image, provided by modern natural science and specifically 
by physics. And the point is not that it is deceptive, but that it is a level of reality with 
which a being (animal or human) has no specific connection. The ontology of the 
environment resembles an anti-scientific everyday consciousness.

The development of experimental psychology by Freud, Wund, Watson was based 
on the approach of classical experimental natural science. But L. Vygotsky and A. 
Leontiev found that such an approach was confirmed only occasionally. And in the 50s 
and 60s, W. Allport, A. Maslow, K. Rogers, R. May proceeded from the position that 
psychology is not a science, based on those scientific positions that were formed as the 
ideal of knowledge.

Reflecting on the relationship between science and religion, V. Lektorsky draws 
attention to the fact that classical physics laid down the certainty of all future movements 
in the Universe, through the laws of mechanics. Thuswise, this approach excluded the 
meaning of the Holy Spirit’s idea, as well as the creative volitional beginning of the 
human person. “From the point of view of V. V. Mityugov, one may speak of a profound 
antagonism between the pagan ancient Greek model of rational cognition (underlying 
the entire modern natural science) and the Christian foundations of the moral structure 
of life. Hence follows the statement of Laplace that in natural science it is quite possible 
to do without the hypothesis of God” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 53). This means that scientific 
psychology is in the same incompatible state with regard to Christian religious ontology. 
Scientific psychology does not allow room for the soul and spirit, Starting from the 
experimental psychology of W. Wundt (behaviorism), ending with modern cognitive 
psychology.

In this sense, the collective monograph “Principles of Christian Psychology” is
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considered an event, the monograph states: “The history of scientific psychology is a 
history of losses, the first and main of which was the loss of the soul” (Principles of 
Christian Psychology, 1995, p. 4). At the same time, researchers pay attention to the 
fact that the means of religious knowledge turned out to be more objective and accurate 
than scientific ones, in relation to the spiritual world. Therefore, it is noted that the 
ontology of Christian psychology cannot be morally neutral, unlike classical science. 
Its methodology is not an individually realized cognition, it is jointly (synergistically) 
united with Christ.

V. Lektorsky highlights the essential features of classical epistemology. One of 
the first features is criticism. Any attainments must be substantiated. It is the topic of 
justification that has taken a central place in Western European philosophy since the 
XVII century. From this time on begins the criticism of classical metaphysics. “For 
F. Bacon and R. Descartes, this is a critique of scholastic metaphysics and peripatetic 
science” (Lektorsky, 2009, p. 10). D. Berkeley criticized Newton’s ideas of absolute 
space and time. The critical epistemology of I. Kant is aimed at proving inconsistency 
of the mentioned theory in relation to ontology. The positivists used the epistemological 
principle of verification to criticize not only philosophy, but science as well.

Fundamentalism and normativism are the next peculiarity of classical epistemology; 
that is, knowledge must have a foundation about which there is no doubt. Thus, 
epistemology has been used as a means of legitimizing or asserting knowledge.

According to V. Lektorsky, the next feature is subject-centrism: “For empiricists, 
such an undeniable status is possessed by the data in my mind – sensations. For rationa- 
lists, these are a priori forms of consciousness of the subject” (Lektorsky, 2009, p. 10).

Science-centrism. Epistemology became classical precisely once science had 
emerged. And hence it was science that became the measure of Truth. That is why 
“Kantian epistemology can be understood as a justification for classical Newtonian 
mechanics” (Lektorsky, 2009, p. 14). But it is Kant, from the point of view of the 
metaphysics’ existence, who “is trying to show that the latter is impossible” (Lektorsky, 
2009, p. 15). And therefore it is namely Kant who proves its limitations, at the pinnacle 
of classical epistemology. And so, for neo-Kantians, epistemology is possible only as a 
theory of science.

In this regard, the field of studying knowledge and cognition is expanding, compared 
to classical philosophy. This requires a revision of a number of philosophical ideas. V. 
Lektorsky points out that the classical approach of epistemology fundamentally interprets 
knowledge as a factor of power over nature and control of social processes. “But another 
approach towards knowledge is also possible - as a dialogue between the knower and 
the known, each of which plays the role of an independent partner” (Lektorsky, 2001, 
p. 11), as well as building a new type of social practices. In this sense, the main topic of 
non-classical epistemology is namely the communication, interpreted simultaneously as 
dialogue and as rational criticism.

When it comes to rethinking all the elements of classical psychology, V. Lektorsky 
has an interesting section on thinking and experience. Analyzing the methods of thinking 
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on the basis of classical empiricism, he formulates a very important thesis from the 
point  of view of the non-classical epistemology’s formation: “...attempts to consistently 
implement the concept of empiricism failed: it turned out that experience itself and 
the activity of processing it (in particular, induction) presuppose non-experiential 
components” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 139). And even rationalism, in turn, refers to 
experience as “dark” knowledge, a kind of impulse  to  thinking  that  reveals  the  
empirical  content  of
“innate” ideas.

Kant’s approach has a special position towards empiricism and rationalism. First 
of all, he distinguishes perception and experience. At the same time, perception does 
not presuppose thinking. The task of perception is to organize sensations by means of a 
priori forms of space and time. On the other hand, experience is “possible only on the 
basis of the introduction of a priori categories of reason to sensory perception, i.e., it 
is the result of the constructive activity of thinking” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 140). Thus, 
thinking is a kind of fusion of the a priori and the empirical notions.

The creative development of this idea is available in the works by E. Husserl. 
True thinking is given only to the subject in the act of experiencing, that is, feeling. 
The phenomena of experience are constructed by the structures of transcendental 
consciousness so that the structures of thinking can be directly contemplated.

And, finally, modern cognitive psychology does not allow distinguishing the pure 
content of experience. Therefore, first of all, perception acts as a special form of thinking. 
And secondly, thinking and experience interact and influence each other so much that 
there is no sharp difference. “Any experience suggests unusual mental schemes. On the 
other hand, even in such non-experiential sciences as mathematics (cited as an example 
of “pure” a priori thinking) there are guesses, hypotheses, rejection of what seemed 
unquestionable” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 141).

Therefore, according to the thought of V. Lektorsky, who in turn follows Kant, 
perception is a special form of thinking, which does not depend on the conscious activity 
of the subject. It was on this basis that Kant identified two forms of thinking – reason 
and understanding. Reasonable thinking – is a synthesis of sensual perception. Rational 
thinking – is a synthesis of the transcendental world’s ideas (the God). The latter ones 
can be neither the subject of empirical experience, nor the subject of a priori experience. 
Therefore, thinking has its own limit. Thus, the possibility of thinking is determined by 
the conceptual framework of culture, history, science – paradigms (Kuhn) or episteme 
(Foucault).

Further V. Lektorsky notes: “... to date, it has become common opinion in cognitive 
science, that at an unconscious level, a person carries out many different types of 
mental activity: putting forward and testing hypotheses, reasoning, interpretation, etc.” 
(Lektorsky, 2001, page 146). Regarding the unconscious level, the researcher observes 
that this is not about the physiological processes occurring in neurons, but rather mental 
ones, emphasizing that there is only part of the thinking that is conscious. That is, the 
saying “I think” is reflective. But it does not tackle the reflection of images of thinking.
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“The latter is possible on the basis of the statement “I think that I think” (Lektorsky, 
2001, p. 146). Reflection of similar degree can be called thinking about thinking or 
critical thinking. The rest is objectified in the form of texts or by other means of external 
implementation. The latter of the mentioned is the norm of thinking, according to 
classical philosophy (Absolute Spirit of G. Hegel).

Today it is already clear that reflection on thinking can never be completed, if only 
because it is historical in nature. And as for the processes of thinking on the unconscious 
level of the individual, it can be said that similar thinking is not recognized by the 
individual himself. Although namely these processes can become the subject of research 
by a specialist in cognitive science.

In this sense, non-classical epistemology comes to rethinking the basis of classical 
epistemology – subject. As it is known, the word subject originates from lat. subjectus 
– what the basis is. Moreover, B. Lektorsky notes that the whole problematics of 
the subject in classical philosophy is identical to the center of consciousness. At the 
same time, empiricists did not see the independent beginning of the existence of Self. 
Transcendentalists distinguished between empirical and transcendental Self, and 
therefore – they differentiated Subject as well. Modern philosophy, as a rule, implies a 
specific individual by subject. In this sense, the subject acts as I, in relation to another 
individual. As a social phenomenon, in addition to an individual, a collective subject is 
distinguished as a carrier of the norms of activity of collective consciousness.

According to V. Lektorsky, the basis for understanding self-awareness is “not 
awareness of consciousness, but the perception of one’s own body and its place in the 
system of other bodies and events of the physical world”, in the non-classical theory 
of cognition. (Lektorsky, 2001, page. 169). And this is not the structure implied by 
phenomenology. “The subject looks at the arms, legs and other parts of the body, hears 
and sees proper steps, hears the sounds of proper voice, feels the movements of his limbs 
and head, receives various kinds of information from all parts of the body” (Lektorsky, 
2001, p. 169).

Secondly, the act of reflection requires that Ego makes an object of him- or herself. 
As a result of such self-perception, Ego turns into an Ego-concept, a theory. Moreover, 
this – is not just knowledge that it exists, it is also a means of critical rethinking and 
transforming the Ego itself. “If for Kant and Fichte the highest principle of self-awareness 
was the position “I = I”, then from the point of view of modern understanding, reflection 
aimed at Ego serves as a way to change self-identity (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 170).

The non-classical understanding of Self, developed in the philosophy of the 20th 
century, refuses the understanding of Self, which was formulated by Descartes. At the 
same time, it is important to emphasize that this does not mean giving up the problem. 
The Self is understood as an expression of fundamental dependencies associated, firstly, 
with the inclusion of a person in the world of objects and situations through his body, 
and secondly, with a person’s attitude towards other people, among other things, through 
communication» (Lektorsky, 2001, pр. 176-177). V. Lektorsky notes that the non-
classical interpretation of Self possesses such features as:
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1) embodiment of Ego. This one opens up the phenomenon of the Ego’s self-
experience for philosophy. Unlike classical philosophy, acts of individual consciousness 
are identified upon condition of their correlation with a particular individual. That is, 
without the human body, Ego does not exist (Popper, Eccles, 1981).

Thus, Piaget believes that at the first stages of psychological development, the child 
merges with his body. She does not form an attitude towards herself from a distance, that 
is, as if she would act for someone’s part (Piaget, 1951). E. Husserl draws attention in his 
later works, to the fact that “the objective structure of experience is constituted through 
the attitude towards the individual’s body and his unique position” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 
177). Zh.-P. Sartre asserts that the knowledge of empirical consciousness is inseparable 
from the experience of the proper body. At this stage, the subject does not exist as an 
Ego. The emergence of the Ego means a break with direct experience (Sartre, 2000). “As 
shown in modern psychology, in particular, in the works of J. Gibson (Gibson, 1988) 
and V. Neisser (Neisser, 1981), the subject’s perception of his body, its position among 
other objects of experience, and the perception of external bodies of objects and events 
mutually presuppose and complement each other” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 178).

2) incomplete self-evidence of Ego. For classical philosophy, self and consciousness 
are not only self-evident, but they are also the only unquestionable thing. This does not 
mean that there is doubt in the existence of the Self. “But for a non-classical understanding 
of the Self, consciousness is not a separate world, the whole meaning of consciousness 
consists precisely in the orientation in external reality, and if the subject’s understanding 
of his experiences from the point of view of attributing them to reality turns out to be 
erroneous, then this also means erroneous judgments of consciousness, and thus about 
oneself, because outside of these states the Ego does not exist” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 179).

Z. Freud’s psychoanalysis substantiates that the Self does not know the deep state 
of its own psyche at all, since their mechanism belongs not to consciousness, but to the 
subconsciousness. In modern philosophical and psychological literature, the polemic 
about possible forms of Ego’s self-deception continues.

That is, according to V. Lektorsky, for the non-classical approach Ego doesn’t rank 
among the primary data. It is formed under conditions, which are particular enough, 
during interaction of an individual with other people.

When Descartes stated: “I think”, he usually asserted the fact of existence, but on 
the other hand, he identified this fact with consciousness. However, this solitary subject 
of classical philosophy cannot say this without connection to the world, because the 
self-statement is an act of self-reflection. And this is possible only under condition that 
Ego is capable of approaching himself from the standpoint of another person. Moreover, 
this “other person” is generalized thanks to which Ego is able to think about its past and 
form its future (I-concept).
This is what becomes the subject of non-classical philosophy. “So, for example, J.P. 
Sartre emphasizes that the Self is not only alien to the nature of individual consciousness 
(which merges with its body in its subjective givens), but also in a certain sense distorts 
its characteristics” (Lektorsky, 2001, p. 180), since the consciousness in itself is free, and 
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the Self always limits this freedom to the specific characteristics of a given individual. 
As a result, knowledge about the Self is not capable of giving complete knowledge about 
a human as such.
But even the Ego itself is dynamic, constantly changing its image, as a person lives in 
specific communities. M. Bakhtin emphasizes that the self-perception of the Ego (I for 
myself) differs from the individual’s perception by  the  second  self  (I for the other). 
And it is possible to become a full-fledged Self only when the attitude towards oneself 
is taken into account, from the point of view of another person. “All types of the life of 
consciousness, including rueful feelings, thoughts, self-image, presuppose an attitude to 
oneself as if from the outside, i.e. from the point of view of another person” (Bakhtin, 
1979, pp. 43-50).

The contemporary American philosopher and psychologist R. Hare claims that Ego 
is a product of particular communications, and therefore it has a discursive nature. Ego 
is not a subjective experience, but a unique theory, formed by culture. “In our culture, 
it has three functions: A. Expresses the formal unity of consciousness, plays the role of 
its center; Б. Characterizes unity and continuity of individual life, biography; В. Finally, 
it embodies the agent of actions carried out on the basis of freely made decisions” 
(Lektorsky, 2001, page 181). What is more, any function can be internalized only on the 
basis of free decisions. After all, “the modern self is a fragile formation, possible only in 
certain cultural and historical conditions (Mikhailov, 1964; Kon, 1979; Lektorsky, 1980; 
Taylor, 1989)”.

It is quite an interesting thought by V. Lektorsky, regarding post-non-classical 
approaches to the understanding of the self. Yes, one of the functions of the self is to 
ensure the unity of the biography. And this is possible not only through the agency of 
individual memory, but also with the help of texts. In this case, Ego exists not only 
bodily, but as a “file I” that can exist simultaneously in different places.

Postmodernists conclude that the Ego itself has disappeared in modern cultures, on 
the basis of the fact that the Ego is the result of communicative relations. The argument is 
the “fragmentation” of consciousness and the destruction of traditions and the hierarchy 
of values. Ego is not even the author of the proper actions. It is only a reaction of the 
communication systems in which the individual is included, and hence the problem of 
self-identification makes no sense.

But V. Lektorsky believes that communication flows will not dissolve the Self. 
On the contrary, it leads to an increase in the role of creativity, which means an 
increase in individualization. Of course, contemporary culture requires other means of 
identification, hence it forms other types of personality, but it is not correct to talk about 
the disappearance of Ego.

Conclusions. V. Lektorsky states that in the last decades of the XX century non-
classical epistemology begins to form. The following peculiarities are characteristic of 
the latter:

1. Rejection of absolute criticism. That is, knowledge does not start from scratch. 
Moreover, the basis of knowledge is faith as a logical form of the existence of knowledge. 
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“The attitude of distrust and the search for absolute self-reliability is replaced by the 
attitude of trust, in the results of the activities of others as well, because without it, no 
collective activity, including cognitive activity, is possible - especially in modern “big 
science” (Lektorsky, 2009, p.16).

2. Rejection of fundamentalism. Positivist attempts to separate knowledge from 
ignorance led to defeat. This  results  in  the  impossibility  of  absolute  substantiation  
of knowledge.

3. Rejection of subject-centrism. The subject is a product of communication. In 
this regard, important ideas were expressed by the outstanding domestic psychologist 
L. Vygotsky, according to whom the inner subjective world of consciousness can be 
understood as a product of intersubjective activity, including communication. Thus, 
subjectivity turns out to be a cultural-and-historical product. (Lektorsky, 2009, p. 19).

4. Rejection of scientific centrism. The classical version of epistemology precedes 
all other branches of science in the system of the tradition of the classical philosophical 
paradigm. Moreover, it justifies science itself. But, on the other hand, V. Lektorsky 
rightly notes that criticism of classical epistemology is accompanied by attempts to 
abandon epistemological problematics. Thus, some variants of “social epistemology” 
reject the asymmetry of knowledge and delusion. As a result, the competition occurs not 
for the purpose of searching for the truth, but for the purpose of obtaining power. Similar 
rejection of epistemology, as well as of philosophy, is implemented in postmodernism. 
“Linguistic turn”, which occurred as a result of the analytical philosophy of 1950-1970, 
in its essence, actually liquidated epistemology, according to V. Lektorsky. The latter of 
the two was replaced by the philosophy of language. As a result, everything that is not 
subject to verbal expression for philosophy becomes non-existent.

Nevertheless, the peculiarity of the XX century, according to V. Lektorsky, is that: “... 
the “linguistic turn” was replaced by a “cognitive and epistemological turn” (Lektorsky, 
2009, page 23). Which means that epistemology is not interested in the relationship 
between text and discourse. It’s so, because the latter may not be related to knowledge, 
while knowledge itself, which may be present in the text, could be explicit or implicit. 
Which means that the modern philosophy of speech does not precede epistemology, as 
it claimed from the beginning. This makes it possible not to fall into the new circle of 
modern scholasticism.
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Annotation. The article provides a theoretical generalization and a solution to 
the scientific problem revealed in a comprehensive and comprehensive analysis of the 
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After the death of J. Stalin, Soviet society experienced a period that the Soviet writer 
I. Ehrenburg called a «thaw». When M. Khrushchev came to power, important political 
and economic measures aimed at eliminating the negative phenomena associated with 
the Stalinist regime began to be implemented.

Partial liberalization of the Soviet regime began. It somewhat improved the conditions 
for the development of culture as a whole. In 1953, the transition to compulsory seven-
year education was made, and in 1956, tuition fees in senior classes were abolished. At 
the same time, there was not enough school premises. A third of the schools held classes 
in two or even three shifts.

In April 1959, the Verkhovna Rada of the Ukrainian URSR adopted a law on 
reforming school education. Instead of a seven-year compulsory school, an eight-year 
school was organized, which provided students with general education and technical 
knowledge. This law gave parents the right to choose the language of instruction for their 
children and was actually used to Russify Ukrainian schooling.

At the end of the 50s, the organization of boarding schools began, where orphans, 
disabled children, low-income parents and single mothers studied.

In the post-war years, the reorganization of higher educational institutions was carried 
out, the number of which was reduced, although the number of students increased. 
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General technical and general scientific faculties were organized on the basis of higher 
education institutions at large industrial enterprises and  in  places  of  concentration  
of correspondence students. Almost half of the students studied in correspondence and 
evening classes, which in general had a negative effect on the level of professional training. 
The disadvantage of the educational process was its excessive ideological orientation [1].

In 1962, the Khmelnytskyi General Technical Faculty of the Ukrainian Polygraphic 
Institute named after I. Fedorova. The establishment of this institution was conditioned 
by the fact that Khmelnytskyi is the only regional center without a single higher 
education institution. In addition, there was no technical university in the region. 
Although the reasons for creating an institution of such a profile were strong. Large 
industrial enterprises worked in the Khmelnytskyi region – the Poninkiv pulp and paper 
mill, the Slavutsky plant «Budfayance», the Khmelnytskyi transformer substation 
plants, «Traktorodetal», the forging and pressing equipment plant, the Krasylivskyi 
plant of lifting and transport equipment, sugar factories, a network of construction and 
construction assembly organizations, etc [2].

The Kamianets-Podilskyi State Pedagogical Institute, which was reorganized from 
a teachers’ institute in 1948-1949, continued to work. Former party worker I. Zelenyuk 
worked as the director (rector) of the university from January 30, 1947 to December 5, 
1966, who did a lot to strengthen the material base of the university, raise the level of 
educational and scientific work. In 1953, the pedagogical institute had three faculties – 
historical and philological, physical and mathematical, physical education and sports. In 
the mid-1950s, another wave of repressions took place in the institute, as in the whole of 
Ukraine. This resulted in the closure of the history departments in the Zhytomyr, Nizhyn 
and Chernivtsi Pedagogical Institutes. The historical department of the Kamianets-
Podilskyi Pedagogical Institute, which was liquidated in 1956, did not escape this fate. 
Neither numerous reasoned letters and telegrams, nor the rector’s personal requests to 
the Council of Ministers of the USSR and high party bodies helped this. Fourth-year 
students were sent to work, and students of I-III years were transferred to the Stanislav 
Pedagogical Institute. At the same time, the specialty «History» was not completely 
deleted from the list of specialist training, but was organized as an additional one to 
be mastered by students of the Faculty of Philology. On the one hand, this approach 
expanded the possibilities of future specialists, on the other hand, it helped to retain most 
of the history teachers. At the same time, additional specialties were introduced at other 
faculties. Thus, future mathematicians mastered the profession of teachers of drawing, 
physics – industrial training, physical education – human anatomy [3, p. 128-129].

In the spring of 1960, the fourth faculty was opened at the institute – the faculty 
for training elementary school teachers. Its organizer was the first full-time teacher 
B. Lipman, who, on behalf of the directorate of the Pedagogical Institute, studied the 
organization of the educational process at the faculty of the same name of the Vinnytsia 
Pedagogical Institute. The first teachers of the newly created unit were teachers of the 
Ukrainian language M. Stefantsev, psychology – M. Sakovska. The first of them was appointed 
to perform the duties of the dean of the faculty. The following year, this position was taken 
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by F. Petlyak, who finished writing and submitted his candidate’s  thesis  for  defense.  In 
order to ensure the teaching of the cycle of special subjects in 1961, the department of 
pedagogy and methods of primary education was organized at the faculty headed by Z. 
Varbanets. Its members included A. Durytskyi, T. Kydalova, V. Rumbach, I. Sadugin. In 
addition, the subject commission of music and singing functioned. It was composed by 
B. Lipman (head), V. Ponter, L. Radomska, O. Savron, V. Sudareva, S. Fedorchuk, and 
V. Shcherbakova [4].

The studies began in the building located in the courtyard of the current Faculty 
of History. Special classrooms for natural science, language teaching methods, labor 
training, and mathematics were equipped here, as well as rooms for a choir class and an 
individual dance class. Every year, 50 people with higher education were admitted to 
the first course of the faculty. Thorough general education, pedagogical and methodical 
training, the study of many social science and cultural disciplines caused a large influx of 
entrants. That is why from 1961-1962 n.r. admission to the correspondence department 
was increased to 100 people. This caused additional financial difficulties, as we had to 
use even a wing on the street to ensure the educational process. K. Marksa, 10. Despite 
this, the team energetically shaped its face and soon took its proper place in the system 
of training pedagogical personnel [5].

The main obstacle in the selection of highly qualified scientific and pedagogical 
workers was the lack of housing. There was no free-living space in the institute, and 
the city did not always meet in this regard, because there were also no reserves. Many 
teachers who came to work at the institute have been waiting for years for housing 
problems to be solved. Candidate of medical sciences H. Antoshechkin, candidate of 
philological sciences E. Korolkova resigned from teaching due to domestic troubles [5].

In connection with the significant staff turnover in the institute, teachers who 
had experience of working at this institution for no more than 10 years prevailed. For 
example, in 1962-1963 2 teachers worked at the pedagogical institute for more than 25 
years, 10-25 years – 40, 5-10 years – 30, 1-5 years – 40.

The agricultural institute also employed teachers who had extensive experience in 
practical, scientific and pedagogical work, namely: the head of the department of private 
animal husbandry, laureate of the State Prize, associate professor M. Gordienko, the 
head of the department of plant physiology and agrochemistry, associate professor S. 
Serbin, the head of the department of Marxism – of Leninism Associate Professor I. 
Zabayrachnyi, Head of the Department of Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals 
Associate Professor V. Goryanov and many others [8, sheet. 259]. At the same time, as in 
the Pedagogical Institute, most of the teachers had work experience that did not exceed 
10 years. Thus, in 1963, 26 teachers had 1 to 5 years of work experience, 46 from 6 to 
10 years, 18 from 11 to 15 years, 10 from 16 to 20 years, 4 from 21 to 25 years, 26 -30 
years – 4, 31-35 years – 2.

On September 17, 1962, the Khmelnytskyi General Technical Faculty of UPI had 
11 teachers and 6 support staff: V. Chekirda, V. Lisnichuk, B. Kufel, K. Chesnokov, S. 
Ganzhurov, V. Sakun, L. Mitina, S. Tsymbalyuk, O. Kulyk, T. Rutt, V. Pylypiv, I. Tkachuk,
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G. Timkova, Ya. Mukhamet, K. Dronova, P. Kolmakov, M. Mil. In September 1964, 18 
teachers worked, including 3 candidates of sciences, 1 associate professor, who were 
divided into two departments – general scientific and general engineering disciplines.

Every 5 years, all teachers went through the procedure of re-election by secret ballot 
to the positions they held. The competitions concerned all heads of departments and 
teachers. For example, in April 1963, a competition was held to fill the vacant positions 
of the heads of the history and Russian language and literature departments of the 
Pedagogical Institute, as well as 16 associate professors, senior teachers and assistants. 
At the same time, in the report of rector I. Zelenyuk for 1963-1964 it was said that 
there are many vacant positions of teachers in the institute. 13 teacher positions were 
not filled. An abnormal situation arose at the Department of Mathematics, where 4-5 
teachers were missing. Difficulties with the staffing of full-time teachers also occurred in 
the agricultural institute. Here during 1955-1956 n.r. 8 full-time units were not staffed.

In order to increase the professional and scientific-methodical level of the teaching 
staff, the institutes used the practice of electing candidates of sciences, senior teachers to 
the positions of acting professors. associate professor, and after a certain time they will 
be awarded the academic title of associate professor. Before being elected to the position, 
the following requirements were put forward to each of the applicants: 1) reading lecture 
courses at a high scientific-theoretical and methodical level; b) conducting scientific 
research on current problems of relevant fields of science; c) writing and publishing 
scientific and educational and methodological works; d) popularization of knowledge 
and best practices.

In higher education institutions, their leaders tried to create a healthy moral and 
psychological climate that would stimulate effective educational, methodical, scientific 
and educational work. In the Pedagogical Institute, Rector I. Zelenyuk successfully 
coped with this. Everyone who worked with him admired his exceptional efficiency and 
saw increased demands on himself and subordinates. Among teachers, employees and 
students, they knew about the rector’s negative attitude towards any violations of labor 
discipline, and even more so ideological and moral and ethical norms. His critical remarks 
and statements were heard more than once against lazy, disorganized and undisciplined 
workers. But they never had the slightest injustice towards teachers or technical workers. 
He could not stand insincerity, laziness and laxity. Whoever did not fulfill the manager’s 
instructions in a timely manner, fell into the position of a schoolboy who did not learn the 
lesson. And, on the contrary, I. Zelenyuk highly valued responsibility, thorough scientific 
and theoretical training and a conscientious attitude to the fulfillment of assigned duties, 
willingly supported a healthy initiative.

In leading the team, the rector did not limit himself to the meetings of the rectorate, 
council or short meetings of the heads of the institute’s units, but tried to systematically 
visit the faculties, departments, and other units, and devoted a lot of time to communication 
with scientific and pedagogical workers. This helped to form a system of their work, to 
properly organize each workplace [6].

Simultaneously with the improvement of the quality of the teaching staff, the number
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of students increased and the contingent of students also improved. Positive changes 
in the qualitative composition of student youth took place, on the one hand, due to 
the increase in the number and share of young men and women who had experience of 
practical work before studying at the institute, on the other hand, the potential of future 
specialists improved due to students who studied excellently and well.

The student contingent gradually grew quantitatively. In 1953, 2,474 students studied 
at the Pedagogical Institute, including in full-time education – 948, in correspondence 
–1526, in 1954 – 2913, 1040 and 1873, respectively, in 1955 –  3098, 993 and 2105, in 
1956 – 2880, 982 and 1898, in 1957 – 2810, 950 and 1860, in 1958 – 2748, 940 and 
1808, in 1959 – 2741, 942 and 1799, in 1960 – 2629, 982 and 1647, in 1961 – 3139, 
1048 and 2091 , in 1962 – 3575, 1174 and 2401, in 1963 – 3607, 1335 and 2272, in 1964 
– 3766, 1472 and 2459.

In the restored agricultural institute at the beginning of 1955, 200 students of the 
agronomic and zootechnical institute, who were transferred from Dnipropetrovsk, 
Zhytomyr, Lviv. Poltava and Kharkiv Agricultural Institutes. By the end of this year, 
the number of full-time and part-time students increased to 950. In December 1958, 
1,030 students studied at the hospital, and 574 at the correspondence department. In the 
following years, the number of students at the hospital decreased. In September 1959, 
996 students studied full-time, in August 1962 – 766 (at the agronomic faculty – 280, 
zootechnical – 486), in August 1963 – 731, 253 and 478, respectively [7].

Thus, in the mid-1950s – the first half of the 1960s, important changes occurred in 
the network of higher education institutions in Khmelnytskyi. Thus, in October 1954, the 
Kamianets-Podilskyi Agricultural Institute, which was liquidated in 1935, was restored. 
In 1962, the Khmelnytskyi General Technical Faculty of the Ukrainian Polygraphic 
Institute named after I. Fedorova. The Kamianets-Podilskyi State Pedagogical Institute 
continued to work. The work was complicated by repeated structural changes in the 
composition of these universities, which had to be carried out on instructions from above. 
However, gradually the teaching staff grew quantitatively and qualitatively. At the same 
time, there was a significant turnover of personnel, due to which the institutes were 
dominated by teachers who had no more than 10 years of work experience. A mandatory 
attribute of that time was raising the ideological and political level of teachers. In this 
connection, attention was drawn to the growth of the party stratum in their environment.

The number of students gradually grew, primarily due to high-quality career guidance 
work. The most common forms of this work were the organization of stationary and 
extramural preparatory courses, the secondment of teachers and laboratory assistants 
to various districts and schools of Khmelnytskyi and neighboring regions to popularize 
the university, etc. However, despite significant efforts related to career guidance work, 
the contingents of newly graduated students were unstable, although the number of 
applications, albeit slightly, increased. Simultaneously with the improvement of the 
quality of the teaching staff, the number of students increased and the contingent of 
students also improved. As for the increase in the number of students, this applies 
primarily to the Pedagogical Institute, since the number of in-patient  students  at  the
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Agricultural  Institutes. By the end of this year, the number of full-time and part-time 
students increased to 950. In December 1958, 1,030 students studied at the hospital, and 
574 at the correspondence department. In the following years, the number of students 
at the hospital decreased. In September 1959, 996 students studied full-time, in August 
1962 – 766 (at the agronomic faculty – 280, zootechnical – 486), in August 1963 – 731, 
253 and 478, respectively [7].

Conclusions. Thus, in the mid-1950s – the first half of the 1960s, important changes 
occurred in the network of higher education institutions in Khmelnytskyi. Thus, in 
October 1954, the Kamianets-Podilskyi Agricultural Institute, which was liquidated 
in 1935, was restored. In 1962, the Khmelnytskyi General Technical Faculty of the 
Ukrainian Polygraphic Institute named after I. Fedorova. The Kamianets-Podilskyi 
State Pedagogical Institute continued to work. The work was complicated by repeated 
structural changes in the composition of these universities, which had to be carried out 
on instructions from above. However, gradually the teaching staff grew quantitatively 
and qualitatively. At the same time, there was a significant turnover of personnel, due to 
which the institutes were dominated by teachers who had no more than 10 years of work 
experience. A mandatory attribute of that time was raising the ideological and political 
level of teachers. In this connection, attention was drawn to the growth of the party 
stratum in their environment.

The number of students gradually grew, primarily due to high-quality career guidance 
work. The most common forms of this work were the organization of stationary and 
extramural preparatory courses, the secondment of teachers and laboratory assistants 
to various districts and schools of Khmelnytskyi and neighboring regions to popularize 
the university, etc. However, despite significant efforts related to career guidance work, 
the contingents of newly graduated students were unstable, although the number of 
applications, albeit slightly, increased. Simultaneously with the improvement of the 
quality of the teaching staff, the number of students increased and the contingent of 
students also improved. As for the increase in the number of students, this applies 
primarily to the Pedagogical Institute, since the number of in-patient students at the 
Agricultural Institute, on the contrary, decreased.
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Introduction. The state’s performance of its tasks and functions is virtually 
impossible without the activities of specially authorized entities, which collectively 
make up the system of public administration bodies. The last ones are the most 
appropriate to understand executive power bodies, local self-government bodies, as 
well as subjects endowed with public administrative functions, which perform public 
management functions in order to ensure the interests of the state and society as a whole, 
while their activities are carried out exclusively within of the law [1]. Therefore, the 
specified subjects carry out their activities exclusively within the limits of their powers 
and competences, which are clearly defined in the norms of the current legislation, and 
this in turn determines the need for a special approach to the regulation of their work.

At the same time, it is worth mentioning that the effective and high-quality work 
of public administration bodies, as well as any enterprise, institution and organization, 
requires adequate staffing. After all, the fact is indisputable that the work of public 
administration bodies directly depends on each individual employee, as well as how he 
or she will perform his duties. That is why an important task of the legislator and the 
heads of relevant bodies is to create an effective and efficient personnel support system. 
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The latter is a complex activity in terms of its structure and content, which is based on a 
system of starting principles, initial ideas, which are called principles in the literature of 
scientific principles. At the same time, these principles mainly have a labour law nature.

Literature review. The problem of staffing of public administration bodies has 
repeatedly come to the attention of representatives of various branches of law. In particular, 
it was paid attention by K.S. Belskyi, V.D. Tkachenko, L.L. Bogachova, M.V. Zvik, 
M.I. Inshin, V.L. Kostyuk, V.P. Melnyk, S.M. Prylypko, O.M. Yaroshenko, Yu.F. Ivanov, 
M.V. Ivanova, L.M. Kononenko, I.P. Zhigalkin, M.V. Molodtsov, E.Yu. Podorozhnyi, 
L.V. Mogilevsky and many others. At the same time, despite the considerable scientific 
development, in the scientific literature there is a lack of scientific studies dedicated 
to establishing the scope and content of labour law principles of legal regulation of 
public administration bodies staffing. The study of it has important theoretical and 
practical significance, because the principles themselves create a theoretical basis for the 
development of the respective institute, as well as its further improvement. 

Methods. During the preparation of the scientific research, a set of general and special 
methods of scientific knowledge were used, the use of which allowed a comprehensive 
approach to achieving the goal of the article. Thus, the logical-semantic method was 
used to reveal the essential meaning of the concepts “principles”, “principles of law”, 
“principles of labour law”. The method of documentary analysis and the analytical 
method were used in order to outline the range of labour law principles of legal regulation 
of personnel support of public administration bodies, as well as to provide them with a 
characteristic. The methods of systematization and classification were used to classify 
these principles. 

Findings and discussions. Starting scientific research, it is worth noting that 
labour law principles are an offshoot of a broader category of legal principles, which, 
in turn, originate from the general scientific phenomenon – principle. According to the 
dictionary of foreign terms, the word “principle” originates from the Latin “principium”, 
which means the beginning or basis [2]. At the same time, the etymological dictionary 
defines the term “principle” through “principium”, but it contains a reference to the word 
“prince”, which, in turn, comes from the letters “princeps”, “primus” and “capio”. “I 
take/receive first”, “conduct”; “first”, “main”, “best” [3, p. 256]. 

In explanatory dictionaries, the concept of “principle” is considered as the main 
starting point of any scientific system, theory, ideological trend; the initial position of 
some theory, teaching, science, worldview; natural law formulated and accepted by 
reason; an important truth on which other truths are based; acceptance of moral law as a 
guide to behaviour; a rule on the basis of which a person forms his own behaviour, which 
often forms part of a code; fundamental content; basic principles, original ideas, which 
are characterized by universality, general significance, higher imperative and reflect 
essential provisions of theory, teaching, science, system of domestic and international 
law, political, state or public organization (humanism, legality, justice, equality of 
citizens before the law, etc.); the inner conviction of a person, which determines his 
attitude to reality, social ideas and activities [4, p. 795].
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The meaning of the principle was actively studied within the framework of 
philosophical science. Thus, ancient philosophers sought to find the principle of 
existence of all things and usually associated it with substance. In the 16th and 17th 
centuries in European philosophy, the principle began to be interpreted mostly as a 
theoretical-cognitive category based on the distinction between what lies at the basis 
of reality, the principle of being, and what lies at the basis of knowledge of this reality, 
the principle of knowledge. In the future, the understanding of the principle moves into 
the sphere of logical expression of knowledge; the principle becomes a central concept, 
a fundamental idea that permeates a certain system of knowledge and subordinates it. 
Within the framework of theoretical knowledge, the principle means the requirement to 
deploy the knowledge itself into a system where all theoretical propositions are logically 
interconnected and derive from each other in a certain way. Any theoretical system of 
knowledge is based on interconnected principles [5, p. 519]. Philosophical dictionary of 
H.G. Kyrylenko and E.V. Shevtsova contains the following definitions of the concept 
of “principle”: 1) in ontology - the primary foundation, the beginning of the world; the 
concept of principle is similar to the concept of substance; 2) in the epistemology and 
methodology of science, a principle is a complex, concentrated form of knowledge that 
accumulates in itself the main direction of research, its “spirit”. I. Kant distinguished 
between the “regulatory” principle, which is used by Reason, which performs a guiding, 
stimulating role in research, and the “constitutive” principle, which is used by Reason 
and is the basis for ordering the world of phenomena; 3) in ethics, the synonym of the 
term “principle” is “maxim”, which is considered as the foundation of the will [6, p.314]. 
In addition, scientists note that the tendency of classical philosophy is to maximally 
converge and even merge all three meanings of the term “principle”. Modern philosophy 
limits the use of the term to epistemological and ethical meanings [6, p. 314].

Therefore, in a general theoretical form, the principles should be interpreted as 
the main, basic, system-forming, key position of science, as well as any mechanism, 
phenomenon that determines the laws of its existence, as well as the general vector of 
development. It is worth noting that scientific definitions of principles in jurisprudence 
mostly have a variable nature. Most often, principles in law are interpreted as basic 
principles, original ideas, which are characterized by universality, general significance, 
and higher imperativeness and reflect the essential provisions of theory, teaching, science, 
the system of domestic and international law, political, state or public organization [7, c. 
110–111]. Following this theory, K.S. Belskyi by the principles of law in modern scientific 
literature understands the basic principles, key ideas of law that reflect its essence and 
content, determine the basic rules of scientific knowledge and establish the general order 
of practical activity [8, p.7]. At the same time, for example, O.F. Skakun completely 
disagrees with such an interpretation, in connection with which she interprets the 
principles as fundamental generally accepted norms-ideas (initial principles) that express 
the essence of law, the regularities of its development and have the highest authority, 
they are indisputable requirements put forward to the participants socialrelations in 
order to establish social compromise and order. According to the scientist, principles are 
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a kind of the coordinate system within which law develops, and at the same time a 
reference point that determines the direction of its development. The world experience of 
the development of law, the experience of civilization is concentrated in the principles [9].

M.V. Zvik, V.D. Tkachenko, O.V. Petryshyn characterize the principles as general 
requirements for social relations and their participants, as well as initial guiding 
principles, starting points that express the essence of law and stem from the ideas of 
justice and freedom, and also determine the general direction and most essential features 
of the current legal system. Researchers note that the principle has long been considered 
the foundation, the cornerstone of any social system (including the legal one), the 
requirements of which extended to all phenomena belonging to this system. Lawyers 
emphasize that the principles do not formulate specific rights and obligations and are 
not always provided with specific legislative sanctions, however, the nature of the state 
itself (democratic, totalitarian, etc.) can be largely judged from the principles on which 
the legal order is based [10, c .193]. V.V. Lazarev believes that the principles of law are 
the main factors that determine the most important structural connections in the subject, 
method, mechanism of legal regulation within the legal system and outside it (connections 
with the social environment), which receive official and even unofficial reflection in 
law. As regulators of social relations, they also have a general purposefulness, because 
in many respects they determine the prospects for the development of not only law, 
but also society and the state, thereby contributing to the elimination of gaps or other 
shortcomings of the current legislation [11; 12, p. 75].

Thus, legal principles are stable, formed by society, guiding ideas, basic principles, 
basic provisions of law, which are dissolved in the entire legal system, which determine 
the most important aspects of its essence, the mechanism of influence on social 
relations, structural connections, and in general express public perception on the content 
and purpose of law in the state. At the same time, the principles of law in general do 
not specify the ideas of particular branches of legal reality, each of them has its own 
purpose and specificity. An example is the labour branch of law, within which labour law 
principles have been formed. The latter, although they belong to the guiding legal ideas 
in general, contain a wide range of side features that express their uniqueness.

The special importance of labour law principles is also confirmed by the presence of 
a separate group of scientific approaches to defining their concept. Yes, M.I. Inshin, V.L. 
Kostyuk, V.P. Melnyk formed the position that the principles of labour law are a system 
of basic, guiding provisions, trends determined by the state of development of society and 
the state, which are aimed at ensuring effective legal regulation of labour relations with 
the aim of ensuring the unity, integrity, and system of labour law [13]. K.P. Urzhynskyi 
understood the principles of labour law as directly established by legal norms or as derived 
from them through interpretation, and which is developed by them as a guiding starting 
point (idea) that reflects the laws of legal regulation of labour relations [14, p.124]. A 
similar opinion regarding the definition of principles of labour law is held by O.V. 
Smirnov, which he calls the fundamental guiding principles (ideas) enshrined in 
current legislation, which express the essence of labour law norms and the main
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directions of state policy in the field of legal regulation of social relations related to the 
functioning of the labour market, the use and organization of hired labour [15, p. 23]. 
S.M. Prylypko and O.M. Yaroshenko   are  convinced  that  the  principles  of  labour 
law should be understood as the original principles and guiding ideas expressed in the 
legislation, which characterize the main content and internal unity of the legal regulation 
of labour and related relations. The principles determine the content and development 
of legal norms within labour law and its institutions. On the one hand, the principles 
reflect the regularities of labour law, and on the other hand, they represent the most 
general norms that operate in the entire field of legal regulation of labour and apply to all 
subjects of labour law [16, pp. 40, 41]. 

According to O.V. Starchuk, the principles of labour law must be understood as the 
basic ideas that underlie labour law, determine the content and direction of its norms, 
with the help of which the legal regulation of labour and closely related labour relations 
is carried out and they are characterized by systematicity and mutual agreement, 
objective certainty, general conditions binding, universality, general significance, 
stability, regularity [17, p.163; 18]. Such scientists as Yu.F. Ivanov, M.V. Ivanova, L.M. 
Kononenkom believe that the principles of labour law are understood as basic ideas that 
express the essence of state policy in the field of legal regulation of labour and social 
relations that arise at the same time [19, p.58]. O. Ya. Lavriv interprets the principles of 
labour law as a sectoral variety of the principles of law in general, which are defined as 
the guiding, initial provisions of this branch of law, which express its essence and unity, 
reflect the main approaches to the legal regulation of labour and closely related relations, 
and determine the general orientation development of the field of labour law [20, p. 185]. V.V. 
Zhernakov talks about labour law principles as universally recognized basic provisions 
that determine its essence, determine the unity of legal regulation and the regularity of 
the development of the system of labour law norms [21, p. 36]. The interesting position 
of I.P. Zhigalin, who believes that the principles of labour law are objectively determined 
by the nature and content of social and labour relations, enshrined in relevant sources 
or expressed in stable legal practice, universally recognized basic guiding principles, 
starting ideas that constitute the axiological basis of labour law, characterize the content, 
essence, and purpose of this branch of law in society, reflect the general laws of its 
emergence, development, and functioning, and serve to create an internally consistent 
and effective system of legal norms in the field of labour [22, p. 91-92].

Therefore, the above approaches to the content and origin of labour law principles 
make it possible to draw a number of conclusions regarding their legal meaning and 
essence in general, as well as labour law principles of staffing of public administration 
bodies, in particular:

- firstly, the principles of labour law are a peculiar set of original ideas that 
characterize the impact of law on social relations, which are, in particular, related to the 
labour process;

- secondly, labour principles are formed on the basis of social awareness of the proper 
appearance and functioning of the labour sphere, where each person can exercise his or
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her labour rights to obtain the corresponding substantial and spiritual benefits.
- thirdly, the principles of labour law are vector-determining factors that determine 

the direction of the labour legislation norms action;- fourthly, the principles of labour 
law are characterized by industry-wide imperative. That is, these original ideas contain 
mandatory standards-requirements for the behaviour of subjects of labour law;

- fifthly, labour principles have an abstract nature, because only a part of them 
is directly enshrined in the provisions of the legislative and by-law framework of the 
regulatory framework;

- sixthly, the principles of labour law, although they have the highest degree of 
imperativeness, and therefore stability, are generally “sensitive” to changes in public 
opinion about the regulation of labour relations. In other words, the principles of the 
labour law content can be supplemented with new basic principles with the emergence 
of new social relations and legal institutions that regulate them.

Thus, the labour law principles of legal regulation of public administration bodies 
of Ukraine staffing should be interpreted as fixed in the norms of the current labour 
legislation, basic, fundamental, objectively existing, guiding ideas of legal regulation of 
social relations in the labour sphere, which carry a standard of behaviour of labour law 
subjects in the process of their implementation of public administration bodies staffing.

At the same time, the above-noted complexity of such starting bases raises questions 
about their composition and list. Representatives of labour law science have different 
opinions about the classification of the principles of labour law in general. For example, 
M.V. Moldovan and O.M. Krapyvin divides the principles of labour law into three 
groups: 1) the principles of justice – provide for the provision of fair working conditions, 
including the limitation of working hours, the provision of daily rest, days off, paid 
annual leave, adequate remuneration, etc.; 2) principles of equality of subjects of labour 
relations; 3) principles of democratic provision and labour management [23; 24].

The division of principles of labour law into several classification groups is also 
peculiar to K.N. Husov and V.N. Tolkunov, who highlight the principles of involvement 
in work, ensuring employment and the use of labour force; principles of a high level of 
working conditions and protection of labour rights; principles of industrial democracy 
and employee personality development [25]. O.V. Smirnov reflects in the same vector. In 
his research, the scientist singles out four groups of principles of labour law: principles 
that express state policy in the field of the legal labour market and effective employment; 
principles containing guidelines in the field of establishing work by an employee; 
principles determining the use of labour by employees; principles determining the 
protection of labour rights of employees. Taking into account this classification, the 
author formulates the principles of freedom, active participation of workers and trade 
unions in established working conditions, certainty of labour function, stability, ensuring 
discipline, remuneration for work without discrimination, guaranteed labour rights [26].

V.I. Shcherbyna refers to the fundamental principles of labour law, which determine 
the direction of the norms of this field of law: the rule of law, freedom of labour, freedom 
from coercion to work, the determination and stability of the labour function, humanism,
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social justice, socio-economic partnership, social cooperation, social peace, protection 
of the employee from the arbitrariness  of  the  employer,  equal  treatment  of  employees 
by the employer and others [27; 13]. O.Ya. Lavriv to the principles of labour law refers: 
the principle of freedom of labour in the field of labour law; the principle of social 
partnership and contractual establishment of working conditions in the field of labour 
law; the principle of ensuring the unity and differentiation of legal regulation; the 
principle of optimal combination of centralized and local legal regulation [20].

In our opinion, labour law principles of legal regulation of public administration 
bodies staffing cannot be equated with any of the classification presented above, because 
both in terms of content and in terms of list, they constitute a separate group of original 
ideas. The latter consists of general scientific principles, the content of which is adapted 
to the field of labour law, directly separate sectoral principles of labour law, as well 
as original special ideas that arise exclusively in the field of personnel support of the 
studied category of employees.

The basic general labour law principles of the legal regulation of public administration 
bodies staffing are the interconnected original ideas of the rule of law and legality. Both 
of these principles are reflected in the Constitution of Ukraine, as well as special legal 
acts. Thus, the Basic Law states that the principle of the rule of law is recognized and 
valid in Ukraine. The Constitution of Ukraine has the highest legal force. Laws and 
other normative legal acts are adopted based on the Constitution of Ukraine and must 
comply with it. The norms of the Constitution of Ukraine are norms of direct effect. 
Addressing the court to protect the constitutional rights and freedoms of a person and 
a citizen directly on the basis of the Constitution of Ukraine is guaranteed. In addition, 
the legal order in our country is based on principles according to which no one can be 
forced to do what is not provided for by law. Bodies of state power and bodies of local 
self-government, their officials are obliged to act only on the basis, within the limits of 
authority and in the manner provided by the Constitution and laws of Ukraine [28].

In accordance with the departmental normative legal act, in particular the Law of 
Ukraine “On Civil Service”, civil service is carried out in compliance with the following 
principles: 1) the rule of law - ensuring the priority of human and citizen rights and 
freedoms in accordance with the Constitution of Ukraine, which determine the content 
and direction of the activities of the state an employee during the performance of tasks 
and functions of the state; 2) legality - the duty of a civil servant to act only on the 
basis, within the limits of authority and in the manner prescribed by the Constitution and 
laws of Ukraine; 3) professionalism - competent, objective and impartial performance 
of official duties, constant improvement of the level of professional competence by a 
civil servant, fluency in the state language and, if necessary, a regional language or the 
language of national minorities, determined in accordance with the law; 4) patriotism 
- devotion and faithful service to the Ukrainian people; 5) integrity - the orientation of 
the civil servant’s actions to the protection of public interests and the refusal of the civil 
servant to prevail over private interest during the exercise of the powers granted to him; 
6) efficiency - rational and effective use of resources to achieve the goals of state policy;
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7) ensuring equal access to civil service - prohibition of all forms and manifestations of 
discrimination, absence of unjustified restrictions or granting of  unjustified  advantages 
to certain categories of citizens during entry into civil service and its completion; 8) 
political impartiality - preventing the influence of political views on the actions and 
decisions of a civil servant, as well as refraining from demonstrating one’s attitude 
towards political parties, demonstrating one’s own political views during the performance 
of official duties; 9) transparency - openness of information about the activity of a civil 
servant, except for cases specified by the Constitution and laws of Ukraine; 10) stability 
- the appointment of civil servants for an indefinite period, except in cases specified by 
law, the independence of the personnel of the civil service from changes in the political 
leadership of the state and state bodies [29].

In the context of staffing of public administration bodies, these principles are 
expressed in several points:

- firstly, the main regulator of legal relations in the field of labour of the investigated 
category of employees and its provision is exclusively law, the influence of which is 
expressed through the norms and institutions of labour legislation;

- secondly, the activities of public administration bodies staffing must be carried out 
in full accordance with the norms of the current legislation of Ukraine.

The addition to the mentioned principles is the sectoral labour law idea of unity 
and differentiation of the regulation of labour relations. It should be noted that the 
principle of unity and differentiation of legal regulation of labour relations is one of the 
oldest principles of labour law. This principle, as its name suggests, has a dual purpose: 
establishing uniform, identical working conditions for all employees and, at the same 
time, differentiating working conditions for certain categories of workers under certain 
circumstances. Law provides for the application of the same scale to different people. That 
is why labour law, establishing in its norms uniform rules for all employees regarding 
hiring and firing, working time and rest time, pay, labour discipline and labour protection, 
provides all citizens with fair and equal opportunities to earn for a living by their work. 
The unity of the legal regulation of labour relations means that the norms of labour law 
establish a high level of working conditions, they must be observed by all employers 
who hire employees on the basis of an employment contract. At the same time, labour 
law cannot fail to take into account objective circumstances caused by the specifics of 
production industries, professional, gender, age characteristics of employees, location 
of enterprises, etc., which require a special approach to legal protection of working 
conditions. All these circumstances ultimately lead to the violation of the uniform rules 
governing the use of labour and require the issuance of special norms that adapt general 
legal prescriptions to specific labour conditions [30].

In accordance with the principle of unity and differentiation, the basis of staffing 
of public administration bodies is the system of norms of legislative acts in the field of 
labour in general, which defines the standards and regularities of labour regulation of all, 
without exception, categories of employees, as well as special documents - departmental 
normative legal acts that outline the specifics of the labour process exclusively for
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employees of public administration bodies. The basis of this principle can be found in 
the norms of the Labour Code, which allows for the  existence  of  both  general  labour 
legal norms and acts, as well as special ones [31].

The next labour law principle of legal regulation of public administration bodies 
staffing should be determine the equality of labour rights of citizens of Ukraine. 
According to Article 2-1 of the Labour Code, any discrimination in the field of labour is 
prohibited, in particular, violation of the principle of equal rights and opportunities, direct 
or indirect restriction of the rights of employees depending on race, skin colour, political, 
religious and other beliefs, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, ethnic, social and 
foreign origin, age, state of health, disability, suspicion or presence of HIV/AIDS, family 
and property status, family responsibilities, place of residence, membership in a trade 
union or other association of citizens, participating in a strike, applying or intending 
to apply to the court or other authorities for the protection of their rights or providing 
support to other employees in the protection of their rights, notification of possible facts 
of corruption or corruption-related offenses, other violations of the Law of Ukraine “On 
Prevention of Corruption”, as well as assisting a person in making such a notification, 
based on language or other features unrelated to the nature of the work or the conditions 
of its execution [31].

Another important guiding idea of the legal regulation of public administration 
bodies staffing is the principle of ensuring fair and safe conditions of work and rest, 
the content of which is that work in positions in public administration bodies should be 
carried out in proper, safe and healthy conditions and in a timely manner and in full to be 
paid, providing a dignified human existence for a person and his or her family; rest must 
be provided, including limitations of working hours, provision of daily rest, weekends, 
holidays, non-working days, and paid annual leave, taking into account the entire array 
of specifics of service and labour activity of the studied category of employees [32, 
p.39].

The last labour law principles of legal regulation of public administration bodies 
staffing are special principles, among which it is most appropriate to include are the 
following:

1) the principle of stability - in accordance with this principle, staffing is carried 
out systematically and accompanies the entire labour process of all employees of public 
administration bodies;

2) the principle of comprehensiveness – in accordance with the stated starting 
principle, staffing should be expressed not only in the preparation of documents for 
the implementation of certain personnel measures, but also constantly monitor staffing 
problems in public administration bodies and form the ways to solve them;

3) the principle of the priority of the labour interests of employees, according to 
which the staffing of public administration bodies should be directed, first of all, to the 
formation of the most favourable conditions for the realization by the studied category 
of workers of the labour rights granted and guaranteed to them by the Constitution 
andlabour legislation, and only then the staffing management policy;
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4) the principle of the development of personnel potential - the staffing should be 
aimed at the constant improvement of qualifications and professional skills of employees 
in order to improve their performance of their labour and service functions.

Conclusions. Thus, the above initial ideas make up the system of principles of legal 
regulation of public administration bodies staffing. They, in our opinion, most fully and 
meaningfully reflect the legal connection of the staffing, as a separate labour law institute 
within the labour branch of law. In addition, the outlined by us principles emphasize the 
uniqueness of this phenomenon and the peculiarities of the field of labour activity of the 
studied category of employees. Unfortunately, to date, only some of the above-mentioned 
principles are enshrined in legislative and by-law normative legal acts, the norms of 
which are aimed at regulating the staffing procedures. This, in turn, may indicate the 
inferiority and ineffectiveness of the legal regulation of labour of the studied category 
of workers, as a result of which there is scope for violation of their labour rights and 
the interests of workers guaranteed by the Constitution, as well as general and special 
labour legislation. One of the key ways to solve this problem is to enshrine the principles 
outlined in our work in a separate, special normative legal act, the Law of Ukraine “On 
Labour Activities of Employees of Public Administration Bodies”.
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Introduction. The legal system of Ukraine consists of a large number of branches, 
each of which performs its own, important and special role. At the same time, one of the 
most socially significant in this system is the labor branch of law, because its norms are 
aimed at ensuring the proper functioning of labor and closely related legal relations. It 
is worth noting that the system of labor law in our country has been formed for several 
centuries and currently this process is still incomplete. This is due to several factors: 
firstly, the very nature of work, which is dynamic (new forms of employment, wages, 
etc. constantly appear); secondly, the inability of the domestic legislator to promptly 
respond to modern challenges, which is confirmed by the fact that the Labor Code of 
Ukraine has not been adopted for many years.

It should be noted that the key characteristic of the labor field of law is its systematicity, 
which indicates that: first, labor law consists of a certain set of legal norms, that is, it is 
a multi-element entity; secondly, its elements have among themselves relevant subject 
connections through which they interact, develop, complement and continue each other; 
thirdly, the structural elements of labor law are not placed chaotically, but in a certain 
order, thus forming the internal structure of this legal field; fourthly, the structure of the 
labor law system is characterized by hierarchy — it includes systems of a lower order. 
The system of the lowest order is a legal norm; fifthly, the labor branch of law is an 
integral, relatively complete regulatory formation. At the same time, it is important to 
emphasize that this integrity is manifested at the external and internal levels [18].

Institutes are a necessary link in the integral system  of  labor  law.  They  should  be 
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interpreted as the main structural links of the labor law system, this is due to the fact 
that, firstly, they are more clear, specified and homogeneous in terms of their subject 
of regulation, and secondly, they are logically complete and relatively independent 
subsystems of the labor law system, which allows making certain structural and 
substantive changes in them without affecting other components of the system of the 
studied legal field [18]. An important place among the institutes of labor law is given to 
legal liability, which acts as an important means of ensuring and respecting the rights, 
freedoms and interests of the parties to labor relations, as well as a key tool for restoring 
the violated rights of the labor law subjects.

Literature review. The problem of determining the place and importance of legal 
liability as a legal institute has repeatedly come to the attention of scientists representing 
various fields of law. In particular, a significant contribution to the development of the 
specified problem was made by N.B. Bolotina, L.Yu. Bugrov, V.S. Venediktov, L.Ya. 
Ginzburg, O. D. Zaykin, M. I. Inshyn, M.M. Klemparskyi, R.I. Kondratiev, D.E. 
Kutomanov, R.Z. Livshyts, M.V. Lushnikova, A.R. Matsyuk, V.I. Nikitynskyi, A.Yu. 
Pasherstnyk, P.D. Pylypenko, O.I. Protsevskyi, V.G. Rotan, V.M. Skobyelkin, O.V. 
Smyrnov, A.I. Stavtseva, V.M. Tolkunova, K.P. Urzhynskyi, G.I. Chanysheva, N.M. 
Khutoryan, O. M. Yaroshenko, etc. However, paying tribute to the scientific efforts of 
these and other researchers, it should be noted that a number of problematic issues in the 
field of labor law do not lose their relevance, one of them, of course, is the problem of 
legal liability.

Methods. A complex of general and special methods of scientific knowledge was 
used in the process of preparing a scientific study. Thus, the search and bibliographic 
method provided a search for literary sources on the research issues, which made it 
possible to study the presented issues more deeply. The logical-semantic method made 
it possible to reveal the essence and content of a number of concepts, for example 
responsibility, legal liability, etc. The use of the analytical method made it possible to 
determine the place and role of legal liability in the labor law system of Ukraine. Using 
the formal and logical method, the current state and shortcomings of legal liability in 
labor law have been established.

Findings and discussions. Historically, liability arose as a means of eliminating 
inconsistency, disorganization, anarchy and arbitrariness in social life, “removing” 
contradictions and conflicts [1, p.107]. V.S. Prokhorov emphasizes that the need for 
regulation turns out to be a primary social generalized need, as it acts as a way to overcome 
possible contradictions between the individual and society, between the interests of 
individual members of society [1, p.107]. In this connection, it will be appropriate to 
look at the meaning of the concept of “social responsibility”. T.O. Chepulchenko in 
his research on the concept and essence of social responsibility writes that it (social 
responsibility) is the most important element of the relationship between an individual 
and society, it performs the function of regulating individual behavior in accordance 
with society’s requirements [2, p.138]. From the L.I. Biletska point of view, social 
responsibility is the duty of an individual (which expresses the objectively necessary
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relationship between him or her and society) to evaluate his or her intentions and make 
a choice  of  behavior in accordance with the norms that reflect the interests of social 
development, and in case of violation them (manifests of irresponsibility) there is a 
duty to report to society and be submited to public condemnation (measures of public 
coercion) or punishment (measures of state coercion) for an anti-social act [3, p.20]. O. 
Ivanenko notes that social responsibility is a form of relationship between an individual 
and society. The author notes that it regulates an individual’s behavior in accordance with 
its requirements. Responsibility arises as a result of the social necessity of harmonizing 
human behavior with the system of social relations as a sphere of boundaries, frameworks 
of necessary human behavior, society’s demands on the individual, as the inevitability 
of responsibility for one’s behavior before a person or organization that has the right to 
do so [4, p.60].

Therefore, responsibility arose as an objective need to ensure the regulation of the 
behavior of members of a certain community in such a way that the actions of each of 
them are properly correlated with the actions and interests of other members of this 
community.

With the emergence of a state and law, social responsibility acquired a legal form 
and became one of the fundamental institutes of law. A legal institute is a personified 
block of the field of law, which is characterized by: a) homogeneity of factual content 
— each institute is designed to regulate an independent, relatively personified group of 
relationships or individual actions of people; b) legal unity of legal norms [5, p. 200; 
7]. Norms included in the legal institute form a single complex, manifested in general 
provisions, legal principles, specific legal concepts, which creates a special legal 
regime of regulation inherent in this type of relationship; c) normative personification, 
i.e. personification of norms forming a legal institute in chapters, sections, parts, other 
structural components of the law or other regulatory legal act; d) completeness of 
regulated relations. The institute of law covers such a set of norms (definitive, authorizing, 
prohibiting) which is designed to ensure the integrity of the relations regulated by it [5, 
p.200; 7]. By virtue of these properties, every institute of law performs a regulatory task 
inherent only to it and does not come into conflict with other structural elements of the 
legal system [5; 7].

As for institutes of labor law, they, as quite rightly pointed out by V.S. Prokhorov, 
cover a set of legal norms that is smaller than the branch of law and differ among 
themselves according to the objective feature of regulation, that is, the features of 
certain types of social relations or individual parts (elements) of some specific type of 
social relations [1; 25]. As Yu.Yu. Ivchuk correctly notes, institutes of labor law are 
the objectively formed structural subdivisions, designed within the scope of the subject 
of this field of law to regulate with the necessary detail a separate type of social labor 
relations or a separate element (side) of a complex unified labor legal relations [7, 
p.58]. Foreign scientists, such as J.A. Fossum, E. Salmeron-Manzano, and F. Salmeron-
Manzano, also highlighted the features of the institute of labor law. The scientists have 
noted that institutes of labor law represent a set of legal norms that regulate processes
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and types of labor within the framework of social relations between an employer and 
an employee, that is, within the framework of labor relations [20]. Therefore, institutes 
are the main structural links of the labor law system, this is due to the fact that they are: 
firstly, more clear, specified and homogeneous in terms of their subject of regulation, and 
secondly, they are logically complete and relatively independent subsystems of the labor 
law system, which allows making certain structural and substantive changes in them, 
without affecting other components of the system of the studied legal field.

Important value of the division into institutes is that:
- laws that are homogeneous in terms of subject orientation and methods of regulation 
are grouped together, which contributes to a clearer definition of the main directions of 
the implementation of the labor law regulatory influence;
- more meaningful and operational regulation of labor relations is ensured;
- the internal integrity and autonomy of the labor law system is ensured.

The process of establishment and development of the institute of legal liability in 
domestic labor law was quite interesting and ambiguous. Its most important feature is 
that for a long time this institute did not have a pronounced labor-law nature, as it was 
constantly intertwined with relations of a civil-law nature (at the dawn of the emergence 
of labor law – the end of tfhe first and the beginning of the second half of the 19th 
century), and partially performed tasks of administrative and criminal prosecution (the 
period of the “war communism” policy, as well as from the beginning of the 30s to the 
second half of the 50s of the 20th century). After all, starting from the 70s of the 20th 
century, legal liability began to be formalized as a full-fledged, independent institute of 
the labor law. Its two main varieties were formed: disciplinary and material responsibility, 
the legal principles and mechanisms of their functioning were determined. However, 
contemporary conditions of social life (political-legal, socio-economic, etc.) require 
further development of the institute of legal liability within the framework of labor law.

There is no single point of view among lawyers regarding what constitutes legal 
liability. In general, most scientific points of view on responsibility as a purely legal 
concept can be divided into two general groups:

1) liability is a manifestation (instrument) of state coercion, a means of punishing 
offenders. M.S. Malein emphasized that punishment is legal liability. The essence of 
responsibility, its integral feature is the punishment of the offender [8, p. 19, 30];

2) liability is an obligation that reflects the need for a person committed illegal 
actions to suffer certain unfavorable (negative) consequences in the form of certain 
deprivations. This obligation is placed on the offender as an additional one and does not 
depend on his will. At the same time, it should be noted that the fulfillment of this duty 
by the offender is again ensured by the power of state coercion.

Most labor researchers consider liability from the standpoint of its negative 
(retrospective) aspect. At the same time, a significant number of them do not deny the 
existence of a positive attribute of the liability, however, as a rule, they attribute it not 
to the legal, but to the moral and ethical side of social behavior. We are convinced that 
in the modern conditions of democratization and humanization of society, focusing
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attention on the positive aspect of liability is quite clear and appropriate, but it should 
not be considered as a key, determining element of the essence of the institute of legal 
liability, including in the field of labor law. After all, firstly, a positive approach to liability 
does not allow to form a clear idea about its scope, grounds, consequences, time limits; 
secondly, legal liability in its traditional sense has a sound law enforcement character, 
while in the prospective context it merges with other regulatory norms and institutes of 
law. In this regard, the point of view that the consideration of “positive” responsibility as 
a legal liability means the actual elimination of responsibility as a legal institute, because 
under such conditions any type of activity regulated by law could be considered such 
responsibility [9, p. 115].

In addition, it should be noted that a positive understanding of responsibility 
presupposes, as a mandatory feature, a deep awareness by a person of the need to behave 
in accordance with social norms, in particular the norms of law, but it is not always 
possible to achieve this, due to the specifics of the legal culture and legal awareness of 
different individuals, and also for other reasons. At the same time, practice shows that 
in a number of cases, individuals act in accordance with the norms of legislation for 
reasons other than a personal deep belief in the necessity and usefulness of following 
their prescriptions, for example, out of fear of being punished, as a result of conformist 
behavior, etc. For retrospective responsibility, the reasons for a person’s lawful behavior 
are not so important – any lawful behavior, regardless of its subjective motives, is 
acceptable, but in the context of negative responsibility, more attention is paid to the 
causes and consequences of illegal actions.

Taking into account all the above, we believe that in the context of labor law, the most 
important is the retrospective (negative) aspect of legal liability, and therefore its main 
purpose is to impose on a person who has committed a violation of the norms of labor 
legislation, the appropriate additional burdens or the application of certain deprivations, 
restrictions. It should be noted that the function of encouraging the participants of 
labor and closely related relations to lawful behavior is also characteristic of such 
responsibility. However, in the context of legal liability, they are mainly implemented 
from the standpoint of force (coercion) and punishment, or rather by threatening their 
use in the event of a misdemeanor, that is, a kind of deterrence occurs. This approach 
to understanding the role of responsibility in labor law allows, in our opinion, to clearly 
understand its essential content, scope, grounds and consequences of its application.

So, the legal content of legal liability in labor law is a negative obligation, that is, 
one that is imposed on a participant in labor relations against his or her will as a result 
of his or her committing a labor offense and it consists in the need for the offender to 
suffer certain negative consequences for himself in the form of deprivations, burdens or 
restrictions. We consider it necessary to emphasize that it is not in vain that we talk about 
responsibility precisely as an obligation, and not a punishment, because within the limits 
of labor relations and labor law, responsibility does not always have a bright punitive 
effect, in some cases it fulfills, rather, rights-restoring and compensatory functions 
(meaning material responsibility) [10, pp. 6–15]. However, from this it (responsibility)
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does not cease to be an additional obligation, which the subject must fulfill regardless of 
his or her desire.

The main characteristics of liability in labor law include the following:
- the basis for bringing to labor legal liability is the violation by the party (parties) of 
the labor contract of their obligations, provided for in this contract and the legislation 
on labor;
- arises not between the offender and the state, but between the former and the subject 
with whom he or she is in labor relations. In the same case, if the dangerous consequences 
of illegal actions harm not only the other side of the labor relationship, but also the 
interests of society as a whole, then there is no longer labor law, but another liability – 
administrative or criminal, depending on the norms of which branch of law the interests 
are violated are protected, and what is the level of danger of these harmful effects. That 
is, the implementation of labor legal liability does not involve the emergence of new 
legal relations between the violator and the state, represented by its competent body. 
It has, so to speak, an internal character, that is, it arises and is carried out between the 
same subjects and within the same labor relations as the main obligations;
- the mediated nature of the relationship between labor and state liability. Although the 
state, in the person of its competent subjects, is not a direct participant in the relationship 
of legal liability in labor law, nevertheless it also makes its contribution to its functioning, 
through the definition of material and procedural legal bases for the emergence and 
implementation of labor legal liability;
- regulated both centrally and by local regulatory documents [19].

Therefore, legal liability is an important guarantee of legality in the field of labor 
relations and the proper performance by the parties of their labor duties. The Institute of 
liability regulates the grounds for the occurrence and the procedure for implementation 
by a party of labor relations of additional onerous obligations (the type and extent of 
which are determined by legislation), which are placed on it in connection with the 
commission of a labor offense. Liability, in addition to punitive and restorative, also has 
an educational and stimulating character. That is, its action is aimed at increasing the 
level of legal awareness and legal culture of the parties to the legal relationship. Their 
upbringing in the spirit of the need for conscious lawful behavior, as the most expedient 
and useful for these persons and society as a whole.

Within the framework of the institute of liability in labor law (or labor law liability), 
there are several types of liability, namely disciplinary and material. Disciplinary and 
material liability in labor law, although they function within the same legal relationship, 
each of them has a number of characteristic properties that significantly distinguish them 
from each other. Disciplinary liability, in the general theoretical sense, is emphasized 
by O.V. Smirnova, is the application of disciplinary sanctions in the form of restrictions 
of a personal or organizational nature to the guilty employee in the manner and under 
the conditions provided for by labor legislation [6, p.39; 27]. M.V. Romanov notes that 
disciplinary responsibility is one of the types of liability, which consists in the imposition 
by the administration (higher in the hierarchy in subordination) of a certain organization
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or institute of disciplinary sanctions for violation of discipline [12, p.3; 13, pp. 23–24]. 
P.E. Matvienko talks about disciplinary liability as a legal form of influence on a violator  
of labor discipline [14, p.45]. In their scientific works, C. Jun, I.A. Vasiliev and others 
prove that disciplinary liability consists in proving and condemning the actions of a 
person who has committed a gross violation of the standards and rules adopted within 
the framework of the relevant organization, as well as applying legal penalties to such a 
person [23]. That is, the object of protection of disciplinary responsibility is a set of social 
relations that make up the content of the institute of labor discipline. Accordingly, by 
violating labor discipline, the employee encroaches on the established procedure of the 
specified labor relations. Labor discipline is a specific organizational and legal condition 
that reflects, on the one hand, the current system of requirements (rules) imposed on 
employees, and on the other hand, the level of compliance of the latter’s labor behavior 
with these rules. By its legal essence, labor discipline has a binding nature, that is, its 
content is mainly obligations.

Moving on to the consideration of material liability, it is worth noting that, unlike 
disciplinary liability, both the employee and the employer can be brought to it [24]. At 
the same time, the material responsibility of employees has a more clear and meaningful, 
both scientific study and legislative regulation. Material liability, writes P.D. Pylypenko, 
is the duty of each of the parties to the labor relations (the employee and the employer) 
to compensate for the damage caused to the other party as a result of non-performance 
or improper performance of labor duties in the amount and manner established by law [15, 
p. 158–159]. N.B. Bolotina defines material liability as one of the types of legal liability, 
which is the obligation of one party to an employment contract – the employee or the 
employer – to compensate the other party for damage caused as a result of culpable, 
illegal non-fulfillment or improper performance of labor duties in established by law size 
and order [16, p. 39]. L.P. Gruzinova and V.G. Korotkin write that material liability is an 
institute of labor law and one of the types of liability under labor law, as well as a type of 
legal liability of parties to an employment contract [17, p.59]. An indispensable condition 
for the occurrence of material liability is the presence of direct real damage caused by 
one party to the employment contract to the other. At the same time, the damage can be 
both material, i.e. expressed in the occurrence of property and (or) monetary damages 
(losses), and moral in nature - psychological and (or) physical suffering. 

The main purpose of material liability is compensation for material and financial 
losses and (or) moral damage caused as a result of non-performance or improper 
performance of contractual obligations by a party to an employment contract. That is, 
in contrast to disciplinary liability, which aims to support the appropriate organizational 
and legal regime of the relations between employees and the employer, material liability 
is mainly directed at the protection, preservation and restoration of material, financial 
and social (physical and mental health) values of the parties to labor relations.

It should be noted that in addition to property encumbrances (obligations), which are 
not inherent in disciplinary liability, which involves the establishment of organizational 
and moral consequences for the violator, material liability is also characterized by the fact
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that it continues to function even when the employment relationship between the parties 
has been terminated, until the party fully fulfills its obligations,  which  were assigned to 
it as a result of its being held financially liable.

Conclusions. Thus, the above quite convincingly testifies to the particularly 
important importance of the institute of legal liability as a component of the labor law 
system. This is explained by the fact that through the institute of legal liability it is 
considered possible: a) to ensure the realization of the legal rights, freedoms and interests 
of all participants in labor and closely related legal relations; b) restore the violated rights 
of subjects of labor relations; c) ensure compliance with labor discipline at enterprises, 
institutes and organizations, and thus increase the efficiency and effectiveness of their 
activities.

In conclusion, it should be noted that from the moment independence was proclaimed 
in August 1991 until today, with the aim of improving labor relations and adapting them 
to the new realities of social and economic development, a number of changes were 
made to labor legislation, including the legal liability regulation. However, despite this, 
the mechanism of implementation of the latter in many aspects remains the same as it 
was during Soviet times, and therefore does not meet modern challenges and needs. In 
our opinion, the main shortcomings of the institute of legal liability in labor law include 
the following: firstly, there is no official definition of the concept of “labor offense” or 
“offenses in the labor sphere” in the norms of the current labor legislation; secondly, there 
is no clear official definition of the concepts of disciplinary and material liability, which 
certainly prevents the normal practical implementation of these institutes; thirdly, there 
is no clear and meaningful regulation of employers’ financial responsibility; fourthly, 
absolutely no attention is paid to the issue of compensation for moral damage within 
the framework of labor relations [18; 19]. These and other problematic aspects of the 
current legislation have a negative impact on the effectiveness of the legal liability of 
fulfilling its functional and purposeful task and must be resolved in the course of the new 
systematization of Ukrainian labor legislation.
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Introduction. In 2009, Ukraine ratified the UN Convention “On the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities” by the Law No. 1767-VI of 16.12.2009 [1], which became 
an important and actually starting stage on the way to reforming the education system 
of persons with special needs. For a long time in our country, there was an approach 
inherited from the Soviet past to the organization and implementation of the education of 
the specified categories of persons, which, although it underwent certain transformations, 
nevertheless remained unchanged in its essence, for which it quite often became the 
subject of remarks and criticism from specialists, in particular foreign ones, who actively 
developed and promoted the idea and principles of an inclusive school and education. 
So, for example, M. Roddy noted that Ukraine differs from most western democracies 
in that it has preserved the general system of special schools for children with various 
disabilities. At the same time, the professor emphasizes that these schools are an invaluable 
repository of knowledge and experience regarding these children. However, Ukraine is 
now on the verge of making serious decisions about inclusive education [2, p. 70]. L.I. 
Danylenko, reflecting on the general and specific aspects of inclusive education and 
inclusive school, noted that the development and functioning of a separate, special 
education system was always considered a manifestation of care for children  with
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special needs. However, the researcher quite rightly emphasizes, this vision of the 
special education system began to gradually change in most countries of the world. 
Knowledge, experience, equipped facilities are still of great importance, however, the 
segregation of students is currently considered unacceptable and violates the child’s 
right to education. The general view of this issue is that the vast majority of children 
with special educational needs should study together with their peers in regular settings. 
One of the results of this approach is considered to be the creation of a single educational 
system that will cover students of different categories [3, p. 10]. A.A. Kolupaeva, O.M. 
Taranchenko rightly points out that from the time of the declaration of independence 
of Ukraine until the beginning of the 2000s, special education in Ukraine can be 
paradigmatically defined as a “state-centric” educational system with noticeable signs of 
institutionalization and strict regulation of the educational process. So, at the end of this 
post-Soviet period, special education was faced with a dilemma – whether to function 
inertially in a traditional stream of concepts, approaches to teaching and raising children 
with psychophysical disorders, and especially with disabilities, as passive objects of 
influence, knowledge-centrism, absolutization of developmental defects, underestimation 
of viable potential, or to fill their education with a new content of competence in order 
to optimize the life resource of each child [4, c.34]. The orientation of the Ukrainian 
state and society towards western, in particular European, values, as well as the active 
and purposeful position of concerned public representatives ensured such expected and 
necessary changes on the way to the formation and development of the national system 
of inclusive education. At the beginning of the XXI century, as A. Kolupaeva and O.M. 
Taranchenko noted, inclusive education is recognized by the international educational 
community as the most innovative movement in the education of democratic countries. 
At this time, in Ukraine, in the context of the new paradigm, public interest in improving 
the organizational and legal foundations of ensuring the right to education of children 
with special needs, ensuring the variability of obtaining an education of the appropriate 
level, and active development of a new methodology for the education of persons with 
special needs, based on the principles of child-centrism, is taking place, an active search 
for ways and means of their implementation is carried out [4, c.34]. During the last 
decade, a number of important scientific studies on the issues of inclusive education 
have been conducted in our country [5; 4; 3; 6, etc.], relevant specialized projects and 
programs have been introduced [7; 8], the legislative foundations for the implementation 
of the principles of inclusive education and the formation of an inclusive educational 
environment in Ukraine are laid. In view of the above, the relevance of the issue of state 
administration of the system of inclusive education in Ukraine cannot cause any doubts.

Literature review. Some problems and issues related to the state administration 
of the system of inclusive education were considered in the scientific works of N.Z. 
Sofiy, Yu.M. Naida, A.A. Kolupaeva, O.M. Taranchenko, O.G. Lys, Yu.P. Surmin, V.D. 
Bakumenko, E.O. Manjos and many others. Nevertheless, despite the considerable 
scientific interest in the issue of inclusive education, the attention to which of many 
researchers, specialists and public figures is drawn, its relevance does not decrease at all.
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Thus,  one of the fundamental aspects of ensuring the quality organization and effective 
functioning of the mechanism of inclusive education is the state administration of the 
system of this education. After all, it is obvious that despite, without exaggeration, the 
significant contribution of individual specialists, public activists, and institutions of civil 
society to the work of introducing ideas and principles of inclusion in the Ukrainian 
educational space, without appropriate state support it is practically impossible to 
implement the plan in full. After all, it is the state that forms the organizational and 
legal basis for the implementation of inclusive education, establishes guarantees and 
determines priorities for its functioning and development, coordinates and provides 
appropriate resources for measures aimed at the implementation and implementation of 
the principles and tools (means) of inclusive education. Most of the researchers recently 
focus mainly on pedagogical, psychological, psychologicaly-pedagogical, educational 
and methodological issues of inclusive education and pay a significantly less attention 
to the state-administrative aspects of its provision. Thus, the experts call one of the 
key factors in the formation of a quality system of inclusive education in Ukraine: the 
possibility of freely choosing an educational institution and, accordingly, the curriculum, 
taking into account the individual psychophysical characteristics of a child; application 
of stimulating measures for children’s achievements in various areas of development; 
provision of both pedagogical and social protection, etc.

At the same time, the statist element in the system of factors that condition and 
determine the formation of the inclusive education system by most researchers, if 
not ignored, is highlighted in a fragmentary way. Such a situation, in our opinion, 
significantly actualizes the need to conduct a review of the relevant shifts, changes and 
transformations that have taken place in recent years in our state in the administration 
of the inclusive education system in Ukraine, as well as to determine the prospects for 
the further development of this administration. In view of the above, the purpose of the 
presented article is to reveal the conditions of administration of the inclusive education 
system in Ukraine and to determine the changes necessary for its further improvement 
and development.

Methods. In the process of preparing a scientific study, a number of both general 
and special methods of scientific knowledge were used, the application of which allowed 
to apply a comprehensive approach to the solution of the presented problems. Thus, with 
the help of the logical-semantic method, the essence and meaning of the concepts of 
“management” and “state administration” were revealed. The method of documentary 
analysis made it possible to characterize the norms of current legislation aimed at 
regulating social relations in the field of state administration of inclusive education. It 
was possible to provide an assessment of the current state of public administration in the 
relevant field using methods of analysis and modeling.

Findings and discussions. Starting scientific research, it is worth noting that 
management is a function of organized systems (biological, social, technical), which 
ensures the realization of the goal and maintenance of the activity regime, stability and 
development of certain structural elements. As an aspect of social life, social management  is
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a process of purposeful activity for making and implementing decisions or performing 
management functions in order to organize the effective interaction of an object and 
a subject in a certain system, taking into account changes in the state of the external 
environment [9, c.722-723]. One of the manifestations of social management is state 
adminstration, which spreads to a certain extent to all major spheres of social life, 
including the sphere of education. Carrying out certain transformations in the educational 
sphere, the Ukrainian authorities, however, for a long time did not pay special attention 
to the issues of inclusive education, despite the fact that international experience clearly 
testified to the usefulness and success of the implementation of inclusion and obtaining 
significant results both for persons with special needs and for society as a whole [10, 
p. 159]. However, at the beginning of the 2000s, important developments finally took 
place in terms of the launching initiatives for the modernization of the long-term 
functioning residential education system for children with psychophysical development 
disorders, definition of life strategies, improvement of social opportunities, competence, 
competitiveness, strengthening of flexibility and mobility of social behavior in order to 
a constructively transformative position and full integration into the social and cultural 
space. At the same time, it should be noted that most of these steps became possible not 
because of a change in the position of the state authorities regarding the provision of 
education for persons with special needs, but thanks to the persistence of the scientific 
and pedagogical community, non-governmental organizations, the parent community, 
with the financial support of international funds, a movement was started to create 
alternative institutions, educational and rehabilitation centers [4, p. 35].

One of the most vivid examples of active public activity in the direction of the 
implementation of ideas and principles of inclusive education in Ukraine in the first 
decade of the 2000s is the work of the All-Ukrainian Foundation “Step by Step”, the 
program goal of which is aimed at developing an effective model of inclusive education 
that would ensure successful education of children with special educational needs in the 
conditions of a general secondary education school with the appropriate support of other 
specialists and parents. A significant merit of this foundation’s activity is that it actively 
cooperated with state bodies and organizations, disseminating and clarifying the value 
and advantages of inclusive education at the governmental level. However, only after the 
ratification by the Ukrainian parliament in 2009 of the UN Convention “On the Rights 
of Persons with Disabilities” and the Optional Protocol to it, the period of activation 
of state support and ensuring the development of an inclusive education system began. 
One of the first national legal acts, which witnessed a change in state priorities towards 
inclusive education, was the Law of Ukraine “On General Secondary Education” (2010), 
the content of which was amended to declare the creation of appropriate conditions for 
children’s with special educational needs education, taking into account their individual 
needs in the conditions of inclusive education. In addition, in October 2010, the Ministry 
of Education and Culture of Ukraine approved the “Concept for the Development of 
Inclusive Education” [11], and in August 2011, the Government by its resolution approved 
the “Procedure for the Organization of Inclusive Education in General Secondary Education
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Institutions” [12], in which, for the first time, at the official level, was established the 
system that defines the requirements for the organization of inclusive education in general 
educational institutions in order to realize the right of children with special educational 
needs to education at the place of residence, their socialization and integration into 
society, and the involvement of parents in the educational process. An important moment 
of the adoption of this procedure was that finally the authorities did not simply declare 
their commitment to the idea and principles of inclusive education, but established a 
system of specific forms and measures for the organization of this education.

Since 2010, the number of first-graders with special needs has grown significantly, 
and the reduction of special educational institutions has stopped. So, in the 2001-2002 
academic year, the number of such institutions was 297, in the 2003-2004 academic 
year - 390, in the 2005-2006 academic year - 396, in the 2009-2010 academic year - 387 
institutions. Compared to the previous decade, special educational institutions, including 
boarding ones, significantly expanded their functions, started to provide psychological 
and pedagogical support and social-pedagogical patronage (which contributed to the 
comprehensive support of families raising children with special educational needs), 
to provide comprehensive corrective and developmental support and rehabilitation of 
children with special needs (social, medical, physical training and health, labor) with the 
aim of their integration into the social environment [4, p.35].

Today, the forms and methods of inclusive education are actively spreading 
throughout Ukraine. The authorities are directing efforts to promote the integration of 
children with special features of psycho-physical development into the general educational 
space [13, p.59]. In particular, the Ministry of Education of Ukraine is working on the 
creation of a unified education system for persons with special educational needs, which 
includes inclusive education and education in the conditions of special educational 
institutions (special schools and educational rehabilitation centers). The network of 
special institutions of general secondary education decreased by 9 units compared 
to the previous year and in 2021/2022. There are 310 institutions (319 institutions 
in 2020/2021) with a contingent of 36,294 students (36,461 students in 2020/2021); 
2,289 of which are orphans and children deprived of parental care; 80 – educational 
and rehabilitation centers (8,406 students) for children with complex developmental 
disorders; 230 – special schools – with a contingent of 27,888 students. 257 special 
institutions have boarding houses (boarding schools) where 29,881 students live, almost 
2,066 of which are orphans and children deprived of parental care, 5,573 students come 
only to study; 1,429 children of preschool age, 34 of which are orphans and children 
deprived of parental care [14].

Among the most important steps in the direction of the development of an inclusive 
educational space, which have been implemented in Ukraine recently, should be 
considered the adoption of a number of legislative acts that specified and strengthened 
the intentions of the authorities on this path, in particular, this is the Law of Ukraine “On 
Education” of 05.09.2017 No. 2145-VIII, which is not only declares everyone’s equal 
access to education, but also explicitly states that education in Ukraine must be built on
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the principle of equal opportunities for all, and that the fundamental principles of modern 
state policy in the field of education include: human-centeredness; rule of law; ensuring 
the quality of education and the quality of educational activities; ensuring equal access 
to education without discrimination on any grounds, including disability; development 
of an inclusive educational environment, including in educational institutions that 
are most accessible and closest to the place of residence of persons with special 
educational needs; providing universal design and smart adaptation [15]. Moreover, 
this law stipulates that state authorities and local self-government bodies: firstly, create 
conditions for ensuring the rights and opportunities of persons with special educational 
needs to obtain education at all educational levels, taking into account their individual 
needs, opportunities, abilities and interests; secondly, provide training of specialists to 
work with persons with special educational needs at all levels of education. For training, 
professional training or retraining of persons with special educational needs, types and 
forms of education are used, taking into account their needs and individual capabilities; 
create conditions for persons with special educational needs to receive education on 
an equal basis with other persons by means of adequate financial, personnel, material 
and technical support and provision of universal design and/or reasonable adaptation, 
which takes into account the individual needs and capabilities of such persons, defined 
in the individual development program [15]. At the same time, it is important that the 
education, upbringing and development of persons with special educational needs in 
pre-school, out-of-school and in general secondary education institutions are guaranteed 
at the level of the Law at the expense of state and local budgets, other not prohibited by 
law sources, taking into account the needs child, defined in the individual development 
program [15].

In addition to the Law “On Education”, for the last 10 years, the executive power has 
adopted a number of secondary legal acts, such as: Resolution of the CMU of 15.08.2011 
No. 872 “On approval of the Procedure for organizing inclusive education in general 
educational institutions”, which was replaced on 15.09.2021 by the Resolution of the 
CMU “On approval of the Procedure for organizing inclusive education in institutions 
of general secondary education” No. 957; “On approval of the state standard of primary 
general education for children with special educational needs” of August 21, 2013 No. 607; 
“On Amendments to the Regulation on Preschool Educational Institution” of 07.29.2015 
No. 530; “On the procedure and conditions for providing subventions from the state 
budget to local budgets for providing state support to persons with special educational 
needs” of February 14, 2017 No. 88; “On the approval of the Regulation on the inclusive 
resource center” of July 12, 2017 No. 545; “Some issues of creating resource centers 
supporting inclusive education and inclusive resource centers” of August 22, 2018 No. 
617, etc.; orders of the Ministry of Education and Culture of Ukraine: “On approval 
of the Concept for the development of inclusive education” of 01.10.2010 No. 912; 
“On the approval of the Standard staffing standards of general educational institutions” 
of 12.06.2010 No. 1205; “On approval of the Regulation on special classes for teaching 
children with special educational needs in general educational institutions” of 09.12.2010
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No. 1224; “On the approval of the Procedure for staffing inclusive groups in preschool 
educational institutions” of 06.02.2015 No. 104/52; “On  the  approval  of  the
Plan of measures to ensure the right to education of children with special educational needs 
in general education institotions” of 12/31/2015 No. 1436; “On approval of the Standard 
curriculum for children with moderate and severe intellectual disabilities (primary 
school)” of 07/21/2017 No. 1081; “On approval of the Exemplary list of equipment for 
equipping offices of the inclusive resource center” of 05/03/2018 No. 447; “On approval 
of the typical educational program of special institutions of general secondary education 
of the III degree for children with special educational needs” of 06.21.2018 No. 668; “On 
approval of the typical educational program of special institutions of general secondary 
education of the I degree for children with special educational needs” of 06.25.2018 
No. 693; “On approval of the typical educational program of special institutions of 
general secondary education of the II degree for children with special educational needs” 
of 07.26.2018 No. 813; “On approval of the typical educational program of primary 
education of special institutions of general secondary education for children with special 
educational needs” of 07.26.2018 No. 814, etc.

The study of the content of the above mentioned and many other official documents 
of a regulatory and legal nature is evidence that at present it is quite clearly aware and 
understands that the issue of the education of children with special features of physical, 
mental, psychophysical development is not a matter exclusively for parents, persons who 
replace them, individual teachers or educational institutions that provide educational 
services to such categories of children, and has a general societal significance and its 
positive and effective solution must be ensured, first of all, at the public-authority level. 
The current state of organizational and legal support for the development of the system 
of inclusive education in Ukraine can be characterized as being at the stage of active 
formation and development. It is very important that today, at the legislative level, not 
only the conceptual foundations of state policy on this path are established, the main 
guarantees and priorities for its implementation are announced, but also a number 
of specific activities, methods and ways for the inclusive education introduction and 
development in Ukraine are established. Thanks to the active by-law rule-making of 
the executive authorities, some imprecision, spaciousness and brevity of the laws in the 
regulation of issues of inclusive education are leveled and compensated for. The work 
of the Ministry of Education and Culture of Ukraine, which, in active cooperation with 
the public, continues to develop the strategic principles of state management of inclusive 
education deserves a favorable assessment. In particular, the ministry developed a project 
of the National Strategy for the Development of Inclusive Education for 2020-2030 and 
a plan of measures for its implementation. The purpose of this strategy development is 
to ensure uniform approaches in the education system of Ukraine, where every child will 
be covered by education and will be able to realize his or her potential. In the course of 
implementation, it is planned to solve a number of the following tasks:
- to identify and qualitatively evaluate persons with special needs among students;
- create conditions for training in districts or united communities for each person in
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accordance with his or her special needs;
- to increase the teaching staff level of training to meet the needs of each student;
- to improve mechanisms for financing the education of persons with special needs;
- to ensure in educational institutions with the conditions for obtaining quality education 
for persons with disabilities [16].

It should also be noted the persistent and purposeful work of the Ministry of Education 
and Culture of Ukraine regarding the development of the system of inclusive resource 
centers (IRC) and ensuring their interaction with educational institutions. Thus, as of 
September 2020, 633 inclusive resource centers were opened to replace psychological, 
medical and pedagogical consultations (PMPK). In the 2019/2020 academic year, 
35.14% of schools had inclusive classes. Almost 130,000 conclusions were provided 
to parents on the comprehensive psychological and pedagogical assessment of their 
children’s development through the IRC Portal [16]. Thus, if earlier the employees of 
the Children’s Health Center could be part of the teams accompanying children with 
special needs as involved external specialists, henceforth they are mandatory in the 
teams. Under such conditions, the formation of support teams for the development of 
individual development programs (IDP) of the child will be of a higher quality and the 
interaction of schools with the IRC will be significantly more effective. The director can 
also conclude a cooperation agreement between the IRC and the educational institution 
and involve IRC specialists in joint work. Within the scope of cooperation, the school 
will be able to invite IRC specialists to conduct seminars, trainings, master classes, as 
well as exchange experience and improve the qualifications of teachers. The school 
will use IRC resources for a better approach to the development of IDP, as well as the 
organization of an inclusive educational environment, the provision of psychological-
pedagogical, correctional-developmental services, consulting teachers on the preparation 
of individual educational paths, modification/adaptation of educational programs [17].

In general, positively and approvingly assessing the trends and rates of development 
of inclusive education in Ukraine, it should be emphasized that the following are the 
important points that should be paid more careful attention and the solution of which 
should improve the management system of the mentioned education:
- material and financial support of educational institutions. In particular, the data of the 
“Research on the quality of inclusive education for children with special educational 
needs” (December 2020 - January 2021) indicate that for the majority of educators, 
teachers, and their assistants, one of the main problems of the full implementation of the 
tasks and principles of inclusive education is precisely the mismatch of material technical 
resources of institutions, those needs that accompany high-quality inclusive education. 
Also, in a number of educational institutions there are necessary material bases, but 
they need repair, renewal and improvement, however, according to the testimony of 
their management, the institutions do not have the finances for this [18]. It is clear that 
today, when there is a war in Ukraine as a result of the military invasion of the Russian 
Federation, it is quite difficult to talk about the need to increase the targeted financial 
support of educational institutions aimed at ensuring that their material bases are in line
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with the needs of inclusive education. Nevertheless, we are convinced that this issue 
should be one of the priorities when determining the amount and articles of financing 
education in Ukraine;
- ensuring, firstly, uniform and consistent distribution of forms and methods of inclusive 
education throughout the territory of Ukraine, and secondly, personnel support of this 
educational process. In this context, A.O. Omelchenko rightly notes that according to the 
data of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine in our country, out of 7.6 million children 
from birth to 18 years of age, only 11.8 thousand children study in regular schools thanks 
to inclusive education. And this means, the researcher rightly emphasizes, that Ukraine 
lacks at least teachers for inclusive education. At the same time, A.O. Omelchenko notes, 
if the situation is more or less favorable in metropolitan educational institutions and 
larger populated places of Ukraine (Kharkiv, Dnipro, Odesa, Zhytomyr, Poltava), then 
in small places and villages the state of inclusive education is extremely critical. At best, 
children with special needs study at home with regular school teachers. It is clear that in 
this case there is nothing to say about the effective education of such children and their 
further socialization in society [19, p.125];
- ensuring the implementation of the principles, forms and methods of inclusive education 
in higher education. The problem is that today most, if not all, of the government’s 
attention is focused on the introduction of inclusive education in institutions providing 
general secondary education, instead, the spread of inclusive space in higher education 
is limited to issues of adapting buildings and structures of higher education institutions 
to the needs of population groups with limited mobility (installation of ramps, elevators, 
etc.). However, even these requirements are not fulfilled in all institutions of higher 
education. It is obvious that the inclusiveness of a higher school cannot and should 
not be limited to the specified steps, it is necessary to provide the appropriate material, 
technological, methodological and other basis for joint education of persons with special 
educational needs with other students of higher education institutions. Most of this work 
should obviously be entrusted to institutions of higher education, however, the state (in 
the person of its competent bodies) should coordinate this work, control its quality and 
efficiency;
- promoting the development of an inclusive educational space by conducting extensive 
educational work among the population. Awareness of the educational needs of people 
with special physical, mental, and psychophysical development should not be limited to 
specialists who take part in the educational process with the participation of the specified 
categories of people, as well as their parents (or persons who perform parental duties and 
functions).

Conclusions. Summarizing the above, we can confidently say that today the state 
administration of the inclusive education system in Ukraine is moving in the right 
direction, which is generally consistent with international standards and principles in 
this field. At the same time, there are a number of questions regarding the state’s creation 
of conditions for proper material, technical and personnel provision of inclusive education, 
regarding the balance and meaningfulness of approaches to the introduction of an inclusive
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environment at various levels of education, etc.. Solving these problems should become 
a priority area of activity of the competent state bodies, which  will  provide  favourable 
conditions for further improvement and development of the inclusive education system 
in Ukraine.
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Annotation. The article is devoted to the identification of problems of theoretical 
training in sports at the present stage and the establishment of possible prospects for its 
development. The need to specify the theoretical training in different groups of sports 
in the long-term improvement of the definition of the problem of substantiation of its 
structure and content.

The purpose of the study: to establish the current state of the problem of theoretical 
training in sports and areas for improvement.

Research methods: analysis, comparison, induction, deduction, systematization and 
generalization of data from scientific and methodological literature, legal documents 
and information resources of the Internet.

The presence of problems in accordance with the scientific and methodological 
support of theoretical training in sports was revealed.

As a basis for further improvement of the structure and content of theoretical 
training in specific sports was taken developed by MP Pitin’s general concept of 
theoretical training in sports. Accordingly, the prospects for further research include the 
development of specific means of theoretical training of athletes in certain sports.

Keywords: sport, theoretical training, sports, modern stage.

Formulation of the problem. To date, we are observing a fairly clear trend of growth 
in the sports results of participants in the Olympic Games, World Championships and other 
competitions. This is due to the fact that the system of training athletes as a whole and its 
individual parts at various stages of multi-year training is being improved [7].  

In the system of multi-year improvement of athletes, theoretical training is an integral 
component [10, 11]. Theoretical knowledge at all stages of training contributes to the 
comprehensive development of athletes and the improvement of sports results [2, 3, 5].
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Such authors as S. Belykh (2005) [1], A.A. Shakhov  (2010)  [14],  Yu.  A.  Bryskin 
with co-authors. (2016-2021) [4], M.P. Pitin (2012-2015) and others, in their studies 
highlight various aspects of theoretical training in sports. 

However, the implementation provisions of the main, at the moment, general 
concept of theoretical training, developed by M. P. Pityn in 2015, remain, in fact, aside 
from the practice of many types of sports. 

The need for the specification of theoretical training in various groups of sports 
in long-term improvement determines the problem of substantiating its structure and 
content.  

After all, it has been proven that theoretical training in sports should be similar, in 
accordance with the structure and content of competitive activity [3]. Unfortunately, 
scientific research in this direction is limited. The above conditions the need for further 
research.  

Analysis of recent research and publications. It is known that for successful 
training and competition, athletes need to acquire theoretical knowledge, as well as gain 
practical experience. Therefore, this is one of the main tasks that is solved in the process 
of training athletes [6]. And it is in the course of theoretical training that these tasks 
are solved. It covers all aspects of knowledge (social, psychological, scientific, etc.) 
that directly affect the formation of the so-called “smart skill”. The request to improve 
theoretical training in various types of sports is due to the need for the athlete to understand 
the essence of sports activity, which inevitably leads to an increase in results in the chosen 
sport and contributes to the harmonious development of the athlete’s personality [8]. At 
the same time, there is no single opinion in scientific sources regarding the justification 
of its structure and content of theoretical training for the purpose of implementation in 
the educational and training process, despite its importance.

Connection of work with scientific topics and plans. The work is done in accordance 
with the Research Plan of the Department of Sports Theory and Methodology of Mykhailo 
Kotsiubynskyi Vinnytsia State Pedagogical University on the topic “Organizational and 
methodological principles of programming the training process of qualified and highly 
qualified athletes” for 2021−2025 (state registration number 0121U109550).

The purpose of the study is to establish the current state of the problem of theoretical 
training in sports and directions for its improvement.

Research methods: analysis, comparison, induction, deduction, systematization 
and generalization of data from scientific and methodical literature, regulatory and legal 
documents and information resources of the Internet.

Research results and their discussion. Many authors confirm the importance of 
theoretical training in their works [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8]. It involves the athlete’s mastering 
of special knowledge for his successful training and competition activities. Theoretical 
training includes knowledge of the history, theory and methodology of sports in general and 
a certain type of sport in particular, physiology and psychology, hygiene, biomechanics of 
physical exercises, medical control, rules of organization and refereeing of sports 
competitions. Theoretical training is carried out at educational and training classes
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(lectures, conversations, studying cinematographs, watching videos), as well  as  during 
independent study of relevant literature [3, 5]. 

Also, this type of training is considered as a system of intellectual abilities and skills 
of coaches, who directly carry out the formation of beliefs and the development of the 
athlete’s cognitive abilities in the process of his sports activities. Theoretical training 
is the basis of practical study and improvement of sports technique, physical and other 
types of training in sports [4,5].

However, this type of training is covered fragmentarily in the special literature. From 
the survey conducted by Y.F. Buylin, Yu.F. Kuramshin (1981) [5], whose participants 
were athletes of various sports, it is clear that, in their opinion, insufficient attention 
is paid to this type of training. So, for example, in sports games (tennis, basketball, 
football), athletes prefer sports improvement to obtaining certain knowledge [4].

Such scientists as A.Yu. Dyachenko (2005) [7], V.Yu. Boguslavska [3] insist on 
improving the principles of theoretical training in cycle sports as well. 

Having analyzed the information about the state of theoretical training in various 
sports, which was obtained from training programs for DYSSH, SDYUSHOR and 
ShVSM, identifies a number of problems. Such as the inconsistency of the amount 
of training load for theoretical training during all years of training of athletes; uneven 
presentation of program material at different stages of preparation; lack of information 
regarding the control of the theoretical training of athletes; lack of methodological 
substantiation of recommendations on the use of means and methods of theoretical 
training. 

A number of the above-mentioned problems became the impetus for the formulation 
by M. P. Pityn (2015) of the general concept of theoretical training in sports and the 
selection of four hierarchical components: the level of prerequisites (the system of 
training athletes and the guiding provisions of the pedagogical and educational and 
training processes), the level of the basis (the system of theoretical training , sections of 
training athletes and stages of multi-year sports improvement), level of implementation 
(principles, tasks, functions, implementation regulations, methods, means, forms, 
conditions of implementation, control and implementation-determining elements: 
separate sections of training athletes and specified stages of multi-year training); 
result level (cognitive, psychological, methodological, communicative and integral 
components) [5].

The continuation of the idea of   improving theoretical training in sports was revealed 
in the works of V.Yu. Boguslavska (2016-2021). The author presented the conceptual 
provisions of theoretical training in cycle sports and their place in the system of training 
athletes and training and improving the qualifications of personnel in the field of physical 
culture and sports; substantiated the structure and content of the system of theoretical 
training of athletes at various stages of multi-year improvement in cyclical sports, and 
also improved the content of their implementation provisions by specifying the means 
and methods of theoretical training in accordance with the requirements of the sport.

In addition, in 2005 Yu.M. Shkrebtiy proposed the differentiation of theoretical
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information into such categories as: evaluative, diagnostic, educational, orientational, 
mobilizing, organizational-normative. 

V.M. In 2016, Kostyukevich proposed dividing theoretical information into general 
theoretical (general scientific and methodological foundations of the theory of physical 
education and sports) and special theoretical (theoretical and methodological regularities 
of sports training of football players) [8]. 

In the literary sources analyzed by us, by substantiating scientific provisions 
regarding the formation of theoretical preparedness and the expediency of complex 
theoretical training of young athletes, approaches to improving the structure and content 
of theoretical training of fencers at the stage of preliminary basic training are presented. 
The content components of the information blocks were also systematized, and their 
priority was determined [2].

Certain attempts were made to optimize the theoretical and methodological 
provisions of the multi-year training system in sports games as well. Taking this into 
account, a number of problems are identified in modern sports theory, which were aimed 
at studying the peculiarities of the domestic and foreign construction of the process of 
long-term preparation of the sports reserve; justification of the optimal structure of the 
annual training cycles of young players; increasing the effectiveness of the process of 
training young athletes based on the use of information technologies. At the same time, 
it has been proven that there are no special programs with the help of which it would be 
possible to improve the assimilation of theoretical knowledge. In addition, there is a lack 
of theoretical and methodological approaches, the use of which would contribute to the 
effective introduction of these technologies into the real training process [6].

A study was conducted on theoretical training in weightlifting. For example, A. A. 
Orlov (2009) presented structural blocks of theoretical and technical training for girls 
aged 8-10. The block of theoretical knowledge, which young female athletes should 
familiarize themselves with, includes nine topics [6].

In addition, the data of some studies indicate that in working with young judokas 
there is a need to alternate physical exercises with theoretical classes, because this allows 
you to balance the educational and training process [7].

At the same time, we cannot agree that the development and implementation of S. 
Belykh’s experimental methodology, which allowed the author to ensure the necessary 
level of technical and tactical preparedness of athletes for half a year by evaluating it 
with the help of a computer software and hardware system, had a significant impact on 
the theoretical part of training in kickboxing [1].

So, we can note that the improvement of theoretical training of athletes is still 
relevant, despite the attempts of some scientists to substantiate the structure and content 
and specify the means and methods of theoretical training in various sports at different 
stages of training [1, 2, 6].

Conclusions. The problem of the lack of adequate scientific and methodological 
support for theoretical training in most sports was revealed.

The basis for further improvement of the structure and content of theoretical training in
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specific types of sports was taken developed by M.P. Pitinym general concept of theoretical 
training in sports. At the same time, for most types of sports (except cycling [3]), there is 
no practical implementation of this concept. There is also  no  specification of means 
of theoretical training of athletes.

Prospects for further research include the development of specified means of 
theoretical training of athletes in certain sports.
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Annotation. In neurodegenerative diseases, common mechanisms may reveal 
new therapeutic targets based on the protection, repair or regeneration of neurons, 
regardless of the etiology or localization of the pathology. The article discusses the 
main areas of mechanistic overlap in neurodegenerative diseases of the central nervous 
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an emphasis on the areas of research that are most innovative and promising in the 
treatment of neurodegeneration, but need further development.
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A wide range of neurodegenerative disorders affect the central nervous system 
(CNS), causing disruption of connections and communication between neurons that are 
integral to sensory, motor and cognitive processes, including vision, hearing, movement, 
speech, language, memory and others. This disruption of neuronal communication is 
characterized by progressive degradation of synapses and axons, which eventually leads to 
neuronal death. The incidence of neurodegeneration and dementia worldwide is predicted 
to increase dramatically as the population ages, posing a serious threat to global health 
care systems [1, 2]. Although neurodegenerative diseases are highly complex and may be 
etiologically diverse, identifying commonalities in disease mechanisms and pathologies 
may lead to a deeper understanding of the triggering events in neurodegeneration and 
provide opportunities for new pan-neurodegenerative therapeutic opportunities.

Mechanisms of progression. It is no coincidence that as a person ages, the frequency 
of neurodegenerative diseases also increases, as homeostatic cellular mechanisms begin
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to malfunction and new cellular functions associated with diseases arise. 
Neurodegeneration involves complex interactions between neighboring cells and 
their axonal projections; neurons have both proximal and distal regions, which have 
different cellular  environments and, in turn, different mechanisms of disease pathology. 
In addition, the central nervous system does not always act in isolation; the peripheral 
nervous system (PNS) and the peripheral immune system are increasingly involved 
in CNS degeneration. Identifying commonalities at the molecular level will improve 
understanding of neurodegenerative events, which could then be used in the development 
of broad-spectrum therapeutics for neurodegenerative mechanisms in many diseases. 
To achieve this goal of widely used therapeutics for neurodegenerative diseases, some 
gaps in knowledge remain: the common molecular events in the early stages of disease 
progression, i.e. the initiating events that tip the scales in the amplification cascade, leading 
to neurodegeneration; events that occur and catalyze pre-existing neurodegenerative 
events; common pathological endpoints and more. Emphasis is placed on the following 
factors: environmental factors, neuroinflammation, metabolic stress, neurovascular 
communication, and genetic contribution to disease.

Environmental contribution to neurodegeneration. Environmental factors can 
profoundly influence cellular and epigenetic contributions to disease progression. For 
example, these factors include age, diet, exercise, and exposure to neurotoxic substances 
that can trigger and/or exacerbate the underlying neurodegenerative phenomena. Thus, 
environmental factors play a role in many of the common degenerative mechanisms 
discussed below. In many diseases, age is a major risk factor, and tissues consisting of 
postmitotic cells, such as neurons in the brain and retina, are particularly sensitive to the 
effects of aging [3]. Hallmarks of senescent cells include genomic instability, epigenetic 
changes, dysregulation of signaling pathways, and mitochondrial dysfunction. Changes 
that occur with age can affect the homeostatic functions of cells, making them susceptible 
to neurodegeneration. Other extrinsic factors, such as diet and exercise, appear to be 
decisive factors in maintaining CNS health [4, 5]. Micronutrients, such as vitamins and 
trace elements, are integral to many key biological processes, such as mitochondrial ATP 
production and immune responses, which in turn affect CNS physiology [4]. Recognizing 
the role that extrinsic factors play in degeneration and the impact on cellular mechanisms 
in the form of a described blow (i.e, signaling pathways such as neuroinflammation, 
metabolism and mitochondrial dysfunction) will help to develop new therapeutic 
strategies for neurodegenerative diseases.

Neuroinflammation. Inflammatory events affecting the CNS (what is sometimes 
called «neuroinflammation») have multifaceted effects that can be neuroprotective, 
neuroregenerative, and neurodegenerative, determined by location, timing, and duration. 
Inflammation outside the CNS involves the infiltration of circulating monocytes and other 
immune cells, whereas inflammation in the CNS is usually (but not always) independent 
of peripheral inflammatory infiltration and involves resident glia such as microglia 
and astrocytes [6]. Neuroinflammation in neurodegenerative diseases has always been 
considere simply a reaction of the system to other pathophysiological events. However,  
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emerging evidence from preclinical and clinical studies in a number of neurodegenerative 
diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), and Huntington’s  
disease,  amyotrophic  lateral  sclerosis  (ALS),  and  multiple  sclerosis  (MS), among 
others, have established that immune-mediated events can trigger pathogenesis and rule 
it [7-10].

Increasing age is associated with an increase in mild chronic inflammation or 
inflammatory senescence [11] due to impaired immune regulation [12], glia [13, 14] 
or metabolic homeostasis [15]. In humans, age leads to an increase in circulating 
inflammatory markers such as C-reactive protein and inflammatory cytokines. 
Dysfunctional inflammatory responses occurring only in aging may induce or simply 
exacerbate inflammatory events already occurring in neurodegeneration. Such 
dysfunction of immune surveillance (which is normally carried out by microglia and 
astrocytes) that occurs with age can be the initiator of long-term inflammation. In AD, 
a distinctive feature of the pathology is the presence of neuroinflammation in the brain, 
which is apparently manifested in the form of reactive responses of astrocytes and 
microglia [16]. Increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the brain of patients 
with bronchial asthma lead to the accumulation of beta-amyloid (Aβ) plaques and tau, 
which ultimately leads to neuronal loss [17]. Neuronal damage due to Aβ accumulation 
exists in a continuous cycle in which the production of inflammatory cytokines triggers 
the release of neurotoxic Aβ, which in turn triggers reactive microglia to release more 
pro-inflammatory cytokines [17]. In AD, microglia are the primary cell type that take 
up and proteolyze neurotoxic Aβ. Because Aβ plaques are difficult to break down, the 
efficiency of microglial clearance decreases over time, leading to increased amyloid 
and increased release of pro-inflammatory cytokines [17]. Thus, microglial reactions 
are probably neuroprotective in the early stage, but neurotoxic in the late stage of 
Alzheimer’s disease [18].

In humans, the inheritance of the apolipoprotein E ε4 (APOE4) allele greatly 
increases the likelihood of developing Alzheimer’s disease [19]. The reactive response 
of microglia and astrocytes in the brain is increased in patients and mouse models 
expressing the APOE4 allele. APOE4 alters the baseline proinflammatory response 
even in the absence of disease, suggesting that APOE4 may indeed induce dysfunctional 
inflammatory responses that trigger neurodegeneration. In addition, APOE4 correlates 
with dysfunctional microglial clearance of Aβ. Although most people with APOE4 carry 
the genetic variant have an increased susceptibility to asthma, the effect size is smaller or 
absent in populations of people of African descent compared with Europeans or Chinese. 
For example, some non-industrial populations in South America appear to benefit from 
APOE4 to survive parasitic infection in early childhood, without apparent adverse 
effects associated with bronchial asthma in the elderly [20]. This lack of allele-disease 
association highlights how genetic variability, environmental factors, and epigenetics 
can influence gene-disease associations.

Similarly, in age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and glaucoma, APOE4 
protects against the disease [21]. Reactive microglia in the retina have already been shown
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to be pathological in glaucoma, so perhaps less reactive retinal glia are protective 
in APOE4 variants, whereas dysfunctional microglia in AD are detrimental. A deeper 
understanding of data from pathological conditions such as these will improve our 
under-standing of glaucoma as a neurodegenerative disease and allow  us  to  understand  
how neuroinflammatory events contribute to disease pathology in different human 
populations.

Not all disease-related mutations cause a direct response of cells to increase 
inflammatory mediators. In patients with ALS, genetic mutations of the enzyme superoxidase 
dismutase (SOD1) account for about 5% of ALS cases. These mutations do not alter the 
basal transcript of microglia or astrocytes, but instead dramatically lower the astrocyte 
threshold for inflammation, causing them to respond more quickly and aggressively [22]. 
Such studies highlight the importance of studying prodromal and secondary inflammatory 
responses and functions in cells expressing disease-associated mutations.

In PD, as in bronchial asthma, protein clusters are a key pathological element; 
pathological examination revealed accumulation of α-synuclein in Lewy bodies in patients 
with this disease [23]. These protein aggregates, which accumulate in the neurons of the 
substantia nigra, cannot be cleared, causing neurodegeneration. Since the discovery of 
a large number of reactive microglia in the postmortem brain tissue of patients with 
PD, it has been suggested that neuroinflammatory events may be the initial initiator 
of pathogenic mechanisms in PD. Similar to the dysfunctional neuroinflammatory 
mechanisms in AD, the question of the «missing link» can also be asked in PD: are 
neuroinflammatory events responsible for protein stacking, i.e. disease triggers, or are 
they secondary to protein aggregation? Interestingly, there are studies linking the use 
of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) with the prevention or retardation 
of PD [24]. Similarly, the glucagon-like peptide receptor 1 agonist, NYL01, originally 
developed to combat inflammation in diabetes, has been shown to be beneficial in 
limiting microglial cytokine release and astrocyte reactivity in mouse models of PD [25] 
as well as in an occlusion glaucoma model. These results highlight neuroinflammation 
and systemic immune responses as active participants in disease progression, and the 
importance of understanding the crosstalk between the CNS, PNR, and vasculature in 
disease.

Although these results suggest that nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs reduce 
the systemic inflammation associated with the progression of Parkinson’s disease, 
they do not explain why anti-inflammatory therapies for neurodegenerative diseases 
in general are often ineffective. Indeed, anti-inflammatory or antioxidant therapies for 
neurodegenerative diseases have often been disappointing in clinical trials. An important 
factor in the role of neuroinflammation in neurodegeneration is time. It is possible that 
neuroinflammatory responses have a time and place for beneficial effects, but there are 
also acute deleterious effects when they are activated and persisted at the wrong time in 
the disease.

Infiltration of circulating immune cells through the breakdown of the blood-retinal 
barrier (BRB) may also provide some explanation for the autoimmune component of the 
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disease observed in animal models and in patients. Serum autoimmunoglobulins against heat 
shock proteins (HSPs) have been detected in the retina of glaucomatous animals and humans, 
and inoculation of rodents with HSP60 and HSP27 induces optic neuropathy [26]. The 
relationship between increased intraocular pressure (IOP), intact commensal microflora, 
and T  cell  activation  may  partially  explain  HSP-induced  autoimmune  retina; the 
absence of any signs of neurodegeneration after an increase in IOP was found in sterile 
mice [27]. These results suggest that host microflora responsive T cells mediate long-
term optic nerve degeneration after injury.

How circulating immune cells influence resident glial responses and to what extent 
factors released by these cells contribute to neurodegeneration remain unclear. It is 
possible that the infiltrating cells will contribute to the regeneration of cell processes lost 
in acute retinal inflammation. In the PNS, the innate immune response to injury plays 
an important role in allowing sensory and motor neurons to regenerate axons back to their 
peripheral targets. Interestingly, a surge in IOP can also trigger an initial influx of macrophages 
and neutrophils that express molecules that can initially stimulate axonal growth [28], leading 
to questions about what determines the cellular release of pro-regenerative versus pro-
degenerative molecules under conditions of stress and whether there are cells that can 
be predisposed to pro-regenerative states by releasing specific inflammatory factors. In 
glaucoma, the involvement of the inflammatory reaction in the progression of the disease 
is undeniable, but additional studies of the pleiotropic role of immune cells are needed.

Increasing knowledge of the role of astrocytes and microglia in the disease has led to 
the identification of a pro-reactive astrocyte approach (triggered by reactive microglia) 
that plays a key role in retinal degeneration by releasing toxic lipids. Astrocytes have 
been found to be important early responders to unilateral IOP elevation and optic 
nerve damage by redistributing metabolic resources at the site of damage to improve 
optic nerve health [29]. Understanding how the reactive states of astrocytes can induce 
disease states or play a protective role is fundamental to improving our understanding of 
inflammation in disease.

Neurovascular connection. The metabolic demands of the CNS require a tightly 
controlled supply of nutrients and metabolites to maintain cellular homeostasis. Neuronal 
activity (i.e., metabolic demand) and blood flow (i.e., metabolic supply) are linked in such 
a way that when neurons are activated, they cause an increase in blood flow to the area. 
This neurovascular connection is provided by several cell types that together constitute 
the neurovascular unit (NVU) [30], including vascular smooth muscle cells, pericytes, 
and endothelial cells, as well as astrocytes, microglia, and oligodendrocytes. In addition 
to metabolic support and waste removal, the main role of the NVU is to maintain the 
integrity of the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which provides controlled communication 
between the CNS and the periphery [31]. The blood-brain barrier protects the CNS from 
the systemic circulation and regulates the transport of serum factors and neurotoxins 
that can disrupt homeostasis. The blood-brain barrier is not passive; the presence of 
specialized tight junctions and transporters on the luminal and abluminal membranes 
along with membrane-bound enzymes makes it a highly selective and metabolic site of
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exchange. A specialized glymphatic system of the CNS, which includes cerebrospinal 
fluid, interstitial fluid, and lymphatic vessels, facilitates the exchange of nutrients 
and signaling molecules with clearance products, such as proteins and solutes, in the 
brain parenchyma [31]. Recently, the ocular glymphatic system has been described  as a 
pathway from the eye to the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) that supports the removal of waste 
products from the retina and vitreous.

The function of the blood-brain barrier and the glymphatic system of brain and 
eye tissues is fundamental to the health of neurons and is relevant to the progression of 
neurodegenerative diseases. About 30% of patients with dementia suffer from vascular 
cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID), which is the second most common cause of 
dementia after AD [32]. VCID results from a stroke or other vascular damage that causes 
significant changes in cognitive function. VCID shares common comorbidities with 
other common dementias, such as AD. About 60% of patients with AD have significant 
evidence of VCID [32], and VCID may involve impaired Aβ clearance, which is also 
seen in AD patients. Neurodegeneration also involves the compromise or destruction 
of the NVU, which may occur due to disruption of astrocyte connections with blood 
vessels. Increased reactivity of astrocytes and microglia leads to changes in morphology 
that can destabilize the NVU and disrupt the BBB, initiating a proinflammatory and 
prodegenerative cycle that includes invasion of the peripheral immune system.

A risk factor for AD, APOE may be protective for the peripheral vasculature, 
along with other molecules such as high-density lipoprotein (HDL). Clearly, there is 
a functional interaction between lipoproteins and how they modulate the vasculature 
and, in turn, their indirect effects on neurons in the central nervous system. APOE 
binds peripherally to high-density lipoprotein (HDL) and has been associated with Aβ 
clearance in vitro [33]. Although HDL and APOE work together to help transport beta-
amyloid into the vasculature, the apoE2 isoform is more efficient than other forms of 
APOE [33]. Thus, HDL may be a neuroprotective target in amyloid-induced diseases, as 
is AROE in α-synuclein clearance in PD.

In glaucoma, although the vascular theory of the disease has caused some 
controversy for decades, the role of cells in the neurovascular junction in the disease has 
only recently become clear [34]. Glaucoma includes changes in the vascular network, 
both morphological (i.e. diameter of blood vessels, capillary loss) and functional [34]. 
Neurovascular communication in the optic nerve head and retina has been elegantly 
demonstrated by measuring hemodynamic responses to flickering light stimulation. 
Flicker-induced retinal vasodilation is reduced in glaucoma patients. Interestingly, a 
sharp increase in short-term IOP elevation does not affect the flicker response, suggesting 
that the decrease in the response in glaucoma is not solely due to changes in IOP. These 
data either suggest an underlying dysfunction in the neurovascular unit (NVU) through 
reduced neuronal activity or altered glial cell function [35].

Recently, the important role of pericytes in coordinating NVU responses in the 
retina has been highlighted as an integral component of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) 
homeostasis and function [34]. Pericytes are highly motile and interact to fine-tune blood
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flow regulation and are damaged in ophthalmic hypertension. The paper emphasizes 
the p blood flow through retinal capillaries via interpericyte tunneling nanotubes (IP-
TNTs), as visualized by in vivo imaging [34]. IP-TNTS pericytes are a key component of 
microcapillary otential role of dysfunctional pericyte networks in neurodegeneration, as 
well  as the availability of the retina as a model of CNS disease. In addition to retinal 
neu- rodegeneration, the pathogenic role of APOE4 in pericytes has also been shown 
in an in vitro cerebral amyloid angiography model, supporting the important role of 
pericyte function in neurodegenerative diseases. Understanding how pericytes respond 
to retinal disease may provide insights into the mechanisms of neurodegeneration in AD, 
PD, and traumatic brain injury.

Genetic factors. Characterization of the genes responsible for neurodegenerative 
diseases allows at least partial understanding of risk due to the inheritance of disease-
associated alleles, and thus heritability is often used as a population measure of risk 
for a particular disease. Heritability is formally defined as the proportion of phenotypic 
variability due to genetic factors, although it does not mean that the inheritance of a 
gene causes the disease, nor will all patients with the disease carry the same risk alleles. 
The transition from heredity to disease mechanisms is a non-trivial task. One important 
question to consider is whether the risk allele is in a gene that directly affects the disease, 
i.e. is monogenic in nature (a «nuclear gene») [36]. One of the main reasons for this is that 
many neurodegenerative diseases are polygenic in nature [37]. The best way to determine 
the genetic risk of disease development is by compiling the Polygenic Risk Score (PRS). 
The score takes into account the small effects of many genetic variations that contribute 
to disease risk, better reflecting the polygenic nature of the disease. Indeed, the discovery 
of disease polygenicity may lead to the discovery of comorbidity between diseases and a 
common mechanism to combat a wide range of neurodegenerative diseases.

Genome-wide association studies are critical for identifying risk factors in AD [36] 
and studies have identified common pathways associated with genes such as APOE4 
and the closely related lipoprotein CLU [38]. As noted above, APOE4 is a common 
risk factor for both AD and dementia in Parkinson’s disease, and there is evidence that 
APOE genotype influences many aspects of protein aggregation, inflammation, and 
neurodegeneration in several different diseases, including AD and PD. 

The influence of gender differences on neurodegeneration has complex mechanisms. 
In the central nervous system, sexual differences are generated by both long-term and 
short-term epigenetic changes caused by gonadal hormones and their interaction with 
transcriptional gene products found on sex chromosomes [39]. Thus, sex hormones and 
sex chromosomes play a role in the CNS response to disease and aging. Aging and 
disease are associated with changes in hormone levels such as testosterone, estradiol, 
progesterone and lower neuroactive metabolites [40]. The main examples of changes in 
hormone levels are pregnancy or menopause, both of which affect the aging process of 
the brain in women.

Of the studies that have focused on gender differences in neurodegenerative diseases, 
many have highlighted the distinct role of differences between male and female biology 
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in disease progression. In these studies, APOE4 increases the risk of AD more in women 
than in men, women are less likely to recover from stroke than men [41], estrogen has 
a neuroprotective effect in women [42], and there are gender differences in the use of 
cholinesterase inhibitors for the treatment of AD. Interestingly,  sexual  pathophysiological 
changes in neurodegenerative diseases are associated with populations of glial cells [39]. 
In addition, downstream metabolites of gonadal hormones can directly interact with hormone 
receptors on many types of glial cells, inducing specific neuroprotective responses [39]. In 
addition to the possible direct effects of sex hormones on neuronal health, sex hormones 
can affect the vasculature, which indirectly affects neuronal survival. Moreover, the 
vascular network can locally generate sex hormones. Sexual dimorphism is also abundant 
in glaucoma; there is increasing evidence that exposure to estrogen during life can alter 
the pathogenesis of glaucoma and that estrogen can exert a neuroprotective effect on the 
progression of primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) [43].

Conclusions. In neurodegenerative diseases, common mechanisms may reveal new 
therapeutic targets based on the protection, repair or regeneration of neurons, regardless 
of the etiology or localization of the pathology. A discussion of the major areas of overlap 
in neurodegenerative diseases of the central nervous system, namely, neuroinflammation, 
bioenergetics and metabolism, genetic contributions, and neurovascular interactions, is 
an important discussion point with an emphasis on the areas of research that are most 
innovative and promising in the treatment of neurodegeneration, but need further 
development.
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Discussion of the problem. The discipline “Human Anatomy” is a basic discipline 
in the system of training specialists of higher medical institutions of all countries of the 
world. Comprehensive knowledge of human anatomy is the basis of understanding the 
basic principles of practical medicine, creates the basis for further mastery of clinical 
disciplines [1-3]. Any improvements to the system of fundamental anatomical knowledge 
should be aimed at the ability of students to carry out a comprehensive analysis of the 
structure of the human body, the formation of clinical thinking abilities as a basis for 
subsequent courses [11-12].

According to the programs of this educational discipline approved by the Dnipro 
State Medical University (DSMU) in the field of knowledge “Health care” for the 
specialty “Medicine” of the second master’s educational and scientific level of higher 
education, it contains 14.5 credits - that is 435 classroom hours of lectures, practical 
classes and independent work of students and 11.0 credits – 330 hours for the specialty 
“Dentistry” [4,5]. The materials of this discipline are an integral part of the Unified State 
Comprehensive Examination (USCE) for obtaining a bachelor’s  or  master’s  degree  in  the
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Ukrainian medical education system. A student begins to acquire fundamental 
knowledge of Human Anatomy in the first year of the department of anatomy, clinical 
anatomy and operative surgery of the Dnipro State Medical University, from the first 
days of study, during the first, second and third semesters. The medical student uses 
these fundamental knowledge bases of the structure of the human body in the future 
during the entire study, mastering special and clinical disciplines, consolidates them and 
receives new ones at the clinical departments of hospitals, hospitals and other medical 
institutions. The importance of high-quality in-depth knowledge of this discipline for a 
student of a medical university is important and unquestionable throughout the entire 
course of study, which draws the attention of teachers of both ukrainian and foreign 
medical institutions [2, 8, 11-14]. Therefore, their control is the basis for the continuation 
of a student’s studies at a medical university, the quality of his studies in subsequent 
courses. The purpose of any exam is to check the student’s level of assimilation of the 
program material in the discipline, the ability to use the acquired knowledge, abilities, 
skills, and other competences for the successful implementation of professional or 
further educational activities. The examination on Human Anatomy at the Department of 
anatomy, clinical anatomy and operative surgery of the Dnipro State Medical University 
is not only a test of the student’s theoretical and practical knowledge, but also his self-
organization, the ability to independently search and his own determination to master 
medical knowledge and skills.

Own research. At the Dnipro State Medical University, to test knowledge of the 
discipline “Human Anatomy”, at the end of the third semester, a student takes an exam 
to control theoretical knowledge and practical skills. The component of the exam is a 
general assessment of the candidate’s competencies and practical skills based on the 
principles of objectivity, structure, and approach to clinical situations. The mechanism, 
methodology and conditions for conducting a structured exam in the discipline “Human 
Anatomy” were approved by the licensed in 2019 Program of Academic Discipline 
and Criteria for Assessing Students’ Knowledge at DSMU [4,5] and corresponds to 
the Regulation on the system of ensuring the quality of educational activities and the 
quality of higher education of the university [10]. This event takes place using technical 
and methodical means that strive to ensure compliance with the principles of objective 
assessment and overcoming the elements of subjectivism, adaptation to the requirements 
defined by the European system of credit ECTS credits within the framework of the 
credit transfer system of the organization of the educational process (ECTS). 

The complexity of passing the exam in the discipline “Human Anatomy” for 
second-year students of DSMU consists in the combination of assessment of theoretical 
knowledge and practical skills, which are conducted in the form of different forms of 
control and by different controlling groups, which makes its subjectivity impossible. In 
the assessment, preference is given to standardized methods: testing and procedurally 
structured control of practical skills.

The development of methods of such control in the teaching of the discipline for 
both ukrainian and foreign students has been carried out by the teaching staff of the
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Department of human anatomy and the Department of human anatomy, clinical anatomy 
and operative surgery for many years [6-9]. Its necessary criteria are the reduction of 
subjectivity, ensuring the openness of control, avoiding discrepancies between the 
control tasks and the content of the working curriculum in the academic discipline, 
evaluation that covers all means of learning, equality and impartiality of control due 
to the use of standardized questions when using computer testing , as well as the use of 
clear and transparent evaluation criteria [9].

Moving away from only an oral survey in the exam, which has a high level of 
subjective assessment of the student, became possible as a result of a significant expansion 
of the methodological and technical base of the Dnipro State Medical University, the use 
of new IT technologies in higher medical education [6].

Undergraduate assessment of students from the discipline “Human Anatomy”, if 
carried out on second course, to be held publicly. The methodological and organizational 
and technical security is taught by the professorial and clerical warehouse of the 
department, the methodological center of the university and the representatives of the 
dean’s office. A student receives admission to its completion after he has completed the 
curriculum. 

One of two parts of the global assessment of knowledge is the assessment of 
theoretical knowledge in the form of test control in computer form, which is used not 
only by ukrainian, but also by foreign medical universities to test theoretical knowledge 
of Human Anatomy [12]. The first part of the warehouse is 67% of the overall 
assessment of the student’s knowledge of the discipline. The exam is held on the basis 
of the formed general center for the final assessment of knowledge of the Dnipro State 
Medical University. The lecture rooms of a large capacity serve as an auditorium base, 
as they give the opportunity for reliable and safe minds to accommodate health workers, 
providing the necessary sanitary standards (including the front COVID period). Part 
of the organizational visits to the testing is to secure the skin student on an encrypted 
landing site with a laptop with the previously approved the MyTestStudent program, 
which is used to perform the test task.

Administrative control of testing is carried out with the help of teachers of the 
department, representatives of the dean’s office and IT specialists of the Dnipro State 
Medical University. The teaching and technical staff act as observers and technical 
secretaries, checking the identity of the student, his placement in accordance with the 
seating scheme, the absence of external communication devices, timely reporting when 
there is a malfunction of the computer program during the exam. During the entire 
testing, the student’s work performance is video recorded on his laptop and the general 
video recording of the attestation process in the room. Test answers are immediately 
forwarded and processed on the main server. All these means make subjective assessment 
and external help impossible for any of the students.

Both ukrainian and foreign students perform the tasks under the same conditions, 
during the specified period of time. For foreign students, the test is conducted in English 
and an additional 20 minutes is  provided,  taking  into  account  the  possible  language
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barrier. The methodological basis of the test task includes 100 tasks from the discipline, 
which include situational tasks, answers to theoretical questions and graphic images. 1 
minute is allotted for each task. Experience has shown that this time is enough with a 
margin in order to find the correct answer to the theoretical question, and to the graphic, 
and to the situational test problem. It turned out that a successful student completes the 
test exam work much earlier than the suggested time, using no more than 40-50 minutes.

Situational test problems are close to clinical cases and contain five short suggested 
answers, only one of which is correct. They reveal both knowledge of the anatomical 
structure and acquired practical skills. The graphic task is presented in the form of a 
drawing of a part of the body, the external or internal structure of a human organ with 
numerical designations. The student must find on it the anatomical structure according 
to the question and write down the correct number in the answer table. This part of the 
test control reveals the visual perception of the studied material, which is also the basis 
of practical knowledge of Human Anatomy. The theoretical task of the test contains 
questions and extended answers, among which you need to find the correct ones and 
show their connection with the question. In this case, there may be several of them, so 
each correct one is counted with a corresponding point. Test tasks include international 
anatomical nomenclature, which reveals knowledge of Ukrainian, Latin or English (for 
foreign students) names of structures in the structure of the human body.

The transparency of the methodical part of the test control is ensured by many factors. 
First, in order to prepare for this part of the exam, the student has access to the database 
of situational test tasks posted on the website of the leading department and on the 
website of the educational and scientific department of independent testing of students’ 
knowledge and monitoring of the quality of education of DSMU. Therefore, the student 
has round-the-clock access to the content of meaningful test tasks for self-training and 
self-checking. Secondly, during the study period, the student uses workbooks, which 
contain drawings of the anatomical structure of body parts, organs and structures, which 
are then used to create examination test tasks. In them, the student independently or 
with the help of the teacher finds the correct names and writes them down according 
to the anatomical nomenclature. In order to improve both the visual perception of 
the structure of the human body and the acquisition of practical knowledge, at each 
practical session the teacher demonstrates all anatomical structures in accordance with 
the training program on dummies, ready-made dry and wet preparations, 3D anatomical 
atlases. Thirdly, the student acquires knowledge of theoretical issues during classroom 
work with the teacher, independent work and consultations, which is also an integral 
component of the open content of exam preparation. 

The second component of the final exam in the discipline “Human Anatomy” - 33% 
of the component grade - are the points from the current control of knowledge of the 
classroom and independent work of the student, obtained during three semesters of its 
study. The evaluation of this work includes a current check of theoretical knowledge and 
practical skills that the student confirmed at each practical and seminar (final thematic) 
session. The evaluation is performed by the professor-teaching  staff  of  the  department.
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At the same time, all types of work and the list of competencies provided by the curriculum 
of the academic discipline and methodical development for studying the topic are taken 
into account. The student must receive a grade in each topic. The criteria of this assessment 
are reflected in the curriculum of the discipline “Human Anatomy” [4,5]. 

The results of the assessment of this part of the work are documented in the Journal 
of students’ attendance and performance records and in the Electronic Journal of the 
Dnipro State Medical University, developed for each discipline, each course, and each 
ukrainian or foreign student. This journal contains the already calculated points of each 
grade for each lesson, so the student can already see his level of knowledge according 
to the European credit-module system without recalculating the grade-point. In the 
Electronic Journal, the teacher assigns a grade for each practical or seminar session with 
a marked topic and date. Therefore, you can track information about all studied topics 
in the discipline, your progress, unsatisfactory grades or missed classes. Thus, every 
student, logging into his own account, can monitor his academic level of knowledge at 
any time during his studies.

During the period of study at the department of the discipline “Human Anatomy”, in 
classroom time at the seminar session, the teacher monitors the assimilation of theoretical 
knowledge and practical skills of meaningful sections of the discipline with the help of 
the MyTestStudent computer program. They are the basis of the student’s admission to 
writing both the final topic and the general assessment of the student’s knowledge of 
the discipline. Errors in the preparation of the test control are analyzed at each practical 
session with the teacher’s explanations and refined by the student’s independent work. 
For this purpose, in the test tasks of the discipline performed in the MyTestStudent 
program, a “learning mode” is provided, when the correct option will be indicated after 
each answer to an error. In his free time, during independent work, the student can check 
and refine his own level of assimilation of the material.

At the end of studying a discipline in the test mode, using the same MyTestStudent 
program, the student can check the level of knowledge of the discipline, and the teacher 
can determine the possibility of admission to the test part of the final exam or his 
possible exam score. At the same time, the student is aware in advance of the depth of 
his knowledge and has time to refine the shortcomings. 

A student of higher education who received an unsatisfactory grade when taking 
the final exam in a discipline or due to absenteeism without valid reasons, has two more 
attempts to reschedule and only after the last unsatisfactory grade is counted from the 
DSMU. Those students who, for a valid reason (documentally confirmed), did not take 
the exam within the specified time, receive an additional date for taking it in the form of 
an individual session. 

Conclusions. The complexity of conducting the final exam in the discipline 
“Human Anatomy” in the second year of study at the Dnipro State Medical University 
showed positive aspects in reducing the subjectivity of evaluating the student’s work, 
the possibility of comprehensive disclosure of knowledge and provided the student with 
the opportunity to independently control it during the period of study. The objectivity of
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control is ensured by the following components: 
1) evaluation of theoretical knowledge and acquisition of practical skills is carried 

out not by one, but by several teachers of the department, different in each semester; 
2) written test control takes place not at the department, but on the basis of the general 

center for the final assessment of knowledge of the Dnipro State Medical University;
3) the student can see the current scores that are included in the evaluation of the 

final control in the electronic journal of the Dnipro State Medical University; 
4) the methodological base of tasks is complex and includes situational test tasks, 

theoretical questions and a block of practical skills; 
5) the exam tasks are posted on the website of the department and on the website of 

the methodological center of the Dnipro State Medical University, available 24 hours a 
day and during any period of study; 

6) the student has three attempts to pass the exam and the possibility of postponement 
in case of a good reason; 

7) before the final test control, the student has the opportunity to check his own 
knowledge and readiness to take the exam using the MyTestStudent computer program. 

Taking into account the above, it can be said that the used complexity of the final 
control of knowledge in the discipline “Human Anatomy” for second-year students of 
the Dnipro State Medical University serves as one of the methods of objectivity, integrity 
and openness of knowledge assessment in the context of the implementation of modern 
principles of higher education.
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Annotation. In this article, we focused our attention on some issues that need to be 

resolved. For a correct understanding of the direction of development of pharmacotherapy 
of multiple sclerosis, it is necessary to focus on deepening knowledge about the subtleties 
of the mechanisms of multiple sclerosis, in this case, the ways of remyelination. In 
addition, we have marked, discussed and summarized the manifestations and most 
frequent complications of neurodegenerative diseases.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the most common demyelinating disease of the central 

nervous system, which mainly affects young people of working age (16-45 years) and 
quickly leads to disability, therefore it is one of the urgent issues of modern neurology [1]. 
Over the past two decades, there has been an increase in the prevalence of MS in certain 
regions, an increase in the number of cases, and a change in its age limits both in the 
world and in Ukraine.

According to the WHO, among neurological diseases, MS is the main cause of 
persistent disability in young people. After 10 years from the onset of the disease, 30-
37% of patients are able to move only with external help, 50% of patients have difficulties 
in performing professional duties, more than 80% of patients are forced to change jobs. 
After 15 years, only 50% of patients retain the ability to work, take care of themselves 
and move freely without assistance. Mortality from MS is on average 2 cases per 100,000 
population per year [2].

According to the prevalence of MS in the world, 3 zones are distinguished: high-risk 
zone - prevalence of more than 50 cases per 100,000 population (northern regions of the 
USA, southern Canada, southern Australia, New Zealand, northern and central Europe); 
zone of medium risk - prevalence from 10 to 50 cases per 100,000 population (southern 
USA, some areas of central and northern Europe, eastern and southern Europe, the last 
territory of Australia); low-risk zone – prevalence of less than 10 cases per  100,000
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population (Central and South America, Asia, Africa, Oceania) [3].
Epidemiological data on MS worldwide are fragmented and mainly available for 

high-income countries. 
As of 2019, there were about 3.9 million MS patients in the world compared to 

2.1 million patients in 2008. MS is currently diagnosed in any region of the world. The 
highest incidence rates were observed in the countries of North America and Europe (140 
and 108 per 100,000 population, respectively), the lowest in Central and South Africa 
and East Asia (2.1–2.2 per 100,000 population). The highest prevalence of MS among 
European countries was recorded in Sweden (189 per 100,000), the lowest in Albania (22 
per 100,000 population). The prevalence of MS varies according to geographic latitude. 
For example, among South American countries, Argentina has the highest incidence rate 
(18 per 100,000 population), while Ecuador has the lowest (3.2 per 100,000 population). 
The ratio of women to men among people with MS is 2:1 and is stable compared to 
2018. However, in some countries this ratio is 3:1 (East Asia); 2.6:1 (America). In 2–6% 
of patients diagnosed with MS, the age is younger than 18 years, patients older than 59 
years are found in 0.6% of cases [5].

The problem of MS is extremely relevant in Ukraine, as MS is the second most 
disabling disease among diseases of the nervous system [5].

 According to the Ministry of Health of Ukraine, in recent years there has been a 
clear trend towards an increase in the incidence of MS. If as of 2005, there were 18,394 
people (48.4 per 100,000 population) diagnosed with MS in Ukraine, including 1,145 
new cases (3 cases per 100,000 population), in 2018, 20,674 were registered among the 
adult population in Ukraine patients with PC, which is 55.3 per 100,000 population, of 
which 1,196 residents became ill with MS for the first time, which is 3.2 per 100,000 
population. The highest prevalence in 2013 was registered in Volyn (101.0 per 100,000 
population), Ternopil (88.5 per 100,000 population), Poltava (76.8 per 100,000 population) 
regions, the lowest in Kirovohrad (27.4 per 100 thousand population), Donetsk (28.2 
per 100 thousand population) and Odesa (26.5 per 100 thousand population) regions. 
The highest incidence of MS in 2013 was noted in Ivano-Frankivsk (5.5 per 100,000 
population), Vinnytsia (4.7 per 100,000 population), Volyn (4.5 per 100,000 population) 
and Khmelnytskyi regions (4.1 per 100,000 population), the lowest — in Donetsk (1.8 
per 100,000 population), Odesa, Mykolaiv (2.0 per 100,000 population) regions and the 
city of Sevastopol (0.6 per 100,000 population) [6].

MS is considered a disease with an unknown etiology, which develops under the 
influence of various factors, which can be endogenous - genetic predisposition, or 
exogenous - a wide range of external factors, which is supplemented with the results of 
new research.

MS is not a hereditary disease, but the results of observations indicate the presence 
of a certain hereditary (genetic) predisposition [7]. 

According to genetic and chromosomal studies, one of the genetic determinants of 
MS is the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes located on the 6th chromosome. HLA is 
necessary for the recognition of foreign substances by T-lymphocytes. MS susceptibility
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is associated with the HLA-DR2HLA class II allele and the corresponding halotype 
HLA-DRB14501, HLA-DQA1*0102, HLA-DQB1*0602. Further attempts to localize 
the genetic defect in the DR-DQ region were unsuccessful due to strong splicing of 
genes in this region [8]. The analysis of a number of other candidate genes, which are 
important in the mechanisms of implementation of the immune response, made it possible 
to establish the existence of additional links of the genetic system of susceptibility to MS. 
Such links include the genes of a special family of anti-inflammatory cytokines - TNF, 
for which the predominance of certain “unfavorable” alleles in the group of MS patients 
has been shown. Since TNF genes are closely linked to the HLA-DR locus on the 6th 
chromosome, the specified specific distribution of TNF alleles may to some extent be 
due to the existence of a reliable association between alleles of the HLA complex and 
MS. Another gene for susceptibility to MS is the b-chain gene of T-lymphocyte antigen-
recognition receptors on the 7th chromosome: the association of “unfavorable” alleles of 
this gene with the progressive form of MS and EAE has been shown, especially in case 
of combined inheritance with certain alleles of the HLA complex [9].

So, from the given data, it can be said that the current level of knowledge corresponds 
to the idea of   an “orchestra” of HCG genes, which are in unbalanced vaccination and 
epistatic interaction, regulating the involvement of each other in the formation of 
susceptibility to MS.

Epigenetic regulation, which is not related to changes in the nucleotide sequence of 
the genome, but which affects the level of gene transcription through covalent modification 
of DNA or histone proteins, and the occurrence of spontaneous genetic changes, such as 
chromosomal aberrations or somatic rearrangements of genes, is probably also important 
for the development of MS. T-cell receptors and immunoglobulins [10]. 

External factors in the development of MS have a modifying effect and can be 
divided into groups: geographical (climate, geographical zone), infectious (presence of 
micro-epidemics and spatio-temporal clusters, Epstein-Barr virus, viruses of childhood 
infections, chronic bacterial infections of the nasopharynx, viruses of the herpes group 
and influenza, retroviruses), intoxications (organic solvents, gasoline and its processing 
products, toxic chemicals, environmental characteristics of the area of   residence), 
lifestyle (predominance of animal fats and proteins (meat) in the diet, deficiency in the 
diet of vitamin D and vitamin A, chronic psycho-emotional stress) [11].

Currently, infections are considered to be the most well-founded external risk 
factors. In favor of a viral etiology of MS, the described epidemic outbreaks of the 
disease, the connection of its debut or exacerbation with a previous viral infection, the 
creation of various virus-induced EAE models, and the identification of viruses and 
antiviral antibodies in patients testify. As proof of the viral concept of MS, the authors 
of numerous clinical studies cite data on an increase in the titer of antibodies to measles, 
rubella, mumps, chicken pox, herpes simplex, influenza, and parainfluenza viruses [12]. 
Hypothetically, contact with the virus during the fetal period or in early childhood is 
assumed, with subsequent persistence of the virus and the development of the disease 
after a long latent period. The onset of MS is often associated  with  the  Epstein-Barr  virus,  which
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most likely provokes or simulates the autoimmune process in MS. Obviously, the 
autoimmune process is “triggered” not by one specific virus, but by a combination of 
them or an as yet unknown virus [13].

Both hereditary and external factors have not only etiological significance, but also 
form the originality of the phenotypic manifestations of the pathological process, that is, 
the features of the clinical course of the disease. Also, there are a number of factors, for 
example, brain injury, pregnancy, children’s age, which are not causal, but significantly 
affect the development of the clinical picture.

Despite the fact that the processes that occur in MS in the central nervous system 
require further study, the fact that immune autoaggression with damage to myelin and 
axons plays an important role in the development of the disease is indisputable []. It is 
axonal damage in MS that leads to the formation of irreversible neurological deficits and 
increasing disability [14].

In the basis of the pathogenesis of MS, the main processes are inflammation and 
neurodegeneration, which is manifested by diffuse damage of axons and apoptosis of 
neurons [15]. MS is manifested by inflammatory processes, as a result of which there is 
a functional and structural reorganization of the cellular composition of the CNS, which 
subsequently provokes degenerative changes [16].

Conventionally, several successive stages can be distinguished in the development 
of MS:
I - the development of immunological reactions in the periphery and in the central 
nervous system;
II - demyelination;
III - axonal degeneration. 

It has been proven that potentially aggressive T-cells, specific for myelin basic 
protein and other CNS antigens, exist in the normal immune system, in minimal numbers 
and in an inactive state [17]. The above factors act as activators (triggers) of autoreactive 
T-lymphocytes. Antigen-activated Th cells with CD4 receptors specific for epitopes of 
myelin and ODC with the help of adhesive molecules (vascular cell adhesion molecules, 
intercellular adhesion molecules and selectins) and cytokines attach to the endothelium 
of BBB vessels, increase its permeability and penetrate into the CNS, causing infiltration 
of the perivascular space by Th-cells due to modification of the intercellular contacts of 
the BBB by cytokines [18]. 

T-lymphocytes are reactivated after interaction with antigen-presenting macrophages 
of the CNS, which carry myelin antigens on their surface. CD4+ T-cells are particularly 
interesting in the pathology of MS, as they can differentiate into both pro-inflammatory 
Th-1 and Th-17, and anti-inflammatory Th-2, or T-regulatory cells, depending on the 
microenvironment and stimulating cytokines. In MS patients, CD4+ T-cells tend to 
differentiate into Th-1 and/or Th-17, which are not only pro-inflammatory, but even 
potentially neurotoxic. The main targets of aggressive T cells and cytokines are myelin-
producing cells, ODCs, myelin and neurons [19]. Activated T-cells and macrophages 
and microglia cells, which are secondarily involved  in  the  process,  secrete  various
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pro-inflammatory cytokines, which have the ability to induce adhesive receptors on 
endothelial and immune cells, as well as enhance the migration of the corresponding 
immunocompetent cells to the focus of inflammation. The activity of inflammation 
correlates with the level of density of adhesive molecules. Cytokine production 
secondarily increases BBB permeability. Antigen-presenting cells are included in the 
process sequentially: first, perivascular monocytes and microglia are activated, then 
pericytes and, possibly, endothelial cells and astrocytes. Glial cells and Th-1 express 
IFN-γ, TNF, IL-1, 2, 6, 12. Proinflammatory cytokines attract other cells from the 
blood, in particular B-lymphocytes that produce antibodies to myelin, T(CD-8) killers 
and monocytes that “devour” myelin. In this way, perevascular foci of autoimmune 
demyelination are formed. In the process of damage to ODC and myelin, a large number 
of autoantigens are released, which give impetus to the further development of the 
autoimmune process - a phenomenon known as “epitope spreading”, which consists in 
the cascade release of new antigens and the appearance of changed antigens [20].

The heterogeneity of the demyelination process in MS is due to the predominance 
of certain immunopathological mechanisms in different patients. Based on extensive 
immunohistopathological studies of active foci of demyelination (based on stereotaxic 
biopsy and autopsy data), 4 different types of myelin destruction have been proposed: 
autoimmune demyelination caused by T-lymphocytes (macrophage-associated), 
autoimmune demyelination caused by B-lymphocytes (antibody-induced), distal 
oligodendropathy and their apoptosis, primary degeneration of ODCs [21].

 Types 1 and 2 are more characteristic of relapsing MS, while types 3 and 4 are more 
common in progressive MS. If the patient has one of the types of demyelization, then the 
signs of the other are usually not found. Perivascular foci that form with the described 
pathological changes in MS are called plaques. 

Impulse conduction is disturbed along the fibers in the foci of inflammation and 
demyelination, which leads to the emergence of clinical symptoms. With a long-term 
and pronounced process of demyelination, the death of axons occurs, which leads to the 
appearance of persistent symptoms [22].

Simultaneously with the demyelination process, there is remyelination, which is 
especially noticeable at the edges of the active plaque. But despite the appearance of the 
remyelination process already in the early stages of plaque formation, the recovery of 
the myelin sheath is not efficient enough. The longer the course of the disease, the less 
pronounced the process of remyelination, which may be associated with a significant 
decrease in the number of ODCs [23].

The main reasons for the death of an axon are an increase in the permeability of its 
membrane, a pathological intracellular biochemical cascade and a violation of axonal 
transport. It can be hypothesized that axonal loss is related to inflammation based on the 
fact that the foci of maximal axonal damage are close to sites of inflammatory infiltration. 
At this stage, ODCs and demyelinated axons are exposed to inflammatory mediators. 
They can damage axons directly or indirectly through certain receptors [24].

 Receptor-dependent damage to ODCs is caused by cytokines from the TNF family, 
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which is secreted by activated Th1 cells. They act on the so-called “death receptors” located 
on the central nervous system in active foci. In addition, axons themselves can stimulate 
the expression of HCG II class molecules, which are recognized by T-lymphocytes. 
They attach to the demyelinated axon and secrete various proinflammatory cytokines, 
including perforin, which destroy the cell membrane of the axon. The active participation 
of T-lymphocytes in the development of axonal pathology is confirmed by the fact that 
the degree of axonal damage correlates with the number of immune cells in MS foci [25].

Receptor-independent damage of axons is caused by the action of nitric oxide, 
glutamate and proteases produced by microglia and macrophages. A demyelinated axon 
is more susceptible to inflammatory damage. Thus, if sodium ions normally enter the 
axon only in the areas of Ranvier junctions, then in a demyelinated axon it occurs along its 
entire length. Nitric oxide further enhances this process, and also suspends the synthesis 
of ATP in the mitochondria of axons. Demyelinated conductors can show spontaneous 
activity, ectopically generating multiple additional impulses. Such hyperexcitability 
due to chronic demyelination can facilitate the occurrence and development of 
neurodegenerative processes. In addition, demyelinated axons are deprived of trophic 
support from ODCs. During an inflammatory attack, activated immune cells release large 
amounts of glutamate. Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity is an important component of 
both demyelination and axonal damage. Much attention is paid to nitrogen oxide, which 
is found in large quantities in the foci of inflammation. Oxidant damage to mitochondrial 
DNA leads to energy deficiency in neurons and glial cells with the development of their 
dystrophy. In the future, there is a violation of the function of ion channels with an 
increased influx of Na + ions into the axon, damage to the Na + / Ca ++ pump with 
excessive penetration of Ca ++ into the axon. These phenomena lead to the activation 
of proteases (calpain, matrix metalloproteases), which cause the destruction of the axon 
cytoskeleton [26]. 

Several circumstances prevent axonal regeneration after damage has developed. 
These include a reduction in neurotrophic factors that support growth, the presence of 
glial scarring (a factor that depends on the site of the lesion), or the presence of inhibitory 
molecules that prevent axonal growth. Recent evidence suggests that axonal degeneration 
following injury has mechanisms similar to those responsible for programmed cell death 
(apoptosis).

Due to the fact that the main pathomorphological substrate of the disease is damage 
to myelin in the CNS, the symptoms of MS are, first of all, caused by damage to the 
leading pathways of the brain and spinal cord. The first symptoms may be damage to 
one or several conduction systems (mono- and polysymptomatic onset). According to 
the epidemiological study of large groups, the polysymptomatic variant of the clinical 
onset of MS still prevails [27].

All symptoms of MS are divided into classic and rare. The first group includes the 
most common symptoms, which are a direct manifestation of damage to the leading 
systems of the central nervous system. This also includes the symptom complexes 
characteristic of MS, which reflect the features of the clinical manifestations of  the  multifocal
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demyelinating process. The second group includes rare clinical manifestations of the 
disease, which can cause difficulties in carrying out differential diagnosis.

The severity of clinical manifestations depends on the localization of the 
demyelinating process.

When the pyramidal pathways are damaged, 89% [28] have movement disorders 
in the form of a pyramidal syndrome with weakness and spasticity. Depending on the 
localization of the focus, paraparesis, hemiparesis, and less often monoparesis can be 
observed. As a rule, the lower limbs are involved more and earlier in the process. Hands 
suffer less often and are involved in the process at later stages of the disease. A decrease 
in strength is accompanied by the appearance of pathological reflexes, hyperreflexia 
of tendon and periosteal reflexes and a decrease, asymmetry or loss of skin abdominal 
reflexes. The last symptom is a subtle and early manifestation of the involvement of 
the pyramidal system in the pathological process, but it is not a specific symptom. The 
state of muscle tone can be diverse - from a spastic increase to hypo- or dystonia 
(with simultaneous damage to the conductors of the pyramidal and extrapyramidal 
pathways) [29].

Symptoms of damage to the cerebellum and its connections are manifested in 74% 
[29] of disease cases. Clinical manifestations are quite diverse: from episodic dizziness, 
unevenness of handwriting, imperceptible to the surrounding unsteadiness when walking 
to gross static and dynamic ataxia, dysmetria, failure to perform pointing tests, intentional 
tremor, chanted speech. In severe cases, tremors of the limbs and trunk appear even at 
rest, which makes self-care of the patient very difficult. Cerebellar symptoms are often 
accompanied by muscle hypotonia.

When the cranial nerves are damaged (58%) [30], the oculomotor, trigeminal, 
abductor and facial nerves – the nerves of the bulbar group – are more often affected 
[30]. Due to the involvement of both nuclear or supranuclear, and root levels, the central 
and peripheral impression of the corresponding nerves can be observed in the trunk of the 
GM. A frequent symptom in MS is nystagmus. When the facial nerve is damaged, facial 
muscle paresis develops, more often of the peripheral type. Damage to the trigeminal 
nerve is most often manifested by trigeminal pain [30]. 

A separate group consists of visual and oculomotor disorders (52%) [29]. Among 
the various visual disturbances in MS, the most common is a decrease in visual acuity 
due to the development of retrobulbar (optic) neuritis (RBN), which is characterized 
by a sharp, usually unilateral, decrease in visual acuity, lasting at least 24 hours, pain 
during eyeball movements, with full or partial restoration of visual function. On the 
fundus, pallor of the temporal halves of the optic nerve discs, later subatrophy of the 
optic nerve, discoloration of the temporal half of the disc without clinical neuritis (which 
is a subclinical manifestation of damage to the optic nerve) [31].

Vegetative disorders are manifested in the form of dysfunction of the pelvic organs. 
It is believed that dysfunction of the pelvic organs sooner or later occurs in 60% [31] of 
MS patients. The earliest signs are imperative urges to urinate, an increase in their 
frequency, urinary retention, which is associated with the inability of the bladder to
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accumulate urine (detrusor hyperreflexia syndrome). Another pathogenetic direction  
of dysfunction of the pelvic organs is obstructive urination disorders in the form of 
a syndrome of incomplete emptying of the bladder due to dyssynergy of detrusor 
and sphincter contractions, which over time leads to the occurrence of inflammatory 
diseases of the lower and upper urinary tract. Charcot’s triad is characteristic for the 
late stages of the disease: urinary incontinence, constipation, impotence. Disorders 
of the function of the pelvic organs affect all components of the quality of life. For 
people of working age, clinical manifestations of this type become an obstacle to the 
performance of professional duties, significantly limit the ability to move freely, disrupt 
sleep and personal relationships, which over time manifests as secondary depressive 
states unrelated to direct CNS damage [32].

Most often, the first clinical manifestations of MS are sensitivity disorders (77%). 
In the early stages, subjective sensitive disorders (paresthesias) and vague disorders 
of pain sensation appear: a feeling of “cotton legs”, numbness of the cheek, fingers, a 
decrease in pain sensitivity with unclear boundaries, a mosaic character, or an objective 
decrease in vibration sensitivity from the lower legs to costal arches Later, sensory 
disturbances of the conductive type (paroxysmal trigeminal neuralgia, chronic limb 
dysesthesia, musculoskeletal pain), disorders of muscle and joint sensitivity, resulting 
in proprioceptive ataxia and afferent paresis, are revealed. Pain syndrome occurs in 50-
80% of patients, and often has a chronic nature [33].

Among the neuropsychological disorders (62%) [32], one should first of all 
highlight a decrease in intelligence, behavioral disorders, slowing down of cognitive 
and emotional functions, a decrease in short-term memory, depression, and a feeling of 
restlessness. Depression is associated with demyelination in the temporal lobes. MS is 
characterized by the syndrome of “constant fatigue” (60-80%), which is a consequence 
of the rapid exhaustion of mental processes and is manifested by the need for frequent 
rest, drowsiness, difficulty in performing repeated actions, which is a serious problem 
for many patients, as they cannot perform usual work for them even during the period 
of remission.

Rare clinical manifestations include symptoms of MS, occurring in no more than 
10% of patients. A clear example is paroxysmal conditions, which are characterized by 
sudden onset, sudden cessation and frequent recurrence during the day (up to 200-300 
times): tonic spasms of the limbs and face, which are quite painful, attacks of dysarthria 
and ataxia, Lhermite’s symptom, epinaives (focal and generalized ), which are associated 
with demyelination of the premotor zone of the cortex, etc. [34]. 

There are four types of disease development - remitting, relapsing-remitting, 
secondary progressive and primary progressive MS. In 80% of cases, the development 
of the disease begins with a relapsing-remitting course, which is characterized by 
alternating periods of exacerbation and recovery. The high frequency of exacerbations 
(42-57%) does not allow to completely restore the functions of neuroregulation, which 
leads to permanent disorders. Subsequently, within 6-10 years, 30-40% of MS patients 
go into a secondary-progressive course [34]. Much less often, in 20% of cases, MS
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immediately takes a primary progressive form.
In addition, special forms of the course of MS are  distinguished:  benign  MS,  

malignant course of MS (Marburg’s disease), transient-progressive course, progressive-
relapsing.

W.I. criteria are used to establish a diagnosis of MS. McDonald et al., which were 
last reviewed and published in 2010. - McDonald, 2010. It should be emphasized that 
these criteria should be applied only in cases where MS is the most accurate explanation 
of the clinical symptoms. The Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) (Kurtzke J.F. 
1983) is used for point assessment of disability.

In this article, we focused our attention on some issues that need to be resolved. For 
a correct understanding of the direction of development of pharmacotherapy of multiple 
sclerosis, it is necessary to focus on deepening knowledge about the subtleties of the 
mechanisms of multiple sclerosis, in this case, the ways of remyelination. In addition, 
we have marked, discussed and summarized the manifestations and most frequent 
complications of neurodegenerative diseases, namely, multiple sclerosis. 
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 Annotation. Clinical experience shows that even small violations in the technique 
of performing mandibular anesthesia have a negative impact on its effectiveness. There 
are also a number of factors that do not depend on the skills of the doctor, but make it 
extremely difficult to perform it. The aim of the work was to increase the effectiveness and 
safety of conduction anesthesia on the lower jaw by developing a universal auxiliary tool. 
In the anatomical part, the anthropometric indicators of 91 dry anatomical preparations 
of the lower jaw of adults were studied. The X-ray part of the study was carried out using 
a computer tomograph Sirona ORTHOPHOS SL. The corresponding anthropometric 
indicators were studied on 420 tomograms and orthopantomograms of the lower jaw of 
adults.

Keywords: orthopantomogram, developmental anomalies, lower jaw.

Currently, conduction anesthesia is the most common method of local anesthesia for 
the main types of dental treatment in the lower jaw. The term “mandibular anesthesia” 
refers to various techniques for performing conduction anesthesia near the mandibular 
foramen, the purpose of which is the reversible interruption of nerve conduction in the 
corresponding areas of the target nerves (inferior alveolar, lingual, buccal). Most of the 
techniques require the determination of about 10 anatomical and topographic landmarks, 
which makes them difficult. 

Clinical experience shows that even small violations in the execution of the 
technique have a negative impact on its effectiveness. There are also a number of 
factors that do not depend on the skills of the doctor, however, it is extremely difficult to 
perform mandibular anesthesia. These include individual anatomical, physiological and 
behavioral characteristics of the patient. All this causes its insufficient efficiency, which, 
according to a number of authors, ranges from 60 to 85 %. The solution to the problem 
can be the development of a universal auxiliary tool to improve clinical orientation and 
reduce the influence of local adverse factors based on the study of the anthropometric 
parameters of the lower jaw and graphical modeling of the ratio of its main dimensions.
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Aim of the study. To increase the effectiveness and safety of conduction anesthesia 
in the lower jaw by developing a universal auxiliary tool - provider based on the study of 
the necessary anthropometric parameters of the lower jaw and graphical visualization of 
the direction of the needle vector using the Back Low method [1-5]. 

Materials and methods. The anatomical part of the study was carried out on the basis 
of the Department of Normal and Pathological Human Anatomy of the Odessa National 
Medical University. Anthropometric parameters of 91 dry anatomical preparations of the 
lower jaw of adults were studied.

The X-ray part of the study was carried out on the basis of the SE “ISMFS NAMS” 
of Ukraine using a Sirona ORTHOPHOS SL computer tomograph. The corresponding 
anthropometric parameters were studied on 420 tomograms and orthopantomograms of 
the lower jaw of adults.  

To study the ratio of jaw sizes and the presence of relationships between them, 
a correlation analysis was carried out using the linear Pearson correlation coefficient, 
which is used to study the relationship between two variables measured in metric scales 
on the same sample. To assess the correlation coefficient, the Chaddock scale was used. 

The “KOMPAS-Graph v21” program was used to visualize the obtained data and 
calculate accompanying values. The calculated model was based on the previously 
obtained average values of the correlating parameters.

Results and discussion. To study anthropometric indicators, a number of parameters 
were determined, which are the main landmarks for anesthesia using the Back Low 
method. First of all, it was noted that the horizontal plane passing through the teeth of 
the lower jaw, in the absolute majority of cases, crosses the funnel of the mandibular 
canal - the area where the lower alveolar nerve enters the body of the lower jaw. This 
ratio is maintained with partial or complete adentia, as well as atrophy of the lower 
jaw. Exceptions may be pathologies and anomalies in the development of the lower 
jaw, fractures, severe cases of involutive atrophy. This relationship is well observed on 
orthopantomograms and can be measured. In cases where the horizontal plane passing 
along the upper anatomical point of the alveolar part or teeth crossed the funnel region of 
the mandibular canal, the value was considered as 0. If this area was higher, the number 
of millimeters with a “+” sign was taken into account, if it was lower – with a “-” sign. 
So, when studying 420 orthopantomograms, the average value was +0.14 mm. 

In turn, the measurement of the dimensions of the funnel region of the mandibular 
canal showed that its average height is 10.8 mm, and the length is 8.5 mm. Thus, the 
funnel region of the mandibular canal is a distally inclined ellipse, expanding in the 
upper part, at the base of which there is a mandibular opening displaced anteriorly to the 
border of the first and second third of the length of the funnel region, partially covered by 
a bone protrusion or a thin plate (uvula). When studying dry anatomical preparations of 
the human lower jaw, it was noted that this uvula is more common and better expressed 
at a young age. The bony uvula was weakly expressed or absent on the preparations, 
where there were signs of involutive atrophy and loss of teeth. During the measurements, 
it was noted that the dimensions of the funnel region of the mandibular canal do not depend on
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the degree of atrophy of the lower jaw and, on average, remain the same as at a young 
age, but their boundaries are less pronounced. 

It was also noted that the point located at the top of the internal oblique line at the 
point of its transition from the alveolar part to the inner surface of the mandibular branch 
(point BL) is in the horizontal plane at the level of the lower border (or slightly below) 
of the funnel region of the mandibular canal. So the average value here was – 0.29 mm. 

This point is an important landmark for conducting anesthesia using the Back Low 
method in clinical practice, as it is covered with a layer of attached gums and is located 
at the site of its transition to the soft tissues of the peripharyngeal region, which makes 
it easy to visually or palpate this landmark. Also clinically important, for identifying 
possible relationships, is a number of anthropometric measurements:

А – distance between mandibular foramen;
В – distance between internal oblique lines;
С – distance between outer oblique lines;
D – distance from internal oblique line to external oblique line;
Е – distance from the internal oblique line to the mandibular foramen;
F – distance from the extreme anterior point of the funnel region of the mandibular 

canal to the alveolar septum of 31-41 teeth or the mental symphysis in case of adentia.
The measurements were carried out in the horizontal plane corresponding to the 

level of the BL point (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Image of the studied anthropometric values on the lower jaw.

А – distance between mandibular foramen;
В – distance between internal oblique lines;
С – distance between outer oblique lines;
D – distance from internal oblique line to external oblique line;
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Е – distance from the internal oblique line to the mandibular foramen;
F – distance from the extreme anterior point of the funnel region of the mandibular 

canal to the alveolar septum of 31-41 teeth or the mental symphysis in case of adentia.
To calibrate the measurements of 10 dry preparations, tomography was performed 

and the measurement results were compared using a physical measuring device (caliper) 
and virtual meters in the tomography viewer. The results obtained from the measurement 
of dry preparations and tomograms were combined, and their average values are 
presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Mean measurements on the lower jaw

The main objective of this study was to establish not only the average values of a 
number of parameters in the lower jaw, but also to evaluate their possible relationship. 
The results of a linear correlation analysis of a number of anthropometric values in the 
lower jaw are presented in Table 2.

Table 2
The results of a linear correlation analysis of a number of anthropometric

values in the lower jaw (r-Pearson)

It follows from the obtained data that the correlation dependence between the 
obtained values is rather non-uniform. Thus, a high relationship is determined between 
lines A and F (0.80), A and C (0.78), E and F (0.78). The average relationship is 
determined between the values of A and B (0.63), A and E (0.58), B and C (0.68), B and 
F (0.59), C and F (0.55). A weak relationship was found between C and E values (0.34). 
Correlation analysis of the values B and E (0.21), C and D (0.12), E and D (0.01), D 
and F (0.06) showed a very weak relationship. Values A and D (-0.11), B and D (-0.41) 
showed a very weak and weak inverse relationship, respectively. To solve the problem of
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improving the safety and efficiency of conduction anesthesia in the lower jaw by 
improving the accuracy of injection by developing an additional device, one should rely 
on values with a high relationship or close to it. It is also necessary to take into account 
the influence of intraoral factors. 

Next, a graphical visualization of the obtained data was carried out, in which the 
previously obtained average values of the correlated parameters of the lower jaw were 
taken as the basis for the calculation model (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Graphical visualization of the values and ratios of the studied
quantities in the lower jaw

*FRMC – funnel region of mandibular canal

When analyzing this graphical visualization, it seems possible to determine a 
number of additional parameters. In particular, the average value of the EAF angle, the 
apex of which is the mandibular foramen, was 12.34 degrees. It should be noted that the 
value of this angle in the analysis of all jaws ranged from 2 to 51.4 degrees and did not 
correlate with any of the measured values. This indicates that the direction of the needle 
stroke along the average value, which is the basis of various modifications of mandibular 
anesthesia, does not at all guarantee the accuracy of the injection and, as a result, its 
effectiveness and safety. The size of the funnel region of the mandibular canal allows for 
a certain error during anesthesia, however, graphic modeling with an “average” angle 
showed that the needle reached the funnel region only in half of the cases. In other cases, 
the contact of the conditional needle occurred anterior to the target or the needle passed 
tangentially posteriorly without contact with the bone. 

The distance from the mandibular foramen to the BL point (line E) is a much more 
stable parameter. Graphical modeling has shown that an increase in the angle  of  attack
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and a shift in the direction vector posteriorly along the line E can significantly increase the 
accuracy. So, with an increase in the angle of attack to 27.2 degrees and a displacement of 
the needle movement vector posteriorly by 5 mm, the funnel region is crossed in 84 % of 
cases. The remaining 16 % of cases were in the jaws, where the length of the E line was 
greater than 16 mm. In these cases, the motion vector passed anterior to the funnel zone. 
Subsequent modeling with a further increase in the angle of attack and a displacement of 
the needle motion vector posteriorly showed a decrease in the percentage of hits, due to 
the passage of the needle posteriorly from the funnel zone. It should also be noted that 
such distalization of the injection vector and an increase in the angle of attack can cause 
difficulties in clinical practice, which will be associated with a gag reflex and insufficient 
mouth opening. 

Thus, we considered the achieved parameters to be optimal in order to base the 
design of the auxiliary device. Its task is to serve as a directing (provider) for the needle 
when performing mandibular anesthesia using the Back Low technique, and also to hold 
the patient’s tongue. 

Based on the data obtained above and clinical experience, we have developed a 
model shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Graphic visualization of provider parameters, mm
а – holder; в – incisal mark; с,d – tongue holder; е – directing pilot; f  - directing 

funnel; v – needle direction vector. 

It is assumed that this provider will have two points of support in the oral cavity − 
the point of contact of parts d and e (which corresponds to the point BL) and the point 
between teeth 31 and 41 or on the midline in case of their absence (incisal mark). Based 
on the calculations, this should ensure that the needle contacts the infundibulum in 84 % 
of cases (Fig. 4). It should be noted that the position of the provider should always be 
parallel to the midline, also the incisal mark not matching the center line may indicate a
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deviation of the needle vector from the target. In the remaining cases, the needle will 
contact the bone anterior to the target, which will be clinically manifested by a small 
advance of the needle in the soft tissues to contact with the bone (less than 13 mm) or 
a further absence of pulpal anesthesia in the presence of numbness of the tongue (Fig. 
4). To solve this problem, it was possible to change the angle of attack by turning the 
provider in the direction of anesthesia. With this shift, the BL point is the axis of rotation, 
and the handle of the provider is shifted from the center line towards anesthesia.

Fig. 4. Graphical visualization of the direction of the needle vector in the standard 
position of the provider and various parameters of the lower jaw.

Graphical modeling showed that with such a displacement of 12.5 mm, the motion 
vector of the needle falls within the boundaries of the funnel area in all cases considered 
(Fig. 5).

It should be noted that these calculations are theoretical and do not take into account 
some clinical features, such as gingival thickness at the BL point, which can be 1-3 mm, or 
an error in the placement of the provider. However,  in  these  calculations,  we  determined
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Fig. 5. Graphical simulation of the change in the angle of attack when
the provider is rotated towards anesthesia.

the standard deviations (table 1), the values of which are comparable with the magnitude 
of the influence of these negative factors. 

The next stage in the development of the provider was the creation of a 3D model 
based on the obtained above parameters.  

Conclusions. The established ratios of the dimensions of the lower jaw with a high 
correlation were the basis for further graphic modeling, on the basis of which additional 
geometric parameters were determined, which made it possible to significantly increase 
the accuracy of the angle of attack of the injection needle. This was the basis for 
the development and creation of a 3D model of the “Back Low provider” auxiliary 
device, which provides tongue fixation, distalization of the needle injection point and 
optimization of the angle of attack during conduction anesthesia in the lower jaw. 
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